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Abstract

The work deals with public figures as role models of Serbian adolescents. 
We had three major goals: 1) to classify adolescents’ idols and compare data to 
previous studies; 2) to classify reasons for idols’ admiration and to relate them 
to specific role model types; 3) to test the relationship between idols’ preference 
and adolescents’ socio-demographic features. The sample was convenient and 
consisted of 1404 students from primary and secondary schools in 5 Serbian 
towns. The question regarding public role models and associated reasons was 
raised and pupils were asked to name a public figure they look up to and pro-
vide explanation why. The results show that: 1) Public figures from show busi-
ness are the most popular; one new category (entrepreneurs) as a subcategory 
(you-tubers and bloggers within show business category) has been added to the 
earlier classification of role models, and there are changes in role model types 
preference indicating a value shift in Serbian adolescents; 2) Professional suc-
cess of public figures is the most valued characteristic and sensible connection 
between  types of idols and associated reasons is established by GLM ANOVA 
and logistic regressions; 3) the connection between idols’ preference and ad-
olescents’ socio-demographic features is partly confirmed showing that those 
features are important for understanding adolescents’ role model choices. The 
results have been discussed in the light of previous research and the future di-
rections of this topic investigation.   
     Key words: public figures, role models, reasons, adolescents

1 Senior Researcher 
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Introduction

In the field of social psychology role models are associated with ob-
servational learning, acquiring skills important for socialization, but 
also for obtaining behavioral patterns which could be positively or neg-
atively valued by society (Aronson et al. 2001: 419-430, Bandura 1969a: 
213-254; Bandura 2004: 78; Rot 1973: 107-123). Authors divide role 
models into different categories and use various terms to label them. 
Bandura (1969a: 247-250; 1969b: 145) differentiates live - actual mod-
els, with whom one has direct relation from symbolic provided in the 
media (real people or fictional characters). Popadić (1990: 301) uses the 
word authority (Serbian: uzori) for models with whom one has straight 
interaction and an emotional bond that serve as a basis for identifica-
tion. There is no direct contact with idols and emotional connection 
is relatively weak (Popadić 1990: 301). The term figure is adopted for 
models available thorough media (Yancey et al. 2002: 58). One study 
(Anderson et al. 2001: 109) highlights differences between individuals 
known personally from sport stars, media personalities (musicians, ac-
tors, television personalities, fictional characters) and public figures like 
politicians.

In adolescence, role models outside the family play an important 
role in growing independence from parents and the process of identity 
formation (Anderson et al. 2001: 109; Abeyance et al. 2002: 55; Terkel 
2002: 358-359). Bandura (1969a: 248) considers reasons that make ad-
olescents receptive to influence of such models. Parents often cannot 
be the source of functional behavioral patterns to look up to, because 
of rapid technological and social changes. Besides, high social mobility 
together with increased educational opportunities and career choices 
steer adolescents towards other role models (Bandura 1969a: 248). The 
reason particularly relevant for this work is related to youngsters’ tre-
mendous interest in the media which are a powerful socialization agent. 
Bandura accurately predicted that in the near future, which is the time 
we live in now, the media would play a significant role in shaping be-
havior and social norms. He even argued that technology advances will 
make media models more influential than family, teachers and other 
real people (Bandura 1969a: 249).
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Problem

This study deals with role models with whom adolescents have no 
direct relationship. There is no agreement on their effects on youth de-
velopment. Popadić (1990: 301) associates idols’ influence to imitation 
process which is not as deeply influential as identification. Although 
limited to external characteristics and relatively weak, imitation still 
leads to interiorization of assumed values and idols’ attitudes. Simi-
larly, Yancey and associates (2002: 56) claim that even though people 
frequently appearing on TV have fleeting identification effect they are 
often selected as role models by youngsters. Ivaldi and O’Neill (2008: 
396) define musician models as persons whom adolescents admire but 
without necessarily holding aspirations to become like them. However, 
Campbell and Wolbrecht (2006: 233-245) found that the more that fe-
male politicians are visible on TV, the more likely girls are to indicate 
an intention to be politically active. According to them, male politicians 
are rarely models for boys because they are already aware that political 
power is open for men. Likewise, Lockwood and Kunda (1997: 92-102) 
conclude that relevant superstars provoke self-enhancement and inspi-
ration when their success seems attainable but self-deflation when it 
seems unattainable. Engle and Kasser (2005: 264-265) state that celebri-
ties idolization cannot be neglected in terms of developmental outcomes 
because it partially contributes to identity construction through adoles-
cent interests in popular media.

Our first goal is to discover who youngsters’ role models are and to 
which meaningful categories they can be assigned. The starting point is 
classification developed by Popadić used in numerous Serbian surveys 
(Popadić 1990: 309; 1995: 130; 2000: 194-199; Skoko 2000: 15-22; Ste-
panović et al. 2009: 407). This is a system of five categories: celebrities; 
athletes; politicians, scientists and artists; fictional characters. A similar 
categorization is used in a Taiwan study (Lin & Lin 2007: 578). In the 
previous research into celebrities’ category, consisting of musicians and 
actors, one subclass was added - TV role models. It included TV pre-
senters, fashion models and other people frequently appearing on TV 
(Stepanović et al. 2009: 408). This change may be treated as relatively 
minor but we considered it significant because it revealed specific me-
dia personalities who attract young people. Thus, in this study we are 
interested in potential new categories, or subcategories, of role models. 
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More importantly, we will compare our results with previous Serbian 
studies in order to detect preference changes implying a value shift in 
young people that can be associated with significant social and political 
affairs (Popadić 1995: 135-138; 2003: 195-200; Stepanović et al. 2009: 
411-414).

The second goal is to understand reasons for role model preferenc-
es. From the constructivist perspective it is significant to capture one’s 
perception i.e. construction of proto-model since it can influence one’s 
behavior (Eriksson-Zetterquist 2008: 259). Thus, modeling starts with 
a comparison between an image of oneself and that of a person who is 
a proto-model, then continues with a composition of the proto-model’s 
characteristics resulting in an image of the role, and ends with a com-
parison between such an image and an image of oneself, leading to di-
rectives for specific action (Eriksson-Zetterquist 2008: 259). Moreover, 
youngsters’ choices mirror associated interests and underlying value 
system (Popadić 1990: 301). We will pay special attention to possible 
connections between role model types and particular reasons to discov-
er if a particular kind of reasons can be associated with a certain role 
model type as in Taiwan study (Lin& Lin 2007: 580-584).

Our third goal is to test possible relations between certain adoles-
cents’ characteristics (age, gender, social and economic status) and role 
model choices in order to better understand youngsters’ preferences. 
Related studies show association between these variables (Lin & Lin 
2008: 581; Popadić 1995: 127-138; Stepanović et al. 2009: 409-411; Yanc-
ey et al. 2002: 59, 2011: 39)

Method

Subjects. The sample is convinient and consists of 1404 students 
(male - 46.9% and female 53.1%) from primary (420 students age 14 – 
29.9%) and secondary school students (984 age 18 - 71.1%). Secondary 
schools are grammar (564 students - 40.2%) and vocational (120 stu-
dents of three-year vocational schools – 8.5% and 300 students of four-
year vocational schools - 21.4%). The survey was conducted in 5 Serbian 
towns (Belgrade, Sremska Mitrovica, Kruševac, Jagodina, Valjevo). 

 Procedure. The investigation was part of the extensive study re-
garding adolescents’ spare time. The question about idols contained the 
following instruction: “The next question is related to your role models. 
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Think about persons who are public figures, regardless of whether they 
are alive or not, as well as about their important features. Please finish 
the following sentence: I would like to be like ….. (name the person), 
because……  (provide a reason why)”. 

 Data Analysis. Students’ role models were classified in accor-
dance with the classification mentioned above (Stepanović et al. 2009: 
408). In the previous research we placed students’ explanations in the 
following categories: intelligence, strong personality, humanity, com-
municativeness, prestige, physical appearance and professional success 
(Stepanović et al. 2009: 408). In the present study the reasons were sim-
ilarly classified (Table 4). To test the relationship between role model 
types and reasons we transformed every reason category into separate 
dichotomous variable (level 0 - student did not provide that reason, level 
-1 student stated that reason) and used General linear model MANO-
VA. In that way we tested differences between groups of students who 
have different idols types regarding each reason. We also transformed 
role model type variable into separate dichotomous variables (level 0 
- student did not mention the idol from that category, level 1 - student 
mentioned the idol from that category) and applied logistic regression 
for each variable with dichotomous reasons variables as predictors. 
These regression analyses (for each role model type) will suggest if stu-
dents who have idols from a certain category differ from those who 
do not in terms of the reasons stated. Crosstabs analysis is used to test 
the connection of idols preference with categorical socio-demographic 
variables (students’ age, gender, school type) and role model gender. The 
relation of idol type with school achievement, parents’ education level 
and economic status was investigated by one-way ANOVA.

Results

Public figures are perceived as role models by 40.3% students. Slight-
ly more than 500 students named 333 public figures, which is even more 
than in the previous research (Stepanović et al. 2009: 407), suggesting 
there are no universal role models. The majority of students have male 
idols (71%), and nearly one third (29%) prefer females. We found gender 
differences regarding preference of male and female models (Cramer’s 
V=0.59, χ²=203.205, df=1, p=0.000). Only 3.9% of male students have 
female role models, while 42.2% of girls have male idols. Đoković (Table 
1) is the most admired role model, which is understandable knowing his 
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success and frequent appearance in the media. Half of the most popular 
idols are athletes, and only one is female, which is in accordance with 
the mentioned prevalence of male models.  

Table 1: Twenty most popular public role models
1   Novak Đoković (66 students) 11.1%* 11 Angelina Jolie (6) 1.0%
2   Cristiano Ronaldo (17) 2.9% 12 Svetlana Ražnatović (6) 1.0%
3   Lionel Messi (12) 2.0% 13 Dan Bilzerian (6) 1.0%
4   Bill Gates (12) 2.0% 14 Beyonce (5) 0.8%
5   Zorana Jovanović (10) 1.7% 15 Bogdan Bogdanović (5) 0.8%
6   Ivana Španović (8) 1.3% 16 Jennifer Lopez (5) 0.8%
7   Kim Kardashian (8) 1.3% 17 Lana del Rey (5) 0.8%
8   Stephen Curry (8) 1,2% 18 Selena Gomez (5) 0.8%
9   Lebron ames (7) 1,2% 19 Boban Marjanović (4) 0.7%
10 Ronaldinho (7) 1.2% 20 Branislav Ivanović (4) 0.7%

*the percentage is calculated as the ratio of of students who listed particular role 
models

Even the most popular one, Đoković, was listed as the role model 
only by 11% of students, which is a trend also spotted in our earlier re-
search. In the present study one new category (entrepreneurs) and one 
subcategory within the category of show business (you-tube stars and 
bloggers) appeared (Table 2).

Table 2: The role model categories 

Category  %* 
domestic

%
foreign

%
total

SHOW BUSINESS 15.0 28.6 44.6
Actors 1.8 7.9 9.7
Musicians 8.1 13.1 21.2
TV personalities (TV presenters, fashion 
models, reality stars etc.) 2.6 5.6 8.2

You tubers and bloggers 2.5 2.0 4.5
SPORT 22.0 21.2 43.2
POLITICIANS AND RULERS 1.8 1.2 3.0
SCIENCE AND ART 1.5 1.5 3.0
Scientists 0.4 1.1 1.5
Artists 1.1 1.4 1.5
ENTREPRENEURS 0 2.6 2.6
FICTIONAL CARACTERS 0 1.6 1.6
other** 1.2 0.7 1.9

*     the percentage is calculated as the ratio of of students who listed particular role 
models

**  includes unknown people, two people with criminal record, one famous lawyer and 
one leader of football supporters
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Public figures from show business and sport are the most admired 
ones. Namely, 19 out of 20 most popular public figures are from these 
two categories (Table 1). Other categories are considerably less present. 
For example, only 7 politicians/rulers are role models for 14 students 
(out of 567 who have idols). The most popular are domestic politicians 
Vojislav Šešelj (f=4), Aleksandar Vučić (f=3), Emperor Dušan (f=2). The 
most admired foreign politicians are Nelson Mandela (f=3). One stu-
dent mentioned Che Guevara and another one Cleopatra. 

Table 3 shows a comparison between this survey and previous Ser-
bian research on adolescents. It should be considered with reservations 
because the sample structure was not the same regarding age and school 
type variables, which are usually connected to idol preferences (Ste-
panović et al. 2009: 409).
Table 3: Role model choices - Comparison with earlier Serbian studies

Role model 
categories

Research 1995 
by Popadić

Research 2000 
by Skoko

Our research 
2007

Our research 
2015

Show business 32% 36% 52% 45%

Sport 9% 9% 34% 43%

Science & art 24% 23% 3% 3%

Politicians & 
rulers 16% 15% 5.5% 3%

Fictional char-
acters Less than 1% Less than 1% Less than 1% 1.6%

others 5% 7% 6% 4.5%*

*includes entrepreneurs category with 2.6% of students, which was not present earlier

 It is noticeable that entertainment and sport remain the most 
popular categories. Show business preference slightly declines, but sport 
preference grows. Scientists and artists remained low popularity among 
adolescents, like politicians whose rating is even lower than in 2007. 

 As previously mentioned, reasons for idol choices were classi-
fied in a similar manner as in earlier research (Stepanović et al. 2009: 
409). Prestige category is now divided into 3 classes (fame, social power, 
wealth) and 1 category is added regarding adolescents’ interest in a role 
model’s profession as a future occupation (Table 4).
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Table 4: Categorization of reasons for role model choice 

 Categories of reasons

Percent-
age of 

the given 
category 

of reasons 
1. PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS (achieved success, good at what they do) 35.4%
2. PHYSICAL APPEARANCE (beautiful, attractive, good-looking) 7.5%
3. STRONG PERSONALITY (determined, competitive, hardworking) 7.3%
4. WEALTH (earns a lot, rich) 6.1%
5. HUMANITY (gives money to the poor, cares for others) 5.2%
6. INTELLIGENCE (clever, gifted, perspicacious) 4.0%
7. COMMUNICATIVENESS (funny, likeable, amusing, cheerful) 3.4%
8. DESIRABLE PROFFESSION (is in the line of work I am interested in) 2.5%
9. FAME (famous, everybody knows him/her) 1.9%

10. SOCIAL POWER (influential, has power) 1.3%
Combinations of reasons 13.6%
Unspecific explanations (because they are my idol, they are somebody, 
they are cool) 11.9%

Total (the number of students who listed the reasons, n=523) 100%

Findings are very similar to the previous research (Stepanović et al. 
2009: 409). Professional success is still by far the most frequent reason 
for adolescents’ admiration of public figures. If prestige category re-
mained undivided it would change the most, declining from 19% to 9%.

The novelty in this research is the attempt to find a connection be-
tween role model types and associated reasons. As mentioned earlier, 
we tested differences between groups of students who prefer different 
models for each reason by General linear model MANOVA. Unspecific 
explanations are excluded from the analysis and combinations of rea-
sons are divided into separate reasons. The effect of role model type is 
statistically significant (Wilks’ Lambda=0.556, p=0.000), which means 
that adolescents choose various role models for different reasons. Be-
tween subjects effects test reveals group differences in following rea-
sons: intelligence (F=10.585, p=0.000), physical appearance (F=8.368, 
p=0.000), professional success (F=16.790, p=0.000) and social power 
(F=23.831, p=0.000). Post-hoc tests for these variables were conducted. 
They reveal that adolescents dominantly attribute intelligence to scien-
tists and artists and seldom to other role model types (to entrepreneurs 
and fictional characters a bit more often than to show business and sport 
celebrities). Because of physical appearance students admire celebrities 
from show business, sometimes fictional characters and almost never 
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others. Professional success is mostly associated with sport and much 
less with other role models. Adolescents value politicians and rulers be-
cause of social power other idols lack, except entrepreneurs at times. 

The other way to associate role model preferences with specific rea-
sons was logistic regression where the categories of reasons were pre-
dictors and role model types separate criterion variables. Regression 
models are statistically significant for majority of model types except 
fictional characters and entrepreneurs (Table 5). 

Table 5: Model summaries for logistic regressions

Role model categories Chi-square df p Negelkerke R²

Show business 85.259 10 0.00 0.203
Sport 111.781 10 0.00 0.260
Science & art 27.026 10 0.00 0.211
Politicians & rulers 41.420 10 0.00 0.319

This analysis enables us to discover the main reasons for certain 
role model choice. For show business models, regression coefficients of 
physical appearance and professional success (negative value) are sta-
tistically significant. The other reasons coefficients are not significant 
meaning that it is equally likely that adolescents who admire celebrities 
give the same reasons as those with different preferences. Athletes are 
dominantly admired because of their results and humanity while beauty 
and intelligence are characteristics adolescents would not attribute to 
them (negative beta coefficients). Intelligence is the only reason associ-
ated with scientists/artists, while politicians/rulers are seen as powerful 
but not successful.

Idols preferences are related to socio-demographic variables: gender, 
age, school type, parents’ education, economic status, school achieve-
ment. For the categorical variables chi-square analysis was applied and 
three are significant (Table 6). 

Table 6: Relation between idol preferences and socio-demographic 
variables

Socio demographic 
variables Chi-square df p Cramer’s V

Gender 104.314 5 0.000 0.43
Age 11.380 5 0.044 0.14
School type 22.389 10 0.013 0.20

The strongest relationship is between role model preferences and 
gender. Three idol categories make the difference: show business, sport 
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and entrepreneurs. Girls prefer show business celebrities, while boys ad-
mire athletes and entrepreneurs. School type is the next variable in terms 
of relation strength. Show business personalities are admired mostly by 
primary school students and less by grammar school pupils. Vocational 
school students prefer athletes, unlike students from grammar schools. 
Contrary to that, politicians and rulers are usually chosen by grammar 
school students, while primary school students have no such idols. Sci-
entists and artists, together with fictional characters, are models domi-
nantly for grammar school pupils. Younger students like show business 
idols more than older ones, while politicians are role models exclusively 
for older students. ANOVA shows than neither school achievement nor 
parents’ education make any difference in students with various idol 
choices, although parents’ education is near the significance limit. How-
ever, adolescents admiring particular models differ regarding econom-
ic status (F(545.5)=2.429, p=0.034). Post-hoc tests reveal that students 
who like entrepreneurs perceive their status as lower than those who 
admire other public figures. Moreover, pupils who appreciate scientist 
and artists regard their financial status as better than those preferring 
sportsmen, but same as those who like public figures from show busi-
ness, politics and fictional characters.        

Discussion

Our first aim was to identify role model types’ prevalence and their 
changes over years indicating potential value shift. Nearly 40% of sub-
jects have role models among public figures, which is less, but close to 
values from previous studies (Giuliano et al. 2007: 173; Stepanović et al. 
2009: 407; Yancey et al. 2002: 57). As in other studies, male role models 
are far more favored than female ones, especially by boys (Engle & Kass-
er 2005: 265-280; Giuliano et al. 2007: 166, 174; Lin & Lin 2007: 577). 
Findings show that the most popular are people from show business, 
which was also revealed earlier (Lin & Lin 2007: 578-579; Popadić 1995: 
130; Stepanović et al. 2009: 408). In this category we discovered a new 
subcategory including you-tubers and bloggers. New trends in the me-
dia obviously affected adolescents because, apart from people who are 
usually on TV, they follow those who appear exclusively on the Inter-
net. High prevalence of athletic models can be considered as significant 
for the future lifestyle preferences since Giuliano and coworkers (2007: 
183-184) report that youngsters having athletic idols tend to engage 
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more in sport as adults. Politicians are rarely admired by adolescents, 
almost exclusively by male respondents. Only one woman was named 
by one girl, and it is a ruler from ancient history. This is in accordance 
with Campbell and Wolbrecht’s (2006: 233-234) interpretation that 
male politicians rarely appear as role models for boys because, unlike 
girls, they have the impression that political power is reachable. Low 
politicians’ status seems not to be specific for our society since Taiwan 
study revealed the same (Lin & Lin 2007:579). Artists and scientists are 
rarely idols for Taiwan adolescents as well. We detected entrepreneurs 
as a new category, which is in line with studies from 21st century (Bos-
ma et al. 2012: 410-422; Lin & Lin 2007: 578). Although not frequently 
chosen, people like Bill Gates, Steve Jobs and Mark Zuckerberg, started 
to draw adolescents’ attention.
Comparison between Serbian studies on idols over the years indicates 
that entertainment orientation is dominant, especially in the last decade. 
This is in accordance with adolescents’ leisure survey, revealing that 3 out 
of 5 detected behavior patterns are focused on amusement (Stepanović 
2011: 40). Sport is also very popular and its prevalence rises, especially 
in comparison to studies before 2000, which is understandable because 
of sport sanctions against Serbia in the 1990s (Popadić 1995: 132). 
This trend can be certainly linked to Novak Đoković’s success, other 
athletes playing abroad, but also with recent good results of Serbia in 
team sports. Popularity of show business figures and athletes implies 
a strong media influence which is in accordance with Bandura’s (1969: 
249) predictions. Adolescents’ orientations towards entertainment in 
the media is spotted in leisure studies as well (MacDonald & Shildrick 
2007: 339-352; Treinor et al. 2010: 73-85, Zick 2010: 569-594) and often 
stressed from the perspective of Stebbins’s concepts of serious and causal 
leisure and their different developmental outcomes (Bartko & Eccles 
2003: 233-240; Stebbins 1997: 17-25). Scientists’ and artists’ popularity 
decline suggests the drop in academic values. Our findings reveal that 
politicians’ popularity has been in constant decline since 1990 (Popadić, 
1995: 130). In that period political debates were quite new content on 
TV since multi-party political system had just appeared in Serbia. It is 
possible that politicians’ reputation significantly decreased after war 
conflicts, numerous elections, and constant diagnosis of our society as 
transitional or in economic and political crisis (Bieber 2003: 86; Jakopin 
& Knežević 2009: 376; Petrovich et al. 2001: 183; Tomanović & Ignjatović 
2006: 269; Šuković 2014: 43, 52; Veljanovski 2014: 244). Similarly, 
investigating changes in connotative meaning of political terms in 
adolescents, Kuzmanović and Petrović (2008: 423-433) concluded that 
they can be valued as negative and probably related to disappointment 
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after great expectations associated with post-Milošević’s era.
 The second goal dealt with reasons for idol appreciation and 

their connection with particular model types. The distribution of ado-
lescents’ explanations is very similar to our previous study (Stepanović 
et al. 2009: 409), showing that professional success is the reason present 
far more than others. GLM MANOVA showed that adolescents admire 
particular role models because of different traits: intelligence, physical 
appearance, professional success and social power. Adolescents attribute 
intelligence almost exclusively to scientists and artists, whereas profes-
sional success is primarily associated with athletes. Physical appearance 
is mostly admired in actors and musicians. This result is in accordance 
with Taiwan study (Lin & Lin, 2007: 583-584) showing that media stars 
are notably described with “exterior” dimension including reasons as 
“good-looking,” “attractive dressing,” and “attractive body shape”. Simi-
larly, Ivaldi and O’Neill (2010: 179-195) argue that musicians are more 
valued as celebrities than because of their musical abilities. Adolescents 
associate social power with politicians/rulers, and sometimes with en-
trepreneurs. Logistic regressions were significant for show business 
celebrities, athletes, scientists/artists and politicians/ rulers. They pro-
vided a more detailed preview of the reasons structure around these 
idol types. Hence, actors and singers are perceived as attractive but not 
professionally successful. Contrarily, sportsmen are admired because of 
their achievements and humanity, but they are not seen as attractive 
(unlike in Taiwan study) and intelligent. Scientists and artists are solely 
described as intelligent. In keeping with the mentioned Kuzmanović’s 
and Petrović’s (2008: 423-433) conclusion, adolescents attribute social 
power to politicians, but not success.

The analysis of the relationship between adolescents’ socio-demo-
graphic characteristics and their model preferences gives us additional 
insight into their choices. Gender differences are the most salient and 
expected (Campbell and Wolbrecht 2006: 233-245; Lin & Lin 2007: 
581; Stepanović et al. 2009: 409-410; Yancey 2011, 39). Findings con-
sistently indicate that girls prefer show business celebrities while boys 
favor sportsmen and politicians. Age differences were also noted and, 
as in Popadić’s (1995: 133) study, imply that show business celebrities 
are more popular among primary school adolescents while politicians 
are exclusively idols to secondary school students. Popadić also found 
that scientists and artists are more admired by older adolescents while 
our results did not show this difference. Primary school students favor 
show business idols. As in our previous survey (Stepanović et al., 2009: 
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410) vocational school pupils prefer athletes, while those from grammar 
schools admire politicians, scientist and artists. We agree with Popadić’s 
(1995: 136) comment that older adolescents’ preferences, like ours from 
grammar schools, towards politicians/rulers and scientists/artists reflect 
their higher education and social awareness than in younger students or 
those in vocational schools. Students’ economic status is related to their 
idols’ preferences. Youngsters who value scientists and artists deem 
their financial status better than those who prefer athletes, which is in 
line with our previous result (Stepanović et al. 2009: 411). Interesting-
ly, those who perceive their family income as modest opt for our new 
category – entrepreneurs more than others. We consider this finding 
significant as it implies that those young people are motivated to change 
their status and to eventually reach their models. Contrary to some oth-
er studies, we did not reveal a connection of role model preferences with 
school achievement and parents’ education (Stepanović et al. 2009: 409-
410; Yancey 2011:40). 

Conclusion 

Our results regarding great prevalence of male role models indicate 
the need for a more intensive promotion of female ones, especially 
in the politics domain (Campbell and Wolbrecht 2006: 244-245). 
Entertainment dominates adolescents’ leisure time and, according 
to our findings, their values as well. Amusement is not necessarily 
negative since it is important for socio-emotional development and 
for the transition to adulthood (Stepanovic 2011: 42). However, 
the balance between activities associated with Stebbins’s concept 
of “serious leisure” and others referring to “casual leisure” is pivotal 
for positive outcomes of adolescents’ development (Treinor et al., 
2010: 183-184). As in the previous study (Stepanovic et al., 2009: 
414-415) we may conclude that school, but the media as well, have 
to do much more towards endorsing scientists and artists as role 
models for young people. Low popularity of politicians reflects 
adolescents’ distrust towards traits associated with them, but also 
lack of youngsters’ interest in politics related to political parties 
but not necessarily to political issues in broader sense since young 
people can be politically engaged in new ways not recognized by 
politicians (Farthing, 2010: 185-186).

Adolescents most admire professional success in role models which 
suggests that they are important for youngsters’ transition to the world 
of work, although this is more to do with  abstract modeling (Bandura, 
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2005: 13) than their wish to be engaged in the same profession. The 
decline of reasons regarding fame, prestige and wealth implies that ad-
olescents are not strongly directed towards external features, except in 
case of physical appearance which is understandable for their age. So-
cial power does not attract young people which is consistent with the 
finding regarding politicians who are rarely models. As before we also 
established the significance of socio-demographic factors for role model 
choices, especially gender, age and school type. 

We managed to associate type of students’ explanations with certain 
role models. The discovered relations seem quite reasonable and pro-
vided us with deeper understanding of adolescents’ preferences. How-
ever, further and more profound investigation is necessary. Having been 
investigating adolescents’ role models for a long time, we find that the 
open-ended question estimating their preferences should be revised 
and improved with an appropriate  scale allowing  use of  more pow-
erful statistical analyses. Moreover, we plan to investigate adolescents’ 
perception of role models’ influence on different aspects of their identity 
and behavior. Our aim is to address and empirically test the previously 
mentioned dilemma regarding nature and strength of idols’ influence 
on adolescents’ development.  
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In the course of the article authors examine foreign policy activities of the 
Republic of Croatia regarding the delimitation processes with their ex-Yugoslav 
neighbors, Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Montenegro, in the Adriatic 
region. Authors start from the thesis that Croatia’s aim is to reach a position of 
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Eastern Adriatic region is not the preservation of equitable application of in-
ternational law principles, the preservation of good relations with neighbors or 
the status quo in view of wider integration processes, but a wish to reach a posi-
tion of geostrategic dominance through comparative weakening of geostrategic 
positions of its respective neighbors. 

Key words: Eastern Adriatic, Croatia, geopolitics, delimitation, territory.

Introduction

South Slavs have settled the Adriatic coast right from the start of 
their migrations towards Balkan peninsula (Matvejević 2007: 83-84). 
Probably the most important part of the Eastern Adriatic was settled 
by Croats, from the Istrian peninsula in the north to Boka Kotorska 
in the south. Special status of the Republic of Dubrovnik (1358–1808), 
together with its centuries long vitality represented the only state stru-
cture of some South Slavic people on the Eastern Adriatic coast. Slo-
venians, on the other hand, were preponderously settled on fringes of 
Panonian depression, as well as in the south base of Julian Alps (Ibid: 
83). They settled some neighbouring zones of city of Trieste and other 
coastal settlements of Trieste bay (Ibid: 207-208). In the southern part of 
this region the historic Principality of Montenegro succeeded in gaining 
a very narrow access to sea (1878), which was rather widened after the 
Second World War from the mouth of river Sutorina to the settlement 
of Spič (Andrijašević 2015: 181–182; 317–325).

 The breakup of former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
(SFRY), which started in 1991, ended with the fact that former coast 
that belonged to this country was divided between newly created states, 
however lacking a final and formal settlement of maritime delimitation 
(Dimitrijević 2003: 367). It is worth mentioning that during the past 
century a fierce diplomatic battle was fought over the city of Trieste, 
which is situated at the peak of Easten Adriatic, since this harbour was 
historicaly essential for a large part of Central Europe and represented 
an important maritime transport hub for Austria, Hungary, Czechia, 
Slovakia and other states (Vukas 2007: 1017–1065). Long period of deli-
mitation between Italy and SFRY has ended with the Osim agreement of 
1975. that finally settled a border between two countries, thus Republic 
of Slovenia and Republic of Croatia succeeded this border with the bre-
akup of Yugoslav state.

 Croatia received in accordance with mutual administrative bor-
ders in SFRY 5.835 km of Adriatic coast and Slovenia 47 km. Bosnia 
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and Herzegovina received the narrowest access to Adriatic sea of only 
21 km in the Maloston bay. Montenegrin coast, on the other hand, has 
293 km and its southern borders with Albania were agreed upon back 
in the time of Kingdom of Yugoslavia. However, over last two and a half 
decades it is evident that Republic of Croatia tends to keep the mariti-
me delimitation issues active towards its „new“ neigbours in the Adria-
tic – Republic of Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Montenegro 
– with the aim to preserve its more than „sovereign“ dominance on its 
eastern coast. In that regard, principles of public international law are 
put forward sometimes (as is case with Slovenia), while often histori-
cal argumentation is relied upon as well (Bosnia and Herzegovina and 
Montenegro) (Kulović 2016: 14-20).

Delimitation Problems between Slovenia and Croatia:  
Case of Piran Bay 

Not before the proclamation of independence of Slovenia and Cro-
atia in 1991. has emerged the issue of their delimitation in the Adriatic 
sea, that is in the region of Piran bay. Let us be reminded that after the 
breakup of Yugoslavia former administrative borders were recognized 
as international based on the principle of uti possidetis iuris (Confer-
ence on Yugoslavia 1992), however only land ones. The issue of mari-
time border with Croatia is important for Slovenia which, due to narrow 
access to Adriatic Sea, has an additionally difficult position due to pre-
viously arranged border with Italy, defined by Osim agreement (1975),4 
under which Slovenian territorial waters do not have direct access to 
High seas. The disputed maritime border area – Piran bay, is situated 
in the northernmost part of Adriatic Sea and is a part of Trieste bay, 
between the Savudrian peninsula and City of Piran peninsula, known 
also as the Cape of Madona.

Slovenia is backed by rather strong arguments. It has factual sov-
ereignty in the best part of the Bay,5 and relies upon established inter-

4 At the Peace conference in Paris, 1947, Free territory of Trieste was established and 
later divided between Italy and SFRY (London memorandum of 1954.) Borders were 
settled at land, but not at sea, which was later achieved by the mentioned agreement.

5 Slovenia effectively discharges economic and police control in the whole Bay since 
the entry into force of Osim agreement and it has continued to do that after the 
independence, continuously protesting any interference on the part of Croatian au-
thorities.
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national jurisprudence of maritime delimitation that tells us maritime 
borders should be defined according to equitable principles with regard 
to all relevant factors.6 Backing Slovenia is also UN Convention on the 
Law of the Sea (1982), which in Article 15 states that the equidistance 
rule should not be applied if due to historic title or other special cir-
cumstances it is necessary to delimit territorial sea of two states in a 
different way (Degan 2011: 625).7 Slovenia states the historical presence 
of Slovenians in the region of Savudrian peninsula which is effectively 
controlled by Croatia. In regard to High seas connection, Slovenia de-
mands a creation of a corridor with the High seas status, 3.6 km wide, 
46 km2 in size, which would cut through Croatian territorial sea, but 
would keep Croatian maritime border with Italy. It is of note that un-
der the 2001 agreement of two prime ministers, Ivica Račan and Janez 
Drnovšek, Croatia released to Slovenia 80% of territory of the Bay, en-
abled the direct access to High seas of Slovenian territory and disregard-
ed the equidistant rule, on which it previously insisted (Avbelj, Černič 
2007: 5). Under the equidistance rule, Slovenian territorial sea would 
stay enclosed between Croatian and Italian territorial sea. However, al-
though the signature of prime minister on the international treaty is 
a sign of State’s will to be bound by the treaty,8 nationalist majority in 
Croatian parliament later denied to ratify the treaty so it could not enter 
into force (Avbelj, Černič 2007: 6-7).

Generally Croatia has so far in this dispute behaved controversially 
and erratically. We have already mentioned that the crux of Croatian ar-
gument is the need to apply the principle of equidistance (median) line.9 
Croatian legal doctrine points that Article 15 of the UNCLOS must be 
interpreted so that historical title and other special circumstances are 

6  In the North Sea Continental Shelf case ICJ has stated that customary law of 
continental shelves delimitation requires the application of equitable principles and 
taking into consideration all relevant factors, North Sea Continental Shelf (F.R.G. v. 
Den./F.R.G. v. Neth.), Judgment, 1969 I.C.J. 3, 53, para.101(C)(1). ICJ has confirmed 
this stance in all its future cases, see Continental Shelf (Tunis. v. Libya), Judgment, 
1982 I.C.J. 18, 41, para. 32; Continental Shelf (Libya v.Malta), Judgment, 1985 I.C.J. 
13, 22, paras. 17, 44– 45, 57–58.

7  Both countries are signatories of this Convention, and Article 15 is regarded as 
general customary law.

8  Article 12 of Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties of 1969. 
9  This argument was firstly put forward in the Declaration on the inter-state relations 

between the Republic of Croatia and Republic of Slovenia adopted by Croatian 
assembly in 1999, Narodne novine, no. 32/99, pp. 1089–90.
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just an exception to the general median line rule which must be nar-
rowly construed, so that the burden of proof of special circumstances 
is on the side which claims their relevance (Turkalj 2015: 12-13). This 
argument is partially supported in international legal doctrine (Caflisch 
1997: 300-301), however international jurisprudence interprets Article 
15 as an integral norm, in which median line is a primary mode of dis-
pute settlement, while historical title and special circumstances work 
as mitigating factors of inequitable solutions which the strict applica-
tion of median line on every single case might produce.10 We can find 
arguments in practice that the existence of special circumstances is a 
question of law which must be taken into account by the acting tribunal 
proprio motu.11 

It is interesting that notwithstanding precedent practice which did 
not fare well for it, Croatia decided to create an arbitration agreement 
with Slovenia, which gave the arbitration power to delimit border on 
the sea and land between two countries, Slovenian connection to High 
seas and the regime for the use of relevant maritime areas, on the ba-
sis of rules and principles of international law, equity and good neigh-
borliness principle.12 How much was important for Croatia to secure a 
judgment which would not give direct access to High seas to Slovenia is 
visible from the Declaration accompanying the Arbitration agreement, 
which two states submitted together with the Agreement to the Presi-
dency of the European Council and United States, in which is read that 
none in the current agreement can be interpreted as Croatian accep-
tance of Slovenian request for direct territorial contact with the High 
seas. The practice of the Permanent court of Arbitration is not to publish 
case materials lacking the agreement of parties to the contrary, so we 
do not know which legal arguments Croatia has so far put forward in 
this proceedings.13 In any case this proceeding was seriously harmed 

10  Thus the ICJ in the Continental Shelf (Libya v.Malta) case states that median line is 
not the only method of this type of dispute settlement, what is more it does not enjoy 
any primacy over other methods. In every single case, it must be proven that median 
line method has led to the equitable solution, Continental Shelf (Libya v.Malta), 
Judgment, 1985 I.C.J. 13, 47, para. 63.

11  English Channel Arbitration (France v. UK), International Legal Materials, no. 18, 
1979, p. 397.

12  See Articles 3 and 4 of Croatian law ratifying the Arbitration agreement, Narodne 
novine, 12/2009.

13  If Croatian legal doctrine, which is in large measure in unison over this topic is any 
indication, some very creative interpretations could be found there. Thus Turkalj 
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by doubts in the impartiality of Slovenian arbitrator, which eventually 
proved true (Veljković, 2015).14 Compromised member resigned there-
fore on 23 July 2015 (PCA, 2015).

However, Croatian reaction was to unilaterally end the application 
of Arbitration agreement and to inform by a diplomatic note Slovenia 
on this fact (Vlada RH, 2015; MVEP RH, 2015). In the meantime, on 25 
September 2015, President of the Arbitration tribunal designated two 
new arbitrators, since Budislav Vukas, arbitrator nominated by Croatia, 
also resigned. Designation of new members was deemed as irrelevant 
for Croatia according to its minister of foreign affairs Vesna Pusić, who 
said that “this proceeding is too contaminated to bring about any de-
cision”, and at the same time professed Croatian willingness to negoti-
ate alternative modes of border dispute settlement (MVEP RH: 2015b). 
Croatia opines that the harm to Tribunal’s impartiality represented a 
breach by Slovenia of a material provision of Arbitration agreement in 
essential way, which under Article 60(1) of Vienna Convention on the 
Law of Treaties gives Croatia to unilaterally terminate the treaty. How-
ever, this Croatian position is unjustified, as is proven logically by the 
Tribunal in its Partial award on the continuance of proceedings (PCA, 
2016). Tribunal states that there is no reason to doubt that the future 
judgment would in any way suffer from events related to partial activ-
ities of former members, since current acting members are completely 

states that UNCLOS Article 2, which says that the sovereignty of a state extends 
beyond its land territory and internal waters to the sea, including, territorial waters, 
represents a peremptory norm of international law which cannot be disposed of by 
a mutual agreement of interested parties. In the case of Piran bay and Slovenian 
request, that would mean that none agreement under which Croatia would release to 
Slovenia a part of its territorial waters is legally possible, even if it means a corridor in 
the regime of High seas (Turkalj 2015: 28). This argument is nonsensical since whole 
field of international maritime law is ius dispositivum, meaning that its norms can 
be changed by an agreement of interested parties, of course if that does not produce 
harm for the interests of third parties or common interests of mankind, such as 
environmental protection. Generally speaking, peremptory, ius cogens norms are 
those legal rules which must stay the same in the interest of whole mankind, because 
otherwise changes would endanger basic values of international community, such is 
the norm on the ban of genocide or on the obligation to respect fundamental human 
rights.

14  Media, first in Serbia, then in Croatia, publish records and partial transcripts of talks 
between Jernej Sekolac, member of the Arbitration tribunal nominated by Slovenia 
and Slovenian advocate in front of Arbitration tribunal, Simona Drenik. Their talks 
reveal the planning of strategy on how to influence other members of the Arbitration 
tribunal and to manipulate with judicial documents.
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new and independent. Right to a fair trial includes not only a right to 
independent and impartial trial, but a right to trial in due course. As 
long as the independent and impartial procedure of decision making 
is guaranteed, procedural equity requires the proceedings to continue, 
and not to be delayed interminably, since that would bear unpredictable 
consequences on the final settlement of dispute. 

Therefore, Croatia has in several ways revealed a tendency to com-
pletely dominate this part of Adriatic. Firstly its nationalist parliamen-
tary majority has behaved mala fide towards the already signed inter-
national agreement that guaranteed equitable settlement of dispute for 
Slovenia. Then its legal doctrine put itself in service of narrow state in-
terests and allegedly proved through distorted and awkward legal in-
terpretations international legal title for the dominance of Croatia in 
this region. Finally, the situation created after the Slovenian illegal inter-
ference in arbitral proceedings was used to sabotage whole procedure, 
probably bearing in mind the possibility of losing the case because of 
negative precedent jurisprudence. Now Croatia again mentions some 
international legal principles on the basis of which the bilateral negoti-
ations should produce some solution. However, with regard to Croatian 
arguments, if the Piran bay would be divided according to median line, 
Slovenian territorial sea would stay enclosed between Italian and Cro-
atian territorial waters, which would cripple the geostrategic position 
of Slovenia, pushing it backwards in a way towards the center of Al-
pine-Panonian belt and the Central European predominantly continen-
tal circle of countries. For the delimitation of Piran bay to be equitable, 
it must include designation of land border around the bay, especially at 
the mouth of river Dragonja, borders of territorial sea in the bay itself 
and the direct contact of Slovenian territorial sea with the High seas. 
Slovenian proposition, which is on the same line, accords with interna-
tional jurisprudence and does not harm directly Croatia, since it would 
keep the direct maritime boundary with Italy, notwithstanding the cut-
ting of the corridor.

Delimitation with Bosnia and Herzegovina

Medieval Kingdom of Bosnia (1377–1463) used to have rather wide 
access to Adriatic Sea, from Split to today’s Herceg-Novi, but later it 
diminished paralel with the rise of power of Venice (Matvejević 2007: 
83. Bosnian and Herzegovian (BH) accesses to Adriatic Sea at the time 
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of Ottoman Empire were down to two very narrow strips in the vicinity 
of city of Neum (Maloston bay) and at the mouth of river Sutorina in 
Boka Kotorska bay. It should be mentioned that both these strips were 
acquired by Bosnia under Ottoman occupation thanks to Republic of 
Dubrovnik in 1699. under the peace agreement of Sremski Karlovci, 
since this city state wanted to territorialy separate itself from Venice as 
a constant and aggressive hegemon in this part of the Adriatic, but also 
as an actor which could possibly destroy it (Imamović 1997: 296). These 
two strips were part of BH until the dissolution of Austria-Hungary at 
the end of 1918, and after the end of Second world war mouth of ri-
ver Sutorina went to Montenegro. Although there existed an initiative 
of pro-Bosniak circles in Sarajevo to „give back“ this part of coast to 
BH (Forum of Bosniak intellectuals, some members of Parliament for 
Social-Democratic party of BH etc.), due to inter-state agreement with 
Montenegro, signed in Vienna in 2015, border between two countries 
was definitely agreed upon and remained unchanged.15

 On the other hand, Croatia has always tended to de facto disable 
the access of BH to High seas analogous to experience with Slovenia. 
Thus the Agreement on delimitation between BH and Croatia, signed 
in 1999, was never ratified, since Croatia put forward as disputed two 
islets – Great and Small Školj, as well as the tip of small peninsula of 
Klek (Ponta Kleka), which would additionaly cripple the geostrategic 
position of BH because the extremely tiny Neum bay would be under 
additional control of Croatia.16 This was later justified by the salvation 
of geographical maps from the period of existence of the Republic of 
Dubrovnik, although it was perfectly clear that „Avnoj“ borders be-
tween former Yugoslav republics were completely different (Ćosić, Ka-
petanić,Vekarić 2012).

 Therefore, it is not altogether clear why Croatia insists upon 
such a revision of the border which existed as administrative back in 
SFRY, having in mind that the municipality of Neum, as the only BH 
territory on the Adriatic is in fact ethnically predominantly Croatian 
(Agencija 2016: 62).17 Croatia permanently announces construction of 
the bridge Komarne-Pelješac, and some time in the past ideas on intro-

15 Montenegrin assembly ratified this agreement by a special law at the end of Decem-
ber 2015, and the BH Presidency did the same in the middle of January 2016.

16  “Ugovor o državnoj granici između Republike Hrvatske i Bosne i Hercegovine”, 30. 
July 1999.

17 According to census results in BH, held in second half of 2013, in the Neum munici-
pality lives 4,653 people on the whole, 4,543 are Croatians, 53 Bosniak and 21 Serbs.
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duction of the hydroplane line were circled, as well as under-sea tunnel 
which would connect Croatian land with Pelješac peninsula and the 
southern part of country.18 In this way BH would be geostrategically 
isolated additionaly from the Adriatic, since heavier shipping entrance 
and construction of potential commercial harbour would be hindered. 

In this context of delimitation with BH on the Adriatic Sea Republic 
of Croatia calls upon historical criteria, which allegedly justify the re-
vision of border in this region. The prospects of reaching compromise 
between authorities in Sarajevo and Zagreb over this issue are, it should 
be noted, quite meager, and it is equally difficult to predict that interna-
tional arbitration would be a solution.

In the BH itself were present after independence various views on 
the status of its narrow access to the Adriatic sea. While the structures of 
Croatian community, and later Croatian Republic of Herceg-Bosna held 
this region from 1992-1994, later in the framework of Bosniak-Croatian 
Bh Federacy it went to the Hercegovina-Neretva canton. Serbian polit-
ical representatives in BH rarely mentioned Neum and its hinterlands, 
however during the conflicts 1992-1995 they spoke of the need to create 
conditions for this entity to gain access to sea in the vicinity of Prevlaka 
peninsula at the south of Croatia. Nevertheless, Bosniak political elites 
during war denied the Stoltenberg plan from 1993 exactly because of the 
requested access to sea for the never formed so called Bosnian Republic 
inside the envisioned Union of Republics of BH. That transpired as one 
of the most pressing topics during Bosniak assembly at the end of Au-
gust 1993.  On this meeting lot was spoken on Neum and the prospects 
for the predominantly Bosniak Bosnian Republic to gain access to the 
sea wide about one third of complete BH access to Adriatic (Owen-Stol-
tenberg, 1993).19 Not surprisingly, Croatian side denied this solution as 
well.

Today this issue is sometimes pulled from under the radar during the 
talks on the necessity for constitutional reform and territorial reorgani-
18 „Za Pelješki most potrebno 430 miliona eura“, Al Jazeera Balkans, Sarajevo, 16. Feb-

ruary 2017. Internet: http://balkans.aljazeera.net/vijesti/za-peljeski-most-potrebno-
430-miliona-eura, 22/02/2017.

19 Citation – „Between Croatian and Muslim side on the establishment of the access to 
sea for the republic with Muslim majority, through the republic with Croatian majority 
via road under the administration of a special body from Poplat to Neum, and for the 
republic with Muslim majority to keep the territory on the Adriatic coast, on the penin-
sula of Kosa (Klek) and for the establishement of joint administration of two republics 
for the development of touristic economy in this region”.
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sation of BH. In this aspect, Bosniak side often mentions and insists on 
the unity of the city of Mostar, together with the strengthening of their 
influence in the town of Stolac, which represents an important strategic 
point for further convergence to the Adriatic coast. Similar plan is put 
forward in the book „Strategic Depth“ by a former Turkish foreign min-
ister Ahmet Davutoglu, who relates that for Bosniaks in BH is essential 
to conquer wider region og Mostar, for the purposes of convergence to 
the Adriatic Sea (Davutoglu 2014: 283-284). Pro-Bosniak media intro-
duced to public discourse in late 2016. the idea of certain „American 
NGO’s“ to establish a Stolac-Neum district. This was in fact a reaction to 
failed elections in Stoc and the vicinity during 2016, when even physical 
clashes occured between the supporters of Bosniak and Croatian polit-
ical parties. On the other hand, initiatives for the formation of Croatian 
entity, to which Neum would certainly belong inside a federal BH, are 
getting stronger as years pass (Đukanović 2015: 127–150).

Based on these reasons the continuance of daily political and geo-
strategic „games“ between Bosnian and Croatian political elites in BH 
over this issue is to be expected. Some attempts for BH entity Republic 
of Srpska to gain access to sea on the south of Konavle (Cape Oštra and 
Prevlaka), relict of war-time ideas, never realised and it seems its autho-
rities never seriously considered attempts to „return“ mouth of the river 
Sutorina during 2014-2015 to the BH fold (Owen-Stoltenberg, 1993).20

Delimitation with Montenegro – Case of Prevlaka

Montenegro has, historically speaking, relatively late gained access 
to Adriatic Sea, in fact in 1878 with the entry into Bar and Ulcinj. Al-
though there were during the XIX century several attempts of Monte-
negro to „clim down“ to Boka, they were short-lied and ended in failure 
(Andrijašević 2006: 135).21 Not before the end of Second World War did 
20 Citation from Stoltenberg plan for BH of 1993 – “As soon as relations between Repub-

lic of Croatia and Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) normalize, 
a treaty on the exchange of territories will be made in which would participate Union of 
Republics of BH and in which due considerations of strategic guarantees for Dubrovnik 
and strategic importance of Prevlaka for Bay of Kotor would be recognized, need of the 
Serbian majority republic for access to sea in the region of Cape Oštro and Molunt and 
need of Republic of Croatia to be compensated so as not to lose any territory”.

21 During 1813 Montenegrin arc-bishop Petar I Petrović-Njegoš conquered the whole 
of the bay, taking over from the French, but after the Vienna congress of 1814 this 
region went to Austria. 
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this former Yugoslav republic acquire Boka Kotorska and Budva, thanks 
to the strong influence of Montenegrin cadres, especially Milovan Đilas, 
inside the Communist party of Yugoslavia (Juhas 2009: 207-208).22 

Breakup of Yugoslavia opened in a hard way the issue of Prevlaka 
peninsula at the entrance to Boka Kotorska bay, which formerly belon-
ged to Republic of Dubrovnik, and in the framework of so called Second 
Yugoslavia to Croatian federal unit. Due to its strategic position former 
Yugoslav People’s army (JNA) held under its control this peninsula until 
the arrival of observer mission of the UN in October 1992  (United Na-
tions Mission of Observers on Prevlaka – UNMOP).

At the end of a ten-year mandate of UN mission on Prevlaka, in 
2002, after several months of consultations between the authorities of 
the then Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the Republic of Croatia, the 
Protocol on the provisory regime on the southern border was conclud-
ed, an international treaty which is still in the phase of provisional appli-
cation. Both parties undertook in it with the aim of peace and stability 
in this part of Europe and according to the Protocol on the principles 
of identification – designation of the state boundary, to apply its provi-
sions until the conclusion on the Treaty on state boundary (Dimitrije-
vić 2003: 367). The second mentioned Protocol is the work of a mixed 
commission created by two states with a task to prepare a treaty with 
the description of the border line (among others the disputed border 
line between former FRY and Croatia on the Danube, border which is 
still an opened issue between Republic of Serbia and Croatia), howev-
er, until the present day the Commision has not published any official 
information on the delimitation results (Dimitrijević 2012: 1-22). Land 
region of Prevlaka was demilitarised under the provisionary Protocol 
and jurisdiction over the peninsula was divided between the northern 
(Montenegrin) and southwestern (Croatian part). In the maritime area 
partial demilitarisation was also agreed, and provisionary division on 
the basis of international law principles codified in Article 10 UNCLOS.

For the thesis which we pursue in this article it is relevant that Croa-
tia relies in this dispute on arguments which are modelled analogous to 
the dispute on Piran bay on strict application of international legal rules 

22 Citation – “During the delimitation of internal borders the commission which was 
presided by Milovan Đilas generally followed historically established republican and 
regional borders and in some cases they were, as in the example of the accession of 
Eastern Srem to Vojvodina and Komor Bay to Montenegro, modified on the ethnic 
principle”. 
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that would no doubt create unequitable delimitation solutions, with the 
aim of acquiring a position of strategical dominance over its Adriatic 
neighbors. Namely, Croatia insists that Prevlaka is a part of its terri-
tory and on this basis and under the median line principle, requests half 
the entrance into the bay (Čolović 2014: 47). Montenegro, on the other 
hand, has effectively controlled Prevlaka on the whole until the conclu-
sion of the provisory Protocol. Decision of the Badinter commission 
that in delimitation a valid principle is that no one can enjoy sovereignty 
and authority on the part on which it did not do the same at the mo-
ment of dissolution of former state is also on Montenegro’s side. In Boka 
Kotorska bay, which actually includes the disputed region of Prevlaka, 
army was always present, and inside the bay, civil jurisdiction was con-
ducted by Montenegrin organs and Harbor master of Kotor, Zelenika, 
Herceg Novi, as well as Montenegrin police, a fact that is not disputed 
(Čolović 2014: 48). To Montenegro authority over Boka Kotorska bay is 
a question of supreme national interest, even if the military and strate-
gic value of Prevlaka is neglected. Delimitation under Croatian proposi-
tion would give to Croatia half the entrance to Boka, while Montenegro 
would in that case get the shallower part, therefore rendering the en-
trance of heavier shipping in the bay impossible (Čolović 2014).23

Maritime border between Croatia and Montenegro is still undefined 
definitely, and due to geostrategic position of Prevlaka Croatia has de fa-
cto option of surveillance of great part of Montenegrin coast, primarily 
Boka Kotorska bay (87 from 293 km on the whole). However, after the 
independence of Montenegro in 2006 the issue of Prevlaka is no longer 
high on the agenda of neighbor issues, so we can conclude that on this 
question much more insistent was the federal administration of FRY, or 
State Union of Serbia and Montenegro (Krcić 2016).

Therefore, the status of Montenegrin territorial waters in the Prevla-
ka region is still in dispute. On Croatian issues of geographical maps, 
especially after 2003, after the establishment of Protected environmen-
tal-fisheries belt (ZERP), it became clear that differences over the bor-
der are much larger than it appeared before (D.Š, 2014).24 Croatian po-
litical elites have regarded Boka Kotorska as a part of Croatian lands 
23 Author cites sources from daily newspaper “Free Dalmatia” (Slobodna Dalmacija) 

which with unconcealed wishes expect such, for its neighbor extremely inadequate 
solution. 

24 See in this context the “Decision on the extension of jurisdiction of Republic of Cro-
atia in the Adriatic Sea”, Croatian Parliament, 3. listopad 2003. Narodne novine, br. 
157/2003.
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during XIX but also XX century, calling it a „Bay of Croatian Saints“ and 
over-emphasising the number of ethnical Croats in this part of Mon-
tenegro.25 Today, however, Croatian minority in Montenegro primarily 
lives in Boka Kotoska and has the opportunity to use all its constitution-
al and legal rights (I.O. 2016).

During the past two and a half decades there existed various ideas 
concerning the status of Prevlaka. On the one hand, during last decade 
ideas were developed on the construction of special tourist capacities, 
while more radical ideas reccomended mining and complete destructi-
on of this peninsula. During 2015 options were considered to open on 
Prevlaka a special relief center for refugees on the Balkan route, in the 
context of still persistent migrant crisis. However, during 2014 some 
attempts were made by Croatian authorities to research oil and gas fields 
in this region, but this provoked some rhetorical skirmishes between 
Podgorica and Zagreb (V.K. 2014).

Conclusion

The obvious tendency of official Zagreb is to, after the end of SFRY 
dissolution process, fully dominate the Eastern coast of Adriatic Sea. In 
this context three neuralgic points of delimitation on Adriatic Sea have 
appeared (with Slovenia – Piran bay, BH – Maloston bay and with Mon-
tenegro- Prevlaka peninsula). This strengthening of its own geostrategic 
position by Croatia is followed by objective dimunution of relevancy of 
the position of its Adriatic neighbors. 

Although the aim of all countries in the Eastern Adriatic is full in-
tegration in European Union and NATO, it is obvious that the fact that 
Croatia and Slovenia are members of these organizations did not matter 
when it comes to this policy of official Zagreb. Therefore, continuity of 
relations with Slovenia, Montenegro and BH in view of maritime de-
limitation is ever present. The possible future entrance of Montenegro 
into NATO would surely fail to relax its relations with Croatia when the 
delimitation at the entrance to Boka Kotorska bay is in question.

Besides, some potential issues of strengthening of other actors in 
Adriatic region are popping up, namely Russia and Turkey. Namely, 
Russia has several times in the past shown its strong interest for the en-

25 Roman Catholic church emphasizes that holy Leopold Mandić, Holy Ozana and 
Gracija Kotorski hail from this region. Anyway, in this region live around 4,5000 
ethnic Croats from altogether 6,000 that live in Montenegro.
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hancement of its own role on Montenegrin coast, which was proven by 
the influx of Russian capital, especially in Budva and vicinity, and even 
some ideas circled about the Russian offer to buy a controlling package 
of Bar Harbor shares (Đukanović 2016: 43-48).

However, the entry of Montenegro into NATO will transform these 
plans and actually fulfill the so called Mediteranean NATO dimension, 
in fact its objective dominance on the northern Mediteranean fringes. 
At the beginning of February 2017 inside NATO structures was formed 
the Adriatic Trilateral, which assembles Croatia, Montenegro and Al-
bania with the aim of enhancing security and economic cooperation 
components.

How sensitive is the issue of influence of others, non-EU actors on 
the eastern coast of Adriatic Sea is shown by malcontent reaction of lo-
cal citizenry in the BH coastal town of Neum, during the attempt of two 
military ships of armed forces of Republic of Turkey to sail into it, back 
in 2007, and again in the middle of 2014 (Mustajbegović 2017). This 
provoked different reactions inside among three nations divided cen-
tral BH institutions, which actually further illustrates the sensitivity of 
various international influences at the eastern coast of the Adriatic sea.
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Abstract

The main hypothesis of this paper is that candidates who run for elections 
- run extremely party-oriented campaigns, not personal ones. We test this hy-
pothesis with the help of empirical research (Comparative Candidate Survey), 
which was conducted in 2015. In the survey, 656 (268 - Serbia, 95 - Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, 136 - Montenegro and 157 - Kosovo*) respondents were inter-
viewed. The electoral institution that is associated most strongly with the theme 
of our research is the design of the electoral ballots. In terms of the closure 
form of the list (blocked lists – Serbia and Montenegro), it can be said that 
the candidates who are on the electoral list are discouraged from leading per-
sonal campaigns and encouraged to direct activities during the election period 
at promoting the party and party leader. However, in countries with personal 
voting (not blocked lists – Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo*), the situation 
is the same. Through insight into the results of comparative research, we see 
that party campaigns are also dominant in systems with personalised ballots. 
Candidates for members of parliament only run party-based campaigns. The 
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results of the research on the attitudes and actions of candidates for members of 
parliament in the last election campaign confirm this tendency. The influence 
of the party leader, the leadership campaign, obedience and loyalty to the lead-
er of the party, and good relations with him/her are much more important for 
the candidates than contact with the voters and leading personal campaigns. 

 Keywords: campaigns, party campaign, candidate for member of parlia-
ment, survey, intraparty relations

Introduction 

In this paper, we discuss the election campaigns during the last four 
years (up to 2016) for parliamentary elections in the Republic of Ser-
bia (SER), Bosnia and Herzegovina (BaH), Republic of Montenegro 
(MON) and Kosovo*4 (KOS*). Our research question is: What types of 
campaigns do the candidates for members of parliament (MPs) run in 
these countries? The main hypothesis (H1) of this paper is that candi-
dates who run for parliament, run extremely party-focused campaigns, 
not personal ones, regardless of whether there is a personal vote or not. 
We test this hypothesis with the help of empirical research (Compara-
tive Candidate Survey), which was conducted in 2015 in these countries. 
Additional research questions are: What is the cause of extremely par-
ty-focused campaigns? Is it the electoral system? The second hypothe-
sis (H2) of this paper is: There is definitely an impact from the type of 
electoral system, which in combination with undemocratic intraparty 
relations leads to purely party-based campaigns in these countries.

This paper is a continuation of our first analysis of this hypothesis in 
the Republic of Serbia (Stojanović and Jović 2015). The conclusion of 
the first analysis is that the candidates for members of parliament run 
only party-based campaigns. The results of the research on the attitudes 
and actions of candidates for members of parliament during the 2014 
election campaign in SER confirm this statement.

In this study, we are testing the same hypothesis in countries that 
also have proportional electoral systems, but with significant differenc-
es, and researching whether personal voting in BaH and KOS* has an 
impact on the election strategy of the candidates.

In Section 2, we present the framework in which we look at the top-
ics of electoral systems in these four countries, electoral campaigns and 
the impact of the electoral system on the campaign in the context of the 
4 This designation is without prejudice to positions on status and is in line with UNSC 

1244 and the ICJ Opinion on the Kosovo declaration of independence.
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research. In Section 3, we lay out the research methodology. In Section 
4, we present the results of the research, while in Section 5, we attempt 
to offer evidence in support of the working hypothesis.

Elections and Election Campaigns – Context of the Research 

The issue of elections and electoral rules, as well as the rules defining 
the election campaign, are broad themes that we will not deal with in 
detail, but they will be presented in the context of the present research. 

The electoral system is of special importance for the representation 
of citizens – namely, how citizens elect their representatives. This is sig-
nificant in the context of nominations and the behaviour of candidates 
during the election campaign. The electoral system is certainly one of 
the key factors that influence the candidates’ campaign strategies, so we 
present the electoral systems in these four countries.

It is important to emphasise that the election systems in all four 
countries are proportional, but also very different (possibility of voting 
for a candidate), and that is why it is important to research electoral 
strategies of candidates for representatives in different subtypes of the 
proportional electoral system. The electoral system not only affects the 
allocation of voters, but also the behaviour of the candidates during the 
election campaign. 

The electoral system for the election of MPs in SER is proportion-
al (list system, closed and blocked lists), with a single electoral unit, 
a threshold of 5%, and the distribution of mandates by the D’Hondt 
method. The election feature associated most strongly with the theme 
of our research is the design of the electoral ballot papers. The ballot 
paper states the name of the party, the leader of the party, and the first 
name on the party list. Since this is category voting, the voter votes by 
circling the ordinal number before the name on the list. The design of 
the ballot guides the voter to choose exclusively the party and its leader. 
During the voting, the voter has no opportunity to be informed about 
all the candidates standing for the party for which he/she will vote. The 
voter votes, but does not elect – the election of MPs is essentially left to 
the parties (Jovanović 2015: 29-30). 

The electoral system for the election of members of the House of 
Representatives in BaH is proportional (list system - closed, but not 
blocked list - open list for voting for candidates within a list), with eight 
multi-member electoral units, a threshold of 3%, and the Sainte-Laguë 
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method of distributing mandates. As we see, the election system of BaH 
allows a voter to express preference for the candidates who are nomi-
nated on the list for which he/she wants to vote. The ballot shall allow 
a voter to vote for only one of the following options: an independent 
candidate, if there are any; a political party, coalition, or independent 
candidate’s list, if there are any; one or more candidates on the one list 
chosen by the voter of one political party, coalition, or list of indepen-
dent candidates. Where a voter validly marks one or more candidates on 
one list, the list shall be considered to have received one valid vote for 
the purpose of allocating mandates (Election Law of Bosnia and Herze-
govina). 

The electoral system for the election of MPs in MON is proportion-
al (list system, closed and blocked lists), with a single electoral unit, 
a threshold of 3%, and the distribution of mandates by the D’Hondt 
method. Voting is performed at parliamentary elections by circling the 
ordinal number before the title of the chosen list of candidates, the ti-
tle of the list, or the name and surname of the leader of the list. Such a 
method of voting implies that the voter with his/her vote categorically 
expresses his/her preference in relation to the parties, one vote ballot – 
straight ticket (Dedović and Vujović 2015: 113).

The electoral system for the election of MPs in KOS* is proportional 
(list system - closed, but not blocked list - open list for voting for can-
didates within a list), with a single electoral unit, a threshold of 5%, and 
the Sainte-Laguë method of distributing mandates. According to the 
Law on General Elections, a voter is given a single ballot for the election 
to be marked with a vote for a political party. A voter can also select up 
to five candidates from a political subject (Krasniqi 2015: 51). 

Table 1. Electoral systems in Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,  
Montenegro and Kosovo*

State
Num-
ber of 
seats

Type of elec-
toral system Lists Electoral 

units
Thresh-

old

Method of 
distributing 

mandates
Serbia 250 Proportional Closed lists 1 5% D’Hondt
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina 42 Proportional Closed, not 

blocked lists 8 3% Sainte-
Laguë

Montenegro 81 Proportional Closed lists 1 3% D’Hondt

Kosovo* 120 Proportional

Closed, not 
blocked lists 
(voting for 5 
candidates)

1 5% Sainte-
Laguë
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Research Methodology

The study, aimed at familiarising readers with the attitudes and ac-
tions of candidates for members of parliament in snap parliamentary 
elections, was conducted in the period from March to June 2015. The re-
search is part of the project: “Balkan Electoral Comparative Study: The 
Impact of Personal Vote on Internal Party Democracy”.5 In this paper, 
we carry out an additional analysis of inferential statistics. The research 
was conducted by means of a questionnaire containing 81 questions di-
vided into the following sections: political background and activities; 
the campaign; questions and policies; democracy and representation; 
and personal data.

In the analysis of the obtained data, post stratification was per-
formed by gender, age, education level, and political party. The analysis 
used classic descriptive analysis (frequency and cross-tabulations), then 
correlation tests, t-tests for independent samples and tests of variance 
analysis.

Description of the research sample

In the survey, 268 respondents in SER were interviewed. Gender 
stratification shows that overall 60.4% of respondents who took part in 
the survey are male and 39.6% female. The average age of the respon-
dents is 41 years. Out of the total number of respondents, 8.7% live in 
rural areas, 37.6% in small or medium-sized towns, 5.7% in the suburbs 
of a large town/city, and 47.9% of respondents live in large towns/cities.

During the research, 95 respondents were interviewed in BaH. Gen-
der stratification indicates that the survey covered a total of 56.8% of 
male respondents and 43.2% of female respondents. The average age of 
respondents is 48 years. Of the total number of respondents, 14.3% live 
in rural areas, 33% in small or medium-sized towns, 6.6% in the suburbs 
of a large town/city, and 46.2% in large towns/cities.

As part of the research, 136 respondents were interviewed in MON. 
Gender stratification indicates that the survey covered a total of 68.4% 
of male respondents and 31.6% of female respondents. The average age 
of respondents is 50 years. Out of the total number of respondents, 6.7% 
live in rural areas, 54.1% in small or medium-sized towns, 4.4% in the 
suburbs of a large town/city, and 34.8% in large towns/cities.
5 See: http://balkanelectoralstudies.org/index.php (10.09.2016)
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In KOS*, 157 respondents were interviewed during the course of the 
research. Gender stratification indicates that the survey covered a total 
of 70.7% of male respondents and 29.3% of female respondents. The 
average age of respondents is 46 years. Out of the total, 17.4% of respon-
dents live in rural areas, 11% in small or medium-sized towns,, 11% in 
the suburbs of a large town/city, and 60.6% in large towns/cities.

Research Results

The answer to the question “What was the purpose of your cam-
paign?” best indicates how the candidate strategically conceived and 
implemented the campaign, as well as the role and place of the party 
in his/her promotion. Respondents were asked to rate this on a scale 
from 0 to 10, where 0 means that the campaign goal was self-promotion 
and 10 means that the goal was party promotion. On this scale of 11 
divisions, the average mark given by the respondents is: SER - 7.1; BaH - 
7.21; MON - 8.24; and KOS* - 7.07. These data tell us that the campaigns 
were more focused on connecting personal candidacy to the party than 
on popularising and promoting the candidate. 

In SER, as many as 34% of respondents said that the campaign was 
focused exclusively on the party, while a negligible 3% of respondents 
indicated that the campaign focused on them as candidates. The per-
centage of those who marked that the campaign was more focused on 
the candidates (score  0–4) is 15%, while the percentage of those who 
answered that the campaign was more focused on the party (score 6–10) 
is 64%. 

In BaH, as many as 41% of respondents said that the campaign was 
focused exclusively on the party, while a negligible 7% of respondents 
indicated that the campaign focused on them as candidates. The per-
centage of those who marked that the campaign was more focused on 
the candidates (score  0–4) is 16%, while the percentage of those who 
answered that the campaign was more focused on the party (score 6–10) 
is 71%. 

In MON, as many as 46% of respondents said that the campaign was 
focused exclusively on the party, while a negligible 1.5% of respondents 
indicated that the campaign focused on them as candidates. The per-
centage of those who marked that the campaign was more focused on 
the candidates (score  0–4) is 4%, while the percentage of those who an-
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swered that the campaign was more focused on the party (score 6–10) 
is 87%. 

In KOS*, as many as 39.5% of respondents said that the campaign 
was focused exclusively on the party, while a 10% of respondents indi-
cated that the campaign focused on them as candidates. The percentage 
of those who marked that the campaign was more focused on the can-
didates (score  0–4) is 15%, while the percentage of those who answered 
that the campaign was more focused on the party (score 6–10) is 64%.

Table 2. What was the purpose of your campaign?

State Serbia Bosnia and 
Herzegovina Montenegro Kosovo*

Average mark given  
by the respondents 7.1 7.21 8.24 7.07

Campaign focused  
exclusively on the  
party (score 10)

34.3% 41.1% 45.6% 39.5%

Campaign focused 
exclusively on them as 
candidates (score 0)

3.4% 7.4% 1.5% 10.2%

Campaign more focused 
on the candidates (score 
0–4)

15% 15.9% 3.7% 15.2%

Campaign focused  
on the party 
(score 6–10)

64% 70.6% 84.6% 63.8%

Additional questions that say a lot about candidates’ campaign strat-
egies are questions regarding the most important issues in the campaign. 

Respondents stated that the most prominent issue in the campaign 
was (on a scale from 1 to 5, with 1 being “not at all” and 5 being “very 
much”): 
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Table 3. Most important issues in the campaign

Most important issues in the 
campaign

Average mark

Serbia Bosnia and 
Herzegovina Montenegro Kosovo*

Openness towards voters in the 
electoral unit 4.1 4.0 4.6 4.5

Socio-economic welfare in the 
electoral unit 3.9 4.2 4.5 4.2

Specific issues of the party’s 
platform 3.7 3.8 3.95 4.2

Policy advocacy that is required 
from voters in the electoral unit 3.4 3.6 4 4

Personal characteristics 2.9 3.8 2.6 3.6

As shown in Figure 1, the respondents’ decisions to run in the parlia-
mentary elections were mainly based on the support from those around 
them, while approximately every fourth respondent / candidate decided 
independently. 

Figure 1. Who made the decision on nomination?

The decision to stand as a candidate was most influenced by the po-
litical party or somebody within the party in all countries (the average 
range of responses: 88% - 97.4%).
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Figure 2. The decision to stand as a candidate was most influenced by

When it comes to incentives from the party to run, our respondents 
pointed out that the key role was played by party leadership in SER 
(50%), MON (46.5%) and KOS* (26.4%), while the main role was played 
by the party members in the candidate’s electoral unit in BaH (46.5%). 

Figure 3. Who in the party encouraged you to nominate?

It is interesting to note that a large number of candidates were offi-
cials in their party at the time of nomination for members of parliament, 
except in the case of BaH. In SER, just 25.4% were not officials, in MON, 
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25.7% and in KOS*, 34.4%. In BaH, only 33.7% of candidates were party 
officials. 

Party Campaign Instead of Personal Campaign 

After reviewing the central findings in the research, in this section, 
we aim to show evidence in support of the hypothesis that the campaigns 
being run by candidates for members of parliament are predominantly 
party campaigns, and not personal ones. Some of the major questions 
in the questionnaire that can confirm or refute our hypothesis are the 
questions: “What was the purpose of your campaign? Where would you 
position yourself on a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means attracting as much 
attention as possible to yourself as a candidate, while 10 means drawing 
more attention to your party?” The average value of the answers to the 
latter question is between 7.07 and 8.24 (SER – 7.1; BaH – 7.21; MON 
– 8.24; and KOS* – 7.07), which undoubtedly shows that the candidates 
were leading party campaigns in all these countries. Of great impor-
tance is the fact that 34% of respondents in the survey in SER, 41.1% 
in BaH, 45.6% in MON, and 39.5% in KOS* answered 10 (i.e. for the 
party). This means that more than a third of candidates led only par-
ty campaigns. On the other hand, the proportion of respondents who 
led exclusively personal campaigns is only 3% in SER, 7.4% in BaH, 
1.5% in MON and a little bit more – 10.5% – in KOS*. These data tell 
us that the campaigns were more focused on the personal connection 
with the party nomination than on popularising and promoting the 
candidates themselves. 

As already mentioned, the average response in SER is 7.1. In MON, 
the average value of the responses is 8.2. On the other hand, in coun-
tries where we have a personalised type of electoral system, the average 
value of the responses is not very different from the results obtained in 
SER. The average value of the respondents’ answers in BaH is 7.2 and in 
KOS* 7.1.

These results show that the subtype of electoral system and elements 
of personalised voting do not affect the campaigning by candidates for 
members of parliament. Furthermore, the percentage of respondents 
who focused their campaign entirely on promoting their party (re-
sponse: “for the party”) is lowest in SER (34.3%), while the percent-
ages in BaH (41.1%) and KOS* (39.5%) are significantly higher. Thus, 
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although the institutional element certainly has an impact on the be-
haviour of candidates, it is not of crucial importance, as is evidenced by 
the surveys.

The stated hypothesis that party candidates predominantly wage 
party campaigns and that personal campaigns have been completely ig-
nored is confirmed through the answers obtained to the question “To 
what extent have you pointed out in your campaign the following?” In 
all countries, respondents indicated attention aimed at highlighting per-
sonal characteristics as minimal.

All the results of the research show that candidates for members of 
parliament run party campaigns, not personal ones. Therefore, we have 
to ask ourselves what are the reasons for leading only party campaigns, 
and not personal ones? As we have seen - despite the differences in 
electoral systems (preferential voting in BaH and KOS*, closed but 
not blocked lists), research results show that there are no significant 
differences in the attitudes of the candidates, as well as in their strat-
egies and tactics in campaigns, in relation to the candidates who are 
selected through an exclusive voting for party list (closed and blocked 
lists in SER and MON). 

In the introduction, we presented the institutional factors that af-
fect the individual campaigns of candidates. The proportional electoral 
system with closed lists can be one of the key causes for the absence of 
personal campaigns by candidates and the orientation of the campaign 
exclusively towards the party. SER and MON have electoral systems 
with closed and blocked lists, but BaH and KOS* have elements of per-
sonalised voting. We have compared the results of the candidates from 
these types of electoral systems. 

An important indicator for research into the campaign is also the 
process of nomination. Only a quarter of the respondents came to the 
decision to stand as candidates independently. The most important in-
dicator for our hypothesis is who had the most influence on the nom-
ination, which was predominantly the political party in all countries. 
These data are somewhat expected, bearing in mind the way members of 
parliament are nominated (party list system). However, when we look at 
who in the party had the greatest influence on the nomination, the party 
leadership stands out with 50% in SER and 46.5% in MON. On the other 
hand, in KOS*, party leadership is the most contributing factor with 
only 26.4%, while the encouragement of members in the electoral units 
is the most powerful factor in stimulating the nomination in BaH. These 
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data demonstrate the highly significant role of the party leadership right 
from the beginning of the process of nomination, which consequently 
causes candidates to promote the party rather than themselves. Data 
show that the nomination process is affected by different factors of the 
election system. In BaH, where there are multiple electoral units, party 
members from electoral units have a powerful influence on the nomina-
tions, while the system in KOS*, with lists that are not blocked, reduces 
the influence of the party leadership. 

However, the reasons for leading predominantly party campaigns 
should be sought in the common impact of the type of electoral system 
and in relations within the party. That is, we believe that the type of elec-
toral system in SER and MON encourages highly undemocratic internal 
party relations. Parties in SER and MON are extremely centralised, with 
power concentrated in the hands of the party leader and a close circle 
of loyal people.

We now turn to intraparty democracy in SER. Although internal re-
lations are, at least formally, democratically regulated (by statutes and 
other organisational rules) in the majority of parties, so that the mem-
bership may participate in determining the party’s strategy and tactics 
and the election of party leadership and party leader, there is a tenden-
cy, for various reasons such as the efficiency and logic of party disci-
pline, for decision-making power to be restricted to the narrowest circle 
and to the leader (Stojiljković and Spasojević 2013: 11). Candidates for 
members of parliament have no incentive to interact with voters and 
to conduct personal campaigns since, for their election to parliament, 
relations with the head of the party and the leadership are much more 
important; party leaders are the ones who draw up the electoral lists 
and establish the order of the candidates. Consequently, candidates are 
focused on the promotion of the party and its leader by accepting the 
general instructions that come from the party headquarters. Political 
parties in SER run leadership campaigns (Lončar and Stojanović 2015), 
and the candidates for members of parliament are only spokespeople 
who speak on behalf of the party leader. 

It is obvious that, in MON parties, there is a low degree of inclusion 
and a high level of centralisation, as well as a low level of autonomy 
(Vujović and Tomović 2015: 181). Elections in MON are dominated by 
parties. Electoral lists of parties and coalitions participating in elections 
are established in party organs, which also determine positions on the 
electoral lists. In election campaigns, leaders of electoral lists are in the 
centre of attention (Vukićević 2015: 150). 
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However, the situation is no different when it comes to internal party 
democracy in the other two countries – BaH and KOS*. Although the 
electoral system (not blocked lists, the possibility of voting for party lists 
and for individual candidates) should encourage internal party democ-
racy, this is not the case. It is interesting to note that all Bosnian-Herze-
govinian political parties, regardless of their ideological orientation, na-
tional background or any other platform determinant, are characterised 
by a strong sense of discipline, strictly defined hierarchy, and important 
role of the party leader. Along these lines, it is worth mentioning the 
particularity of relationships between party members and their leaders. 
As a rule, this relationship is devoid of all forms of critical awareness 
and agency, and it is characterised by not questioning the leader’s au-
thority (Huruz 2015: 116). 

When it comes to political parties in KOS*, they are characterised by 
the strong role of the party leader and weak internal party democracy. 
Based on political parties’ statutes in KOS*, the impact of the leader 
in decision-making processes inside the party, or even outside, is very 
powerful. In practice, political parties do not have any democratic histo-
ry regarding the election of the president (leader) of the party (Murtezi 
2015: 72).

Regardless of the election systems in BaH and KOS*, which have 
elements of preferential voting, political parties remain distinctly 
undemocratic, and that may be an important cause for candidates 
for members of parliament to lead party campaigns, not personal 
ones. Furthermore, the lack of democracy is also a reason why their 
election strategies opt for the promotion of the party. Political parties 
keep their dominant role through the process of nomination of candi-
dates (proportional electoral system - system list) and because of that, 
candidates are still in a dependent and subordinate position in relation 
to the leadership of the party and its leader, although it is also necessary 
that voters recognise them as quality candidates and vote for them. 

Conclusion

Candidates for members of parliament run only party-based cam-
paigns. The results of the research on the attitudes and actions of candi-
dates for members of parliament (Comparative Candidate Survey) con-
firm this statement. Bearing in mind the type of electoral system, the 
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reason for non-personal and party-based campaigns led by candidates 
for members of parliament should be sought in institutional (propor-
tional electoral system - list system with closed electoral list for voters 
and one electoral unit) factors in SER and MON. However, examining 
the results of the comparative research, we can see that party-based 
campaigns are also predominant in systems with a personalised ballot 
paper (not blocked lists in BaH and KOS*). Candidates for members of 
parliament run only party-based campaigns regardless of whether there 
is a personal vote or not (H1). The results of the research confirm the 
hypothesis. There is an impact from the type of electoral system, which 
in combination with undemocratic intraparty relations leads to purely 
party-based campaigns in these countries (H2). The results of the re-
search confirm the hypothesis.
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Introduction 

Many will agree that the Balkans is one of the most complex areas 
in the world – for an outside observer it is a region which is hard to 
understand and catch up with. The successor states of Yugoslavia are 
nowadays collectively dubbed the ‘Western Balkans’ (minus Slovenia, 
plus Albania) only due to geographical reasons that is being the west 
of Bulgaria and Romania. These countries became on the one hand in-
dependent nation states, and on the other hand plural, multi-ethnic in 
character. Regardless, the new-born nation states are internally consid-
ered in rather ethnic than civic terms. Many ethnic communities dif-
ferent from the dominant one stayed inside or outside the newly estab-
lished borders. Having that in mind this work is going to examine in 
a comparative perspective how subnational political communities are 
integrated in Serbia, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYR 
Macedonia) and Kosovo (under United Nations Security Council Reso-
lution 1244/1999, thereafter Kosovo) from three aspects: the first chap-
ter is going to examine the types of autonomy granted to these com-
munities; the second representation in national and local representative 
bodies; and the third the formal and informal forms of participations of 
these communities.2

The term subnational political communities is a joint term refer-
ring to all national minorities in respective countries and entities re-
gardless of how they are defined by domestic legislatures. It includes 
every community that is non-dominant one in Serbia, FYR Macedonia 
and Kosovo. Except the Jewish community in Serbia which opted for its 
religious character, all other non-majority communities in the respec-
tive countries and entities are defined in terms of their ethnic affilia-
tion, which in many cases coincides with their linguistic or religious 
affiliations (Albanians are an ethnic group, of Islam faith and use the 
Albanian language). It should be mentioned that the major subnational 
communities in countries and entities under examination are territori-
ally concentrated in one region, for instance in Serbia Hungarians are 
concentrated in Vojvodina, Albanians in the northwestern parts of FYR 
Macedonia, and the Serbs in northern Kosovo.

2 In the work will be used name references that are in the United Nations official us-
age. Moreover, the aim of the work is neither to discuss status of Kosovo, nor name 
dispute between governments in Skopje and Athens. 
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The period that this work is covering are the years from the indepen-
dence declaration (self-proclaimed in the Kosovo case) onward. It will 
be argued how the tradition of ethnic conflict affected the constitutional 
solutions and informal rules in the respective countries and entities. 

The case studies that I have chosen for this work Serbia, FYR Mace-
donia and Kosovo are multi-ethnic, plural societies. That is the reason 
why I am going, for the purpose of this work, to rely on Arend Lijphart’s 
model of consociational democracy which is presented in his 1977 book 
Democracy in Plural Society: A Comparative Exploration. Lijphart (1977: 
3-4) deals with heterogeneous, plural societies tarred with segmental 
cleavages which may be of a religious, ideological, linguistic, regional, 
cultural, racial, or ethnic nature. Lijphart (1977: 25) defines consocia-
tional democracy by using four indicators: a grand coalition, the mutual 
veto, proportionality in political representation and public administra-
tion of all substantial groups, and a high degree of autonomy for each 
segment. A favourable number of segments is about three or four (Li-
jphart 1977: 57). The following chapters will discuss the applicability of 
consociational democracy in three examined cases. 

For the purpose of this work, between August and September 2016, 
I travelled to five cities: Subotica, Belgrade, Kosovska Mitrovica (North 
and South), and Skopje. In those cities I conducted interviews with the 
intellectuals of different academic and ethnic background aiming to 
compare various approaches of the issues in question.   

In order to maintain comparative approach in the work I will be 
combining the legal frameworks, the findings of the books and articles 
on this topic, with opinions of my interviewees, and with my own find-
ings from the field research.

Autonomy

The autonomy which central government grants to subnational levels 
may take different shapes depending on many factors. The reasons why 
countries embrace autonomy as a way of integration of subnational ele-
ments might be found in their inner demographic structures but also in 
external pressure. Serbia, FYR Macedonia, and Kosovo where exposed 
to external pressure to grant a certain kind of autonomy to subnational 
political communities due to segmental cleavages that occasionally oc-
cur in these countries, but primarily due to armed conflicts that took 
place in Kosovo (1999) and FYR Macedonia (2001).
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According to Ruth Lapidoth, Christoph Pan and Beate S. Pfeil, three 
types of autonomy can be distinguished: territorial autonomy, cultural 
or personal autonomy, and local autonomy (local self-administration) 
(Benedikter 2006: 5-6). Territorial autonomy is granted to a group that 
constitute a majority or a significant part of a specific region, and thus 
enjoy autonomous legislation, government, administration, and ju-
diciary in managing their own affairs, sovereignty claim is excluded 
though (Benedikter 2006: 5). In the case of more dispersed communi-
ties the special status is not granted to a specific unit, but contrary to 
the territorial autonomy to the members of a specific community (eth-
nic, religious, linguistic) and it is called cultural or personal autonomy 
(Benedikter 2006: 6). The local autonomy depends on several indices: 
the ethnic majority, the preparedness of the majority to grant autonomy, 
the presence of a kin-state, the size, the influence of the ethnic minority, 
the general international environment (Benedikter 2006: 7). Residents 
enjoying local autonomy are guaranteed the possibility of looking after 
their own, national minority-related matters, and in particular those 
matters which essentially lie exclusively or predominantly in the inter-
est of the local community (Benedikter 2006: 7). In paragraphs below I 
am going to examine which type of autonomy is implemented in Serbia, 
FYR Macedonia, and Kosovo.

In accommodating the distinct nature of national minorities, Serbian 
Parliament passed the 2002 Law on Protection of Rights and Freedoms 
of National Minorities which introduced the institution of the National 
Council of National Minorities (thereafter national councils) in order to 
protect the different ethnic, religious, linguistic and cultural natures of 
the national minorities. The 2009 Law on National Councils was passed 
defining in detail the role and competences of national councils in four 
areas: culture, education, the media, and the official use of language and 
alphabet.

National councils represent national minority in four aforemen-
tioned areas, they decide or participate as advisors in the decision-
making process, found institutions, companies and other organizations 
in these areas. The national councils are largely dependent on financial 
sources granted from the central government. All national councils are 
represented in the Council of the Republic of Serbia for National Mi-
norities. In addition, the minimum of 15 pupils is required for lectures 
in a minority language, and the minority language is in the official use 
on condition that the minority in question constitutes 15% of the total 
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population of the municipality (Law on Protection of Rights and Free-
doms of the National Minorities).

The autonomy that Serbia granted to national minorities is in elab-
orated typology cultural or personal autonomy. Florian Bieber (2007: 
249-250) viewed this as symbolic steps and declaratory despite the fact 
that the status of minorities has progressed dramatically since the 1990s. 

Professor Nebojša Vladisavljević (Interview, August 19th, 2016) stat-
ed that the cultural autonomy in Serbia is big enough, but depends on 
a national minority’s capacity to enjoy it. For Bálint Pásztor (Interview, 
August 17th, 2016), the representative of Hungarians in the national par-
liament, the national council is the institution of essential importance, 
furthermore Pásztor underlined the fact that the national councils were 
defined according to the model that was initially offered by Hungar-
ians. On the other hand, Slaven Bačić (Interview, August 17th, 2016), 
the president of the Croatian National Council, on behalf of the small 
minorities, pointed out that the national council is an impotent body 
without representatives in the parliament, it is a formal body without es-
sential autonomy. Forum for Ethnic Relations’ fellow Ksenija Marković 
(Interview, August 18th, 2016), defined national councils as the ‘advi-
sory mechanisms of cultural autonomy’, furthermore Marković argued 
that the cultural autonomy is not what some minorities wish it were, 
for instance Bosniaks, that is minority self-governance which includes 
control over a certain territory.

Worth mentioning is that the autonomy of Vojvodina is derived 
from its history rather than its ethnic heterogeneity, hence the question 
of Vojvodina is not a minority question. My interlocutors from Vojvodi-
na agree that bigger autonomy for Novi Sad means less dependence on 
Belgrade, nevertheless, as Bálint Pásztor (Interview, August 17th, 2016) 
confirmed no secessionist demands are on the agenda of any nation-
al minority. On the other hand, in 2001 as a follow-up to the Kosovo 
War, there was the armed conflict in so-called Preševo Valley (South-
ern Serbia), which forced Serbia to set the Coordinating body for the 
municipalities of Preševo, Bujanovac, and Medveđa in order to calm 
down the tensions and establish peace. According to a member of the 
Coordinating body Jelena Marjanović (Interview, August 22nd, 2016), 
the purpose of the body is to reintegrate rebel Albanians and generally 
Albanian community in Serbian society; Marjanović excludes any fear 
of secession of these municipalities or annexation to Kosovo, as it is, in 
light of the unrecognized 1992 referenda demanded by the nationalis-
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tic Albanians. The demands for autonomy of the Sandžak/Raška region 
according to the unrecognized 1992 referendum are occasionally made 
by Bosniak politicians represented in the Bosniak National Council, but 
without a real plan of implementation.

Serbia endorsed cultural autonomy as a principle in accommodating 
its minorities, especially the big minorities. This implies that national 
minorities do not have any veto power, but rather advisory. Occasional 
claims for more autonomy, making references to unrecognized referen-
dums aiming in long-term independence, and hence centrifugal ten-
dencies just deepen the fear in Serbia that granting new autonomy or 
strengthening the existing one is just one step toward a secession as it 
was the case with Kosovo.

Following Kosovo 2008 declaration of independence the parliament 
in Priština voted in favour of new constitution. The independence of 
Kosovo was primarily the goal of Kosovo Albanians, while Kosovo 
Serbs as second biggest ethnic group strongly opposed and have since 
then boycotted the statehood of Kosovo to a large extent. In order to 
make Serbs embrace the new-born country, Kosovo lawmakers adopt-
ed many provisions which were initially prescribed by the UN envoy 
Martti Ahtisaari. The Ahtisaari plan envisioned a strong EU civilian and 
military presence, and it also aimed to establish ‘a multi-ethnic society 
exercising self-government’ through its own legislative executive and ju-
dicial institutions (Cohen, Lampe 2011: 84).

Serbian and Albanian are the official languages in Kosovo. The lan-
guages of other communities can also be recognised as official if they 
constitute at least 5% of the total municipal population (2006 Law on 
the Use Languages). 

Apart from cultural autonomy, embodied in nurturing a distinct 
religion, language, traditions, and culture which enable the preserva-
tion of community’s identity, the core of deeper institutional autonomy 
in Kosovo lays in a significant empowerment of municipalities. Apart 
from traditional municipal competences, for instance local economic 
development or urban and rural planning, the Serb-dominated munici-
palities are enjoying enhanced competences. The 2008 Law on Self-gov-
ernance proscribes that the Serb-majority municipalities North Mitro-
vica, Gračanica, and Štrpce have the competence in secondary health 
care, North Mitrovica has competence in higher education; all munici-
palities in which the Kosovo Serb community is in the majority have the 
authority to exercise responsibility for cultural affairs. In addition, all 
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Serb-dominated municipalities have the right to select the local police 
commander.

It should be noted that according to the 2007 Ahtisaari plan seven 
new municipalities with Serb majority were created, in total four mu-
nicipalities in the north and six to the south of the river Ibar where 
Serbs are in the majority. These exact ten municipalities were prescribed 
in the 2013 Brussels Agreement to consist the Association/Community 
of Serbian Municipalities (A/CSM). On the one hand, in Belgrade it is 
seen as a new level of governance in Kosovo empowered with the execu-
tive competences, but, on the other hand, Priština perceives the A/CSM 
as an association prescribed in Kosovo legislation without additional 
executive powers. Since the agreement was signed, almost nothing has 
been done in term of its implementation. Malazogu, Ejdus, Nič, and 
Żornaczuk (2015: 5) see the A/CSM as ‘a supra-municipal structure’, 
and point out two levels in perception of the ASM: “Viewed positively, 
the ASM is a major compromise which increases the clout of Kosovo 
Serbs in Kosovo in exchange for their integration; But viewed negative-
ly, the ASM could be a new vehicle for the north’s ongoing centrifugal 
tendency, acting as Belgrade’s hand-brake over Kosovo’s functionality“. 

Nebojša Vladisavljević (Interview, August 19th, 2016) stated that 
the A/CSM is nothing but a glorified self-governance which is Prišti-
na’s compensation for the recognition of its independence by the West. 
On the other hand, Albanian intellectual Prof Nexhmedin Spahiu (In-
terview, September 04th, 2016) claimed that the Serbian municipalities 
exercise big power, they are like little states, and the A/CSM is disguise 
for Belgrade, it exists for the purposes of propaganda, it is not of essen-
tial importance. For historian Jovan Aleksić (Interview, September 4th, 
2016) the A/CSM in the North is seen as a mechanism for protection 
of the remaining Serbs in Kosovo, but until the formation it represents 
nothing. Aktiv’s fellow researcher Milica Andrić (Interview, September 
05th, 2016) agreed with Aleksić pointing out that until 2013 everybody 
in the North believed in the partition of Kosovo. Andrić (Interview, Sep-
tember 05th, 2016) assessed the A/CSM as the legal channel for money 
from Serbia in Kosovo. Gorani activist Dijana Hasani (Interview, Sep-
tember 05th, 2016) argued that the A/CSM is a replacement for the parti-
tion, and the reason for other communities to feel marginalized because 
they are omitted in the Agreement. Hasani (Interview, September 05th, 
2016) went further claiming that due to assimilation fear, Gorani people 
would like to join the A/CSM. Ana Marija Ivković (Interview, Septem-
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ber 5th, 2016), a KoSSev portal journalist, stated that the best solution for 
the Serbs is status quo, being part of Serbia and Kosovo at the same time.

The Serb-majority municipalities empowered with enhanced com-
petences go in line with the third type of autonomy in Lapidoth, Pan, 
and Pfeil’s typology. Overall, de jure the system leaves lots of opportu-
nities, but de facto the unresolved status of Kosovo puts the affirmative 
provisions in a deadlock.

FYR Macedonia had first-hand knowledge of what the principle of 
communicating vessels means in the Balkans. The armed conflict in 
FYR Macedonia took place two years after the Kosovo war and had 
implications on the post-2001 statehood of FYR Macedonia. The EU-
USA-NATO-brokered Ohrid Framework Agreement (OFA) aimed to 
bridge the gap between Albanians and Slav Macedonians. As Cohen 
and Lampe (2011: 83) stated, the Ohrid Agreement was “designed to 
accommodate Albanian demands for greater standing and equality in 
the state by changing the preamble to the Constitution (…), altering 
the system of parliamentary voting, promising a larger representation of 
Albanians in the police, broadening the use of the Albanian language in 
official proceedings, and providing for more religious freedom and de-
centralization“. The Macedonian Constitution proscribed the minimum 
of 20% for communities to enjoy the equal use of their language, only 
Albanians are managing to meet this requirement on a national level, 
and the small communities in several municipalities, for instance, Serbs 
in Kumanovo.  

The core of decentralization was not in creating a new level of gov-
ernance but in empowering the municipal level with enhanced com-
petences. Furthermore, the boundaries of new municipalities were 
drawn according to ethnic lines in order to accommodate ethnic dif-
ferences. Territorial autonomy was not prescribed in the OFA, but in-
stead strengthening local self-government has been a key aspect of the 
Macedonia arrangement (Bieber 2004: 231). Decentralization aims to 
provide local, culturally diverse communities greater control over their 
own affairs (Lyon 2001: 87). This means that, for instance, in the domi-
nantly Albanian town of Tetovo, the mayor is Albanian as well as most 
of the local parliament deputies, and thus Albanians can manage their 
local affairs the way they see fit. 

I asked my interlocutors to appraise the OFA, and here I am going 
to present their answers. Prof Veton Latifi (Interview, September 07th, 
2016) argued that the OFA created a language federalization of Mace-
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donia, furthermore it was just about granting some rights, not auton-
omy, thus autonomy is in Albanian perception still an aspiration. Prof 
Agon Demjaha (Interview, September 07th, 2016) appraised the OFA, on 
the one hand, by Macedonians as maximum rights for Albanians, and, 
on the other hand, for Albanians as a starting point. Prof Zhidas Das-
kalovski (Interview, September 07th, 2016) highlighted two aims of the 
OFA, first to end the war, and second to create the multi-ethnic identity 
which the OFA failed to establish, because there are no joint media, po-
litical parties etc. hence there are no signs of a supranational identity. 
Prof Dane Taleski (Interview, September 09th, 2016) saw the OFA as an 
instrument for communities to take part in public life, which set up the 
rules of the game which are not obeyed.

Since the general impression was that the OFA hasn’t solved all is-
sues, and that communities continue to live parallel lives, I asked what 
the solution would be for FYR Macedonia. Agon Demjaha (Interview, 
September 07th, 2016) offered four different scenarios: first, the most 
radical one is secession; second, territorial federalisation; third, func-
tional federation with bicameralism and a double-majority vote which 
is the best option; finally, citizens’ concept which is not working in the 
Balkans. Veton Latifi (Interview, September 07th, 2016) argued that FYR 
Macedonia should be a bi-national state, which is not easily accepted 
by Macedonians, without borders changes, but in the future everything 
is possible. Both Demjaha and Latifi look with sympathy toward the 
Association/Community of Serbian Municipalities in Kosovo as a mod-
el to accommodate Albanian demands in FRY Macedonia. Researcher 
Kaltrina Selimi (Interview, September 08th, 2016) stated that demands 
for new rights or autonomy by Albanians will disappear if the issue of 
budgeting the municipalities is solved. 

The decentralization outlined above goes in line with Lapidoth, Pan 
and Pfeil’s local self-administration as a type of autonomy. The OFA cre-
ated conditions for power sharing between Macedonians and Albanians, 
but excluded small communities (Turks, Vlachs, Serbs, Roma, Bosniak) 
which are, as Demjaha (Interview, September 07th, 2016) pointed out, 
‘a décor of political agenda’. The discussion of whether the OFA is the 
starting point or the apex will remain a priority question in the post-
2001 FYR Macedonia. 

By using typology elaborated above I can conclude that neither Ser-
bia, nor FYR Macedonia, and Kosovo opted for territorial autonomy 
in integrating the subnational political communities. On the one hand, 
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Serbia embraces cultural autonomy in accommodating its minorities, 
on the other, in FYR Macedonia, and Kosovo apart from provisions 
which aim to protect the distinct nature of non-majority communities, 
the core of autonomy is embodied in decentralization, in empowering 
the municipal level of governance. The reasons behind this difference 
may be found in the armed conflicts that took place in FYR Macedonia 
and Kosovo which influenced the communities to concentrate in certain 
municipalities. Due to their concentration, non-majority communities 
are enjoying autonomy to run their own affairs on the local level where 
they constitute the majority. On the other hand, national minorities in 
Serbia are dispersed, and personal autonomy is more applicable. One 
way or another, some kind of autonomy is exercised by the subnational 
political communities, and hence the three meet the Lijphart’s autono-
my requirement for consociational democracy.

The key similarity in the cases under examination is a tenden-
cy to create a system which will answer to the demands of the biggest 
non-majority community. The national councils are thus created after 
the Hungarian blueprint; the Ahtisaari plan and the Ohrid Framework 
Agreement were designed to accommodate the Kosovo Serbs and Alba-
nians, respectively.

Finally, centrifugal tendencies are noticeable in the region, as out-
lined above the Sandžak, Preševo Valley, Northern Kosovo, and West-
ern FYR Macedonia are the locations such tendencies are coming from. 
Furthermore, the mechanisms used in one country might be highly 
influential in another. Hence the Association/Community of Serbian 
Municipalities in Kosovo, which as notion exists only on paper, gained 
lots of attention among the Albanians in Preševo Valley, and those in 
northwestern parts of FYR Macedonia. The mirror effect, and wider 
implications for the region have to be taken into consideration before 
making new arrangements which concern the subnational political 
communities.

Representation 

Sufficient and real representation is very important in enjoying all 
prescribed rights and freedoms granted to subnational political com-
munities. Serbia and FYR Macedonia ratified the Council of Europe’s 
Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities (Stras-
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bourg 1995), and Kosovo incorporated the Convention in its Constitu-
tion despite not being a member of the Council of Europe. The main 
message of the Convention suggests the pluralist democracies should 
not only respect national minorities but also create conditions enabling 
them to preserve and develop their identity. In the case that a country 
lacks mechanisms to fulfil this goal the 1999 OSCE’s Lund Recommen-
dations suggests special representation of national minorities through a 
reserved number of seats in one or both chambers of parliament or in 
parliamentary bodies. Aiming to facilitate minority representation and 
influence the Lund Recommendations suggest a proportional represen-
tation system which enable national minorities to more easily win the 
seats in the parliament, furthermore, a lower numerical thresholds for 
representation help the inclusion of national minorities in governance. 

Daniel Bochsler (2010: 153) in his analysis of representation of eth-
nic minorities in post-communist democracies underlines how elector-
al rules have a major impact on the inclusion of minorities in political 
life. Florian Bieber (2004: 233) argues that electoral systems play sig-
nificant role in representation of groups in parliament as well as how 
votes are counted, the level of threshold, and existence of reserved seats, 
and a degree of overrepresentation or positive discrimination in case of 
smaller minorities. In this chapter I will discuss how lawmakers in the 
countries and entities under examination understood these recommen-
dations, and which method in minority representation they opted for. 

Serbia opted for the proportional representation system using a posi-
tive discrimination method in including political parties of national mi-
norities in main representative bodies at the national, provincial, and 
local level. In line with the Law on Election of Deputies political parties 
of national minorities and minority coalitions will participate in the dis-
tribution of mandates even if they win less than 5% of the total number 
of voters who voted. For the election of national minorities’ representa-
tives the so-called natural threshold is applied. Natural threshold re-
quires for a mandate 0.4% or about 16,000 obtained votes with the ex-
pected turnout of 60% of registered voters, which is a threshold that for 
most national communities may be difficult to reach (Lončar 2011: 6-7). 
This affirmative method is more suitable for the big minorities such are 
the Hungarians, or Bosniaks, and territorially concentrated minorities 
such are the Albanians, but not for the small and dispersed minorities, 
for instance Croats. An example of a bilateral attempt to ensure minor-
ity representation is the 2005 agreement between Serbia and Montene-
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gro (S&M) and Croatia aiming equal representation of the Serbian and 
Montenegrin minority in Croatia, and the Croatian in S&M. Serbs were 
granted reserved seats in Croatia, and Croats positive discrimination in 
sense of natural threshold in Serbia.

Furthermore, the affirmative method is omitted when it comes to 
the number of signatures needed for the National Assembly elections 
candidacy. The electoral list is confirmed when it is supported by at least 
10,000 voters (Law on Election of Deputies). For many small minorities 
this request is hard to fulfil. According to the Provincial Assembly deci-
sion this number is reduced from initial 6,000 to 3,000 signatures.

The differences in attitudes of my interlocutors are expected in 
this matter as well. While Slaven Bačić (Interview, August 17th, 2016) 
claimed that guaranteed seats are the pivotal factor or conditio sine qua 
non in enjoying minority rights, for Bálint Pásztor (Interview, August 
17th, 2016) it is unrealistic to seek guaranteed seats due to the fact that 
it would require constitution changes which are unlikely to happen be-
cause of the fear of change to the preamble which states that Kosovo is 
Serbia. Ksenija Marković (Interview, August 18th, 2016) suggested the 
combination of the guaranteed seats for the small minorities, and the 
natural threshold for the big minorities. For Nebojša Vladisavljević (In-
terview, August 19th, 2016), on the other hand, the guaranteed seats are 
a non-democratic and descriptive model, a source of clientelism due to 
lack of real voters’ support.

In order to reserve the parliamentary seats, many minority parties 
go for pre-election coalitions with nation-wide parties. But in such 
arrangements the coalition interests are of primary importance, and 
minority interests of secondary. Minority coalitions are also possible, 
like the one from the 2012 elections called “All Together” (Svi zajedno) 
which gathered representatives of several minority parties. The Prime 
Minister-designate tends to include mainly the Hungarian and Bosniak 
parties in the government, but such governments are far from being a 
grand coalition explained by Lijphart. 

In conclusion, the positive discrimination method is acceptable for 
the representation of the big and territorially concentrated minorities 
(Hungarians, Albanians), but not particularly good for the small and 
dispersed minorities (Croats, Slovaks). The question will remain wheth-
er the guaranteed seats are a good alternative due to a democratic deficit 
or are not.
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Compared with the other counties under examination, only Kosovo 
through proportional system has reserved parliamentary seats for non-
majority communities. Out of one hundred and twenty seats, twenty 
seats are guaranteed for the non-Albanian representatives. Following 
the 2008 Kosovo Constitution Serbs have a minimum of ten seats guar-
anteed, if the number of seats won is less than ten; the other communi-
ties have a minimum number of seats in the Assembly guaranteed as fol-
lows: one per Roma, Ashkali, Egyptian, and Gorani community, three 
seats are guaranteed for the Bosnian community, two for the Turkish 
community, and one additional seat is awarded to either the Roma, Ash-
kali or Egyptian community with the highest number of overall votes.

Joseph Marko (2008: 450) stated that the balance between the ‘civic’ 
and ‘ethnic’ elements is achieved by granting ethnic overrepresentation 
and thereby attempt to create a feeling for ‘effective participation’ in the 
exercise of state authority. Thus, under the Constitution communities of 
Kosovo have guaranteed seats in the executive bodies, i.e. one ministe-
rial position for Serbs, one for others, and there shall be at least two Serb 
Deputy Ministers, and two Deputy Ministers from other non-majority 
communities. The absolute veto power for any ethnic group, as was the 
case in the Dayton Constitution, is omitted and replaced after the ‘Bad-
inter’ formula of the Ohrid Agreement through a complex system of 
double majority requirements (Marko 2008: 450). For certain issues it is 
required the double-majority vote that is the majority of all deputies in 
the Assembly, and the majority of twenty non-majority representatives 
in the parliament. This may be perceived as a veto power of non-major-
ity communities but limited on a few issues, for instance education or 
constitution changes.

I asked my interviewees how they appraised these provisions and 
Serbian participation in Kosovo institutions. Milica Andrić (Interview, 
September 05th, 2016) stated that there are lots of mechanisms, like the 
double majority, but they are not used. Ana Marija Ivković (Interview, 
September 05th, 2016) offered the reasons stating that the problem with 
Serb representatives in Kosovo institutions is lack of popular support 
due to the widespread boycott of 2014 Kosovo elections by Serbs. More-
over, neither Serbs from North nor from South of Ibar River believe 
in the statehood of Kosovo, and forcing Serbs to integrate in Kosovo 
system does not offer solutions to problems but rather provokes new 
ones. In the same vein, Dijana Hasani (Interview, September 05th, 2016) 
claimed that the representatives of Gorani community are not perceived 
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as the community’s representatives, but rather incompetent. On the oth-
er hand Nexhmedin Spahiu (Interview, September 04th, 2016) argued 
that guaranteed seats are a good mechanism because they facilitate the 
integration in Kosovo society. Spahiu (Interview, September 05th, 2016) 
went further claiming that the problem of Serbs is a double life they are 
living, as a minority in Kosovo, and as a part of Serbian majority in Ser-
bia. All my interlocutors form Kosovska Mitrovica agreed that no one 
wants to integrate in the system which is worse than the Serbian. 

Despite generous affirmative methods granted to non-majority com-
munities, the integration in Kosovo system and the acceptance of Koso-
vo statehood are still major challenges for the Serb and Gorani commu-
nities in Kosovo, while other minority representatives accepted Kosovo 
independence and hence fully exercise prescribed rights.

The secondary aim of the Ohrid Framework Agreement after estab-
lishing peace was to provide an equal and proportional representation 
of Albanian and other community in FYR Macedonia. The 2001 amend-
ed constitution underlines as a rule the equitable representation of the 
members that belong to the non-majority communities in public life. In 
practice this means that if, for instance, Albanians constituted 25% of 
the total population, then Albanians should occupy this percentage of 
positions in the state’s public administration.

When it comes to the parliamentary elections FYR Macedonia is di-
vided into six electoral districts, each electing twenty deputies with no 
prescribed threshold but effectively being around 3.5% (Daskalovski, 
Interview September 07th, 2016). This means that there are no guaran-
teed seats for the non-majority communities. The Albanian parties are 
acting independently, and face no problems in entering the Sobranie 
(the Macedonian parliament). But one has to take into account the na-
ture of Macedonian political system which is described in Cohen and 
Lampe’s (2011: 245) words as a ‘bipolarized party [system with two] 
subsystems’, where the two ethnic subsystems also include many small-
er parties. Thus the channel used to secure the seats in the Sobranie by 
other minority parties is in making the pre-election coalitions with the 
two major Macedonian parties, The Internal Macedonian Revolution-
ary Organization – Democratic Party for Macedonian National Unity 
(VMRO-DPMNE), and the Social Democratic Union (SDSM). Given 
that it is expected that the non- majority parties of the Roma, Turks, 
Serbs, and Bosniaks communities win one seat each per coalition which 
is two seats per community in total.
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Florian Bieber (2004: 238) underlined a key difference between 
Macedonia, on the one hand, and Kosovo and Bosnia, on the other, 
and it is in the nature of government coalition building, which can be 
partly related to the difference between the informal tradition of grand 
coalition versus the formal requirement of such. Since 1991 the grand 
coalitions have been established as an informal pattern in constituting 
the government which include the wining Macedonian party, and the 
wining Albanian party, plus minority parties on the list of the wining 
Macedonian party. Limited veto power is exercised through a double 
minority voting or so-called ‘Badinter’ in the Sobranie on issues that 
are tangible for communities, namely for laws that directly affect cul-
ture, use of language, education, personal documentation, and use of 
symbols. The double majority requires majority of all deputies in the 
Sobranie, and the majority of deputies representing non-majority com-
munities.

For Agon Demjaha (Interview, September 07th, 2016) the equal rep-
resentation provisions are insufficient, due to lack of real influence of 
Albanians in the decision making and occupying high positions. Zhidas 
Daskalovski (Interview, September 07th, 2016) argued that for ethnic 
minorities, it is more important to what party they belong than what 
their ethnic background is. Furthermore, as Kaltrina Selimi (Interview, 
September 08th, 2016) stated MPs are making agreements to ensure seats 
for themselves, not to represent their community. For Dane Taleski (In-
terview, September 09th, 2016) the system of proportional representation 
is not a meritorious system, but a spoiled system instead, where employ-
ment quota in practice means employment of the Albanian Democratic 
Union for Integration party members. On the other hand, Veton Latifi 
(Interview, September 07th, 2016) highlighted the accountability prob-
lem of Albanian representatives who have lost the link with electorate, 
and have fallen into nepotism.

The proportional representation, grand coalitions, and a limited veto 
power are features of FYR Macedonia political system whose aim was to 
facilitate the warming of inter-ethnic relations, but it created many open 
questions regarding the efficient implementation of these provisions.

In conclusion, Serbia, FYR Macedonia, and Kosovo adopted the 
proportional representation system which is differently implemented in 
each country. Minority parties in Serbia, and FYR Macedonia tend to 
make pre-election coalitions in order to reserve parliamentary repre-
sentation. These representatives are to a large extent linked to coalition 
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agendas not the minority ones. The big communities, namely Hungar-
ians in Serbia and Albanians in FYR Macedonia, face no problems in 
entering parliaments independently. Kosovo, on the other hand, opted 
for guaranteed seats in providing representation for non-majority com-
munities. The Kosovo Serbs are in a privileged position due to ten guar-
anteed seats in comparison with the biggest non-majority communities 
in Serbia, and FYR Macedonia. The proportionality requirement in Lij-
phart’s consociational democracy model is to a higher extent adopted in 
FYR Macedonia, and Kosovo, but less in Serbia.

When it comes to the remaining two characteristics of consociation-
al democracy, a grand coalition and the mutual veto, FYR Macedonia, 
and Kosovo prescribe such arrangements. The key difference between 
FYR Macedonia, on the one hand, and Kosovo, on the other, is infor-
mality in building the grand coalition governments in FRY Macedonia, 
and formal provisions for it in Kosovo. Due to weak political power of 
minority parties in Serbia, the grand coalitions explained by Lijphart 
are non-existent. Furthermore, national minorities in Serbia are exercis-
ing veto power neither through national councils nor in the parliament. 
On the other hand, the double majority voting in FYR Macedonia, and 
Kosovo leave limited veto powers for the subnational political commu-
nities on the issues tangible for these communities. 

Taking into consideration only the three characteristics of conso-
ciational democracy, proportionality, grand coalition, and mutual veto, 
FYR Macedonia, and Kosovo are more likely to be considered as conso-
ciational democracies than Serbia is.

Participation 

Subnational political communities use different, formal and infor-
mal, channels in order their voice to be heard and respected. The formal, 
conventional way of expressing attitudes is through political parties 
which gather people of one community. These parties exercise the par-
ticipation in political life throughout election process and in represen-
tative and executive bodies if they are elected. Meanwhile by organizing 
meetings, party congresses, open discussions, and thus advocating in-
terests of respective communities. Forming community-based non-gov-
ernmental organizations or the media, and cultural or educational cen-
tres, also contribute to opinion shaping of one community. On the other 
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hand, the informal channels derive mainly from the traditional nature 
of the communities. The family-based politics or so-called ‘proxy vot-
ing’ is feature of parochial societies in which pater familias determinates 
political attitudes of family members. It will be seen how in the coun-
tries under examination the former fighters of armed conflicts mobi-
lize political body of one community; furthermore the foreign fighters, 
and radical Islamists are becoming more influential. In countries where 
around 60% of registered voters take part in elections, signals that an-
other way of expressing the political attitude is abstention.

In fragile societies such as Serbia, FYR Macedonia, and Kosovo 
alienation of minorities from their state of residence and responses 
ranging from extraparliamentary organizations to armed secessionist 
movements have been key challenges to states in recent decades (Bieber 
2002/03: 2). Hence Florian Bieber (2002/03: 2) suggests that it is in the 
interest of state stability to provide for political inclusion of minorities, 
in order to avoid the consequences of exclusion. The Lund Recommen-
dations highlights how effective participation of national minorities in 
public life is an essential component of a peaceful and democratic so-
ciety.

This chapter will elaborate which format of political participation 
prevails in Serbia, FYR Macedonia, and Kosovo, and to offer the reasons 
why one community or its parts opted for certain channels of political 
participation.

The most practised way of inclusion of national minorities in Serbia’ 
political life is political activism through political parties. In order to 
register a political party of national minority it is enough to have the 
support of 1,000 voters, which is ten times less than usual requirement 
(Law on Political Parties). This affirmative method led to proliferation 
of political parties that represent interests of national minorities. In the 
Register of Political Parties, out of the total number of 113 parties 68 are 
minority parties. But only Hungarian, Bosniak, Albanian, and Slovak 
parties managed to win the seats in the 2016 parliamentary elections 
without being part of wider coalitions. Hungarian, Bosniak, and for the 
first time in recent Serbian history the Albanian party has partaken in 
the government, occupying some of the top ministerial and secretary 
positions. The reason for minority participation is best described by 
Bálint Pásztor (Interview, August 17th, 2016) stating that as part of op-
position, the budget cannot be influenced.
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When it comes to the unconventional forms of political participa-
tion, Nebojša Vladisavljević (Interview, August 19th, 2016) singled out 
the case of the Albanian community in Preševo Valley which is divided 
into three factions: first Albanians who vote for the Albanian Party for 
Democratic Action; second supporters of the former fighters who advo-
cate merging with Kosovo; finally young abstainers and NGOs. Ksenija 
Marković (Interview, August 18th, 2016) pointed out that the Bosniak 
case is similar, the first group supports the moderate politician Rasim 
Ljajić, the second supports the former mufti Muamer Zukorlić, and the 
third supports more nationalistic politician Sulejman Ugljanin. How-
ever, PM Aleksandar Vučić managed to institutionally integrate all of 
them, the first is a minister, the second president of parliamentary body 
for education, and the third president of the national council.

The traditional channel of political parties in mobilizing for political 
actions prevails in Serbia among national minorities. The fact that more 
than half of registered political parties are minority parties goes in line 
with the argument that minority voice can be best heard via political 
parties.

Political parties are a dominant way of expressing particular com-
munity demands in Kosovo, as well. Each non-majority community 
expresses its voice throughout political parties, and citizens’ initiatives. 
But while Turkish, Bosniak, and RAE (acronym for the Roma, Ashkali, 
and Egyptian community) parties are actively participating in politi-
cal life of Kosovo, it is not the case with the Serb parties and to some 
extent Gorani parties. Until 2014 parliamentary elections parties from 
North Kosovo had not participated in elections. In these elections Bel-
grade-backed Srpska Citizens’ Initiative (SCI) won seats in parliament, 
and joined the government as Srpska List (together with Gorani repre-
sentative). The parties that make the SCI are parties whose headquarters 
are in Belgrade. On the other hand, the Serb political parties from the 
South of Ibar River are only active in their local communities, and they 
were more willing to engage in Kosovo political system. For example, 
the United Serbian List of Rada Trajković successfully participated in 
several elections in Kosovo. Nexhmedin Spahiu (Interview, September 
04th, 2016) offered a reason why it is so arguing that the parties from the 
south were forced to integrate, because they were geographically closer 
to Priština, whereas parties from the north did not because of the prox-
imity of Serbia. Dijana Hasani (Interview, September 05th, 2016) claimed 
that even the Srpska List does not reflect Serb participation in Kosovo 
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institutions, but rather Serbia’s participation, furthermore, Hasani also 
stated that proxy voting is very present in villages.

Milica Andrić (Interview, September 05th, 2016) singled out the ac-
tivism of non-governmental organizations in political life, particularly 
in the North where more than 650 NGOs are registered, and mainly 
sponsored by foreign investors in civic sector, whose aim is to make 
Serbs integrate in Kosovo system. Jovan Aleksić (Interview, September 
04th, 2016) argued that civic sector in the North is influenced by foreign 
capital and thus these NGOs are not in service of the citizens but their 
financiers.

As long as Serbs reject to accept the independence of Kosovo, their 
participation in its political life will be a farce, and seats will be filled 
with nonauthentic Serb representatives.

In FYR Macedonia political parties are the most used channel in ex-
pressing political opinions. As it was described in the part dedicated to 
representing one of the major characteristics of Macedonian political 
life, there are the huge pre-election coalitions which include minority 
parties, as well.

The key difference between Albanian parties, on the one hand, and 
the other minority parties, in the other, is a tendency of Albanian par-
ties not to create the coalition agreements with the other parties, and to 
act independently in the elections. But the Albanian electorate is also 
divided into two factions. The two ex-leaders of the so-called Nation-
al Liberation Army Ali Ahmeti and Menduh Thaçi run the two major 
Albanian parties, the Democratic Union for Integration (DUI) and the 
Democratic Party of Albanians (DPA). As Agon Demjaha (Interview, 
September 07th, 2016) pointed out everything is divided according to 
ethnic lines in Macedonia, even political parties and the NGOs, which 
is bad and sad. 

When it comes to informal ways of participation of non-majority 
communities, the FYR Macedonia’s case is slightly different from the 
cases of Serbia and Kosovo. The reasons behind this are the political 
activism of, as Zhidas Daskalovski (Interview, September 07th, 2016) 
stated the ISIS fighters in Macedonia, and Wahhabi movement which 
is popular among the poor, and which tends to control more and more 
mosques. In the same vein Veton Latifi (Interview, September 07th, 
2016) argued that Islamic radicalisation sponsored by Turkey and Sau-
di Arabia is gaining more attention, and influence. On the other hand, 
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Dane Taleski (Interview, September 09th, 2016) underlined the proxy 
voting as an electoral feature especially in the rural areas. Kaltrina Se-
limi (Interview, September 08th, 2016) blamed the political elites for the 
creation of the system in which ‘only a clientelistic formula works: a job 
for a family vote.

In conclusion, political parties are the most popular channel of ex-
pressing political views among the subnational political communities in 
Serbia, FYR Macedonia, and Kosovo. All minority parties in Serbia, and 
FYR Macedonia are actively participating in political life of their respec-
tive countries. The problem that minority parties are facing in Serbia 
and FYR Macedonia is linked with the pre-election coalitions in which 
minority parties partake, and which serve to fulfil primary nation-wide 
interests and not minority ones. On the other hand, the alienation of 
the Serb electorate and their authentic political parties from the Kosovo 
system has jeopardized attempts to make Kosovo political system func-
tioning in full sense.

The unconventional ways of participation such as proxy voting are 
mainly noticeable in rural areas. But also in other areas due to high un-
employment rates where family vote serves as a concession for the job. 
Such trends are present in each of the countries and entities under ex-
amination. By and large, the minority participation in political life is 
greatly marred with clientelistic practices. Abstention is a general trend 
which should also be considered as a political opinion. 

A more problematic form of participation in political life is notice-
able among the poor Albanians who easily get attracted by returnees 
from the war-torn counties, or radical Islam protagonists. The attention 
that these isolated groups are gaining is increasing significantly. That is 
the reason why the conventional minority participation is of interest to 
both the country and the non-majority community in order to stay in 
the safe avenue.

Conclusions 

In this part I am going to give a general assessment of Arend Li-
jphart’s consociational democracy applicability in Serbia, FYR Macedo-
nia, and Kosovo. After I have visited five cities and three countries and 
entities I can answer my research question which concerns the integra-
tion of the subnational political communities from the three aspects: 
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autonomy, representation, and participation. Likewise, I going to share 
my own impressions from the field research. 

Serbia, FYR Macedonia, and Kosovo are established as nation states 
with many minority communities inhabiting these countries. The key 
difference between FYR Macedonia, on the one hand, and Serbia and 
Kosovo, on the other is the fact that only the Albanians in FYR Macedo-
nia are a numerically large community. Hungarians in Serbia, and Serbs 
in Kosovo, despite the attention that they are gaining as the second big-
gest community, are national minorities in the full sense. As mentioned 
before, numbers matter in the Balkans.

The data presented above suggests that FYR Macedonia is the closest 
to being considered as consociational democracy as was explained by 
Lijphart. Not ideally but among the countries under the examination 
FYR Macedonia adopted all consociational arrangements. Autonomy is 
embodied in enhanced competences in ethnically exclusive municipali-
ties, the informal pattern of grand coalitions is respected, as well as for-
mal requirement for double majority voting (limited veto power), pro-
portionality in political representation, and civil service appointments. 
But despite the fact that the Albanians constitute one fourth of the total 
population, still Macedonians are in the majority. Thus the ideal prereq-
uisite of the three or four segments in consociational democracy have 
not been met. The two players’ game in FYR Macedonia is the hardest 
environment for consociational democracy to succeed.

According to my field research, FYR Macedonia is divided tacitly. 
Due to the geographic concentration of Albanian community in a num-
ber of municipalities, the sense of Macedonian statehood is very limited 
and almost invisible in these regions. FYR Macedonia is from the terri-
torial point of view a bi-national country, but the normative framework 
does not leave such impression.

From the legal point of view Kosovo might be considered as a lim-
ited consociational democracy. The local-level autonomy and possibly 
the Association/Community of Serbian Municipalities go in line with 
the autonomy request; proportionality in parliament exist in the form 
of overrepresentation of the Serbs, whereas Serbs are underrepresented 
in state bodies; double majority voting leaves the notion of the exis-
tence of the limited veto power; and there is the formal requirement for 
the grand coalitions. But there is no real consociational democracy due 
to only two communities in the game, and the large numerical differ-
ence between the Albanians and Serbs. An additional issue is the Serbs’ 
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refusal to take part in Kosovo system. In the eyes of many Serbs the 
Srpska List in the Kosovo government represents Belgrade rather than 
Kosovska Mitrovica in Kosovo institutions.

One needs to take into account the fact that consociational elements 
adopted in the constitution were brokered by the international com-
munity not by the Albanians who declared independence. When the 
pressure, in my opinion, from the international community stops and 
Kosovo starts acting independently there will be no reasons for keeping 
consociational elements in the constitution but to create a system where 
all non-majority communities will be treated as national minorities in 
full sense.

Serbia cannot be considered a consociational democracy due to sev-
eral reasons. National minorities neither in parliament nor in national 
council exercise any veto power, furthermore grand coalitions despite 
minority participation in executive body do not exist as explained by Li-
jphart. Proportional representation exists at a local and provincial level. 
On the other hand, positive discrimination method is not sufficient for 
all minorities to be represented in the main state bodies. Of all elements 
of consociational democracy only cultural autonomy exists. One out of 
four consociational elements is present in Serbia, which is enough to ar-
gue that Serbia is not a consociational democracy. Moreover, the Serbs 
are the dominant nation; the second biggest are the Hungarians who 
constitute only 3.5% of the total population, and thus an additional re-
quirement of the number of segments is not fulfilled.

Common to the countries in focus is the fact that ethnic, religious, 
linguistic, and cultural cleavages coincide. Political parties are the most 
used channel of expressing minority opinions and demands. Proxy vot-
ing is mainly practiced in the rural areas. More dangerous ways of po-
litical participation are advocated by the returnees from war-torn coun-
tries and radical Islam protagonists. They activism is a common threat 
which needs to be addressed seriously. 

Moreover, the history of armed conflicts, and the presence and in-
fluence of the international community are also common features. The 
Ahtisaari Plan and the Ohrid Framework Agreement came as a follow-
up to the armed conflicts and they were brokered by the international 
community, the UN, and the US, EU, NATO, respectively. Both of these 
agreements aimed to bridge the gap between the two biggest communi-
ties. The Coordinating body for three southern Serbian municipalities 
also came in the aftermath of the armed conflict. In Serbia the OSCE 
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played a significant role in organizing trainings for minority representa-
tives in order to help them use the instruments provided for enjoying 
the cultural autonomy. The role of international community was to en-
sure peace, bring border stability and preserve the multi-ethnic charac-
ter of these societies. Peace has been established, borders are stable but 
in regard with the preservation of the multi-ethnic character I would 
like to share my own impression.

By conducting field research I realised that the majority and minor-
ity communities are segregated, alienated, even ghettoized, and living 
parallel lives side by side and not together. Perhaps the best examples 
are the divided cities of Skopje and Mitrovica where the communities 
are divided by rivers. Crossing a bridge means entering a new cultural, 
ethnic, linguistic, religious environment with no sense of unity, but di-
vision instead, fear of the other, and hatred. Even the moderate citizens 
from both riverbanks will say “We don’t like each other.” The notion of 
multiculturalism has failed in these societies. Legal provisions do not 
necessarily entail bridging the gap between communities, and in my 
opinion the ownership of bridging the gap should be in the bottom-up 
approach, i.e. at the citizens’ level not the elite one.

The syndrome of “communicating vessels” is very present in the Bal-
kans. It can be best described by using an example of the Association/
Community of Serbian Municipalities which failed to come to power 
in Kosovo, and its content is not familiar yet, but it gained significant 
attention in the region with centrifugal tendencies. Hence Albanians in 
FYR Macedonia, and those from the Preševo Valley, and the Sandžak 
Bosniaks would not regret to be granted such form of association. The 
mirror effects in other similar regions should be taken into account 
when making any new arrangements that deal with the accommodation 
of one community. History has taught us that nobody can guarantee 
that there will not be any new border changes in the Balkans.

Finally, after traveling these countries, doing interviews, reading 
books and articles, and analysing legal provisions, I can conclude the 
following: first, I am under the impression, which I leave for another 
discussion, that just because the once established borders in the Balkans 
no longer exist, does not mean that these borders have vanished from 
people’s minds; second, nobody wants to be a minority in relation to 
someone else, every community strive to be a majority somewhere.
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Abstract

In this article the author reflects upon the idea of theoretical and practical 
creation of new Europe as opposed to the concept and form of the European 
Union. In this context, the issues of subjectivity and sovereignty of Europe’s 
peoples are addressed in relation to the question of true democracy. The re-
sponse to neoliberal and postmodern political project - such as the EU - is pre-
sented as the rise of post-liberal patriotism in different European states. The 
role of Serbs is this altering process of the 21st century is exemplified in a three-
folded way: through the rise of Euroscepticism, through a remembrance that 
Russia is a constitutive part of Europe and through  emphasis on the specific 
and representative case of political sovereignty of the Republic of Srpska.  

Key words: Europe’s peoples, European Union, neoliberalism, subjectivity, 
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Europe VS. The European Union 

The process of creation of new Europe i.e., of Europe vs. the European 
Union in its existing form – in political, economic, social and cultural 
terms – is entering its second phase. More precisely, this means to say 
the following: consciousness and awareness that for more than two de-
cades the European Union has been both conceived and built as a neo-
liberal and postmodern political project is rapidly growing among citizens 
and with this tendency subjectivity of Europe’s peoples is reborn (Koljević 
2015: 72). Simultaneously, this process of a collective awakening is indi-
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cated by the fact that the   project of the European Union has structur-
ally been determined by two intellectual, social and political paradigms 
that have appeared as dominant in a non-European topos, namely, in the 
United States.2 This is how neoliberalism3 and postmodernity – as fash-
ionable forms of Weltanschauung - have been established as discourses 
of revealing truths par excellence. Moreover, they have been expressed 
as a symbiosis of unquestionable certainty, perceived as pure progress, 
which, therefore, cannot be critically examined. This crypto-intellectual 
atmosphere served as the foundation of the political projects of the West 
in last decades of the 20th and in the beginning of the 21st century. 

Today, however, the so-called Western paradigm of diverse, but fun-
damentally interrelated, political, economic and military alliances such 
as the European Union and NATO – in bond with financial institutions 
such as the IMF and the World Bank – is more and more reaching the 
stage in which it is disclosing itself as brutal force in multiple and visible 
ways across the Old Continent. Moreover, at the same time, as a logical 
consequence, the people of Europe are becoming progressively aware of 
the fact that both their national and social interests4 are at stake in the 
current setting and that time has literary „run out of joint“. This is the 
core of the explanation why new politics of right and left are emerging 
in different European states throughout the continent from South to 
North, from East to West5: it is the process of the rise of Europe’s peo-
ples (Koljević & Fuzaro 2016: 111). In spite of their specific orientations 
and particularities these politics of new left and new right demonstrate 
common signifiers precisely in opposition to neoliberalism and post-

2 Concerning the specific role of postmodernism in the US see Cusset (2005). Regard-
ing the issue of postmodern foundation of the EU see Cooper 2003. As for dominance 
of (neo)liberalism in the US and in the West in general see, for example, Bobbio 
(2006).  

3 From diverse, and often opposed, political-philosophical determinations of neolib-
eralism, in the 21st century it turns out that the most precise determination has been 
made by Foucault in the 70s. It goes as follows: biopolitics is neoliberalism and, as 
such, it refers to governing and control of entire populations. The idea of biopolitics 
i.e., of neoliberalism, by the French philosopher has been expressed as the chosen 
theoretical and practical paradigm of the Western civilization and today it seems this 
path has reached the starting point of its end. See: Foucault (2008). 

4 See Badiou 2012. Badiou’s emphasis is on the social and economic moment while he 
misses to recognize the relevance of the national question in the struggle of people 
for freedom.   

5 A detailed political-philosophical analysis of the case of Greece and its resistance to 
hegemony has been provided by Costas Douzinas (2013). 
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modernism in politics and economy. In other words, these politics reject 
a neocolonial and neoimperial stance and severely oppose the concept of 
Western political, military, economic and cultural interventionism. The 
main appeal here is one for a return of sovereignty while the structural 
call is one for creation of political subjectivity in European states. This 
process is comprehended as the return of politics as true democracy i.e., 
as the will of the people and, as such, presents sufficient ground for mu-
tual understanding and cooperation between new authentic politics of 
right and left. Furthermore, all the stakes are that these articulations 
can serve as the basis for creation of new social contracts between the 
people and new political elites – as well as between different European 
states - which would, in final instance, produce transformations of the 
whole system. 

In time which has properly been named as the time of rebirth of his-
tory, the quests for freedom, justice, equality and national dignity, emerge 
as structurally interrelated i.e., as a re-opening of the potential and of 
political relevance of the name of Europe – because Europe exists only 
in plural, in multiplicity of its preserved differences.6 

Now, if the alternative to the European Union is called Europe, if the 
alternative to the specific class of Eurotocracy are European nations, the 
alternative to totalizing power the concept of democratic sovereignty, 
then likewise, in real-political terms, it must be perceived that such new 
Europe reaffirms its historical, cultural, political and economic ties with 
Russia as its integral and constitutive part. Moreover, the contemporary 
situation, in which Russia is defending the principles of sovereignty and 
equality of states as opposed to hegemony i.e., the principles of creation 
of a multipolar world as opposed to forced unipolarity, the notions of 
communication and open dialogue as opposed to violence etc. make 
this Federation a true representative – and perhaps currently even an 
ultimate carrier – of real historic European values per se. In this respect, 
it should also be emphasized that both EU and NATO are more and 
more losing support among European citizens in different countries 
and, furthermore, that majority of Europeans does not perceive Russia 
as a threat but, rather, as a potential or actual political ally. This is even 
more the case since the crisis in Syria and struggle against ISIL brought 
into light all the consequences of politics of Western interventionism, as 

6 Ultimately, the political and theoretical reality refuted, therefore, Balibar’s concept 
of Europe. See Balibar (2003). This has also been recognized by Balibar himself: see 
Balibar (2010)
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well as Russia’s readiness to step forth and demonstrate decisiveness in 
the struggle against terrorism.  

Moreover, the issue of new flow of migrants to Europe – an issue 
which also properly belongs to biopolitics i.e., to neoliberalism -  places 
into question not only Western politics in Syria, but equally its previous 
engagements in countries such as Ukraine, Libya, Iraq and Afghanistan.  
In other words, the flow of both refugees and economic migrants to 
Europe is perceived as a clear implication of the contemporary system of 
control and governing in major Western states – an example of neoliberal 
and postmodern politics par excellence.  All contemporary migrations to 
Europe are a consequence of wars i.e., of so-called „humanitarian inter-
ventions“, of violent or less violent regime changes in different places, 
of simulations of civil resistance, in short, of causing crisis or their so-
called resolving.        

In this respect, refugees and the produced humanitarian crisis in Eu-
rope are one of most notable examples of the functioning of the neoliberal 
system of the European Union and United States.7 At the same time, it is 
relevant to note that refugees themselves, as well as migrants, cannot 
emerge as political subjects (Agamben 2000: 47) because what we are 
dealing here is either 1) struggle for bare existence, and a life condition 
which is much closer to contemporary slavery than to contemporary 
subjectivity (and the refugees are, therefore, the announcement  of the 
death of the subject), or 2) we are dealing with a classic example of con-
sumer society and contemporary capitalism, which is the case with the 
so-called will for „better life“, ergo, with economic migrants. In other 
words, when there is persecution there is no law, where fear for life is 
present, the struggle for recognition cannot be achieved. 

This is why it is precisely the phenomenon of contemporary refugees 
which appears as the real image of contemporary Europe as European 
Union, as the mirror of all European misapprehensions and defeats and, 
above all, as the image of European escape from its own identity. This is 
perhaps the most striking consequence of supporting imperialistic and 
neocolonial biopolitical projects from across the Atlantic, of which Eu-

7 The term „refugees“ is more adequate because it refers to depolitization of politics 
which happens in neoliberalism i.e., refers to war and to those who struggle for „bare 
life“. The term „migrants“ refers to the economic dimension and to the will for „bet-
ter life“. In reality, these two moments - the tendency towards „bare life“ and tendency 
towards „better life“ - appear as constitutive for neoliberal depolitization of politics.On 
the concept of „bare life“ see Agamben (1998). 
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rope’s peoples are becoming aware of. When we, therefore, speak about 
refugees or, more basically, about war, we can perceive that the ground 
of all contemporary wars is essentially war against sovereignty, against 
the concept and practices of sovereignty – and in this respect the phe-
nomenon of refugees is a lively example of destruction of sovereignty 
or, more explicitly, of self-destruction of sovereignty in Europe. Moreover, 
both refugees and migrants, in different ways, appear as metaphors of 
contemporary Western world, of a constant struggle for bare life, of a 
world which, consciously or not, attempts to destroy the multiplicity of 
subjects and identities. 

These are the implications of present lack of sovereignty in European 
states and the entire matter is even more complex since it coincides with 
biopolitical i.e., factual death of European peoples. Moreover, precisely 
death of different European nations exemplifies that neoliberal Western 
system is essentially self-destructive and that, in final instance, it destroys 
itself. Because, we are dealing here with internal dialectic in which death 
of the political (as the core of neoliberalism) in the end implies death de 
facto, and that governing over entire populations always means refer-
ence to the following moments: wars, interventions, refugees, migrations. 
Furthermore, all of these elements taken together constitute the system 
of contemporary governance which, in final instance, turns against itself. 8

The only solution of the current migration crisis in Europe is resolv-
ing the crisis in the sense of securing conditions for the return of refu-
gees to their country of origin. Moreover, the metaphor and reality of 
their return to homeland this way appears as a metaphor for new politics 
in Europe which presents a rebirth of patria and, therefore, refers to the 
authentic meaning of politics as community, as self-determining commu-
nity in which decisions are made about its own destiny. This would be 
the end of political, military and legal interventionism because such a 
process would imply a beginning of not only politics of time (ergo, of 
contemporary politics of the 21st century which signifies a transition 
to a new epoch) but likewise of politics of place (politics in which place 
again becomes a relevant matter).

What would this mean for Europe? Above all, this would mean a Eu-
ropean regaining of its topos through the meaning of particular European 
identities instead of neoliberalism, it would also refer to reconstruction of 

8 In this light, it becomes clear that a response to such a condition of political, legal, 
cultural, humanitarian and security crisis, cannot be partial, that is, neither arbitrary 
nor purely numeric. The response must refer to inversion of the entire system.
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political, economic and cultural sovereignty instead of dominance of the 
model of domination, of crypto-politics that has produced mass migra-
tions. This is the process of becoming of new subjectivity, a choice not of 
“bare life” or “better life” but of a political life, a contemporary renewal 
of the Aristotelian zoon politikon as the only chance for a way out for the 
Western civilization.9

Foucault has articulated that the neoliberal process has also meant 
a construction of “society of security”, while Baudrillard has explicated 
that contemporary terrorism appeared precisely as the other of the sys-
tem itself. This is also the logic of rise of ISIL, as the most radical form 
of terrorism i.e., of the phenomenon which appears as collateral but im-
manent product of the same system in the same way in which migrants 
and refugees appear as a consequence of neoliberal domination.  

The last two decades demonstrated how „society of security“ has ac-
tually turned out to be one of least safe periods, as a time of growth of 
terrorism and also – that this is the result of destruction of two most 
relevant determinations of the political i.e., sovereignty and democracy. 
Seemingly paradoxically, precisely the system of “liberal democracy”, 
in most significant theoretical and political frameworks, has abolished 
both sovereignty and democracy through transnational structures of capi-
tal. The fact that the concept and practices of political, legal, economic 
and cultural sovereignty have been destructed simultaneously with the 
concept and politics of true democracy, testifies of the degree of their 
interrelatedness and, likewise, that the response to neoliberalism lies in 
this connection. The renewal of the political means renewal of concepts 
and practices of sovereignty and democracy as constitutive and insepa-
rable elements. Furthermore, this relation is precisely the basis for estab-
lishing new political and social forms of post-liberal patriotism in Europe. 

The Role of Serbia 

What is the role of Serbia in these processes which will, most likely, 
mark the course of the entire 21 century? Serbia is not a member of the 
EU and throughout its history has been recognized as the topos in which 
East meets West, i.e., it has been presented as a live example of inter-
weaving of Russia’s influence and that of other different European states. 

9 Aristotle’s concept of zoon politikon stands in proximity to his concept of zoon logon 
echon. See Aristotle (2013). 
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The political establishment currently in power places the key  emphasis 
on Serbia’s proclaimed political, economic, military and cultural „neu-
trality“, as a form of non- belonging to any particular block. In reality, 
however, this stance is   becoming more and more a merely rhetorical 
gesture, emptied of practically any relevant content – a signifier with-
out the signified. Or, more precisely, the governing political crypto-elite 
in Serbia is strongly defending the position that the exclusive aim of 
the state should be its EU membership at any cost, presenting that such 
political course does not have an alternative. Logically, it is precisely 
such an uncritical narrative that enables Western powers such as the US, 
Germany and Britain to present a practically infinite open list of condi-
tions that need to be fulfilled in order for the travel to “the promised 
land” to continue. In other words, the consequences of the extreme and 
radical position concerning the European Union – as the ultimate goal 
that Serbia needs to reach – are drastic up to the point of jeopardizing 
state sovereignty and vital national interests. Ruling elites in the West, 
therefore, have implicitly or explicitly outlined the following conditions:  

1) Serbia will not only de facto but in „foreseeable future“ also 
de jure recognize Kosovo’s independence or, more precisely, in 
the first stage - as in the model of „two Germanys“10 – it will 
enable Kosovo’s UN membership as „the permanent solution 
between Belgrade and Pristina“. Moreover, in the second stage 
this process will be finalized with essential change of Serbia’s 
Constitution (which is scheduled for end of 2017). With this 
step, the last „obstacle“ to Kosovo’s full independence will, 
therefore, be removed; 

2) Second, the key Western powers demand that Serbia participates 
in gradual weakening of the Republic of Srpska in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina. More precisely, the request is that Serbia 
should support further centralization of Bosnia – even if this 
centralization stands in full disagreement with key points of the 
only valid and legal international document for Bosnia i.e., with 
Dayton Accords, of which Serbia is one of the guarantees.  In 
the name of the so-called “regional stability” Serbia is equally 
expected to explicitly distance itself from the decisions of the 
Republic of Srpska. The most notable example of this has been 

10 The “two Germanys model suggested for Kosovo” refers to the 1972 treaty between 
East and West Germany. The Grundlagenvertrag established relations between two 
sovereign states and allowed both to join the UN. 
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Serbia’s distancing itself from RS referendum concerning its Day 
of the Republic. In foreseeable future, the Republic of Srpska 
will hold several more referendums (all referring to its political 
sovereignty enabled by the Dayton Agreement), and Serbia is 
expected to non-interfere, or, if referendum on independence is 
scheduled to take place, to explicitly stop it.  

3) Third – and related to previous two points – the US and its 
allies in Europe request that Serbia should reduce the influence 
of Russia in the state, practically in all spheres, from politics, 
economy to science and culture. In this sense, it has to be noted 
that numerous steps have been taken so that Russia’s influence 
in the sector of energy is also reduced to a minimum and – in 
reference to military alliances – in 2015 Serbia, for instance, had 
26 military drills with NATO, as opposed to 2 with Russia.11 
Likewise, a similar situation of dominance of Western influence 
can be traced in media and culture.   

This said, however, it would still be way too arbitrary and superfi-
cial to merely conclude that Serbia is entirely and definitely lost to US-
German-British dominance, but it has to be perceived that all indicators 
of its potential liberation are substantially related to the following fac-
tors: a) parts of political opposition in the country and b) Russia’s role in 
the Balkans en generale. In other words, current government and power 
structures cannot participate in creation of new Europe i.e., in the rise of 
Europe’s peoples because they precisely pursue the course of neoliberal 
Western colonization of Serbia. More accurately, all the elements that are 
highly relevant for comprehending the complex theoretical and practi-
cal situation - as well as comprehending Serbia’s political past and future 
- mostly refer to the ultimate difference between Serbia’s people and its 
government. Secondly, a significant issue is also the external element i.e., 
the people’s perception of a need for a more active role of Russia in the 
Balkans.

This conceptualization can be presented through empirical political 
analysis as well. In other words, in numbers, 81% of citizens of Serbia 
are against NATO membership and 71,3% are in favor of closer ties with 
Russia. Simultaneously, more then 65,5% of Serbs do not believe in suc-
cess of austerity measures and politics of austerity overall, while 34,5% 

11 Furthermore, in 2016 Serbia signed a new document for cooperation with NATO 
which gave the Alliance full diplomatic immunity in Serbia and provides its free-
dom of movement (NSPO & NSPA). Previously, in 2015 Serbia also signed the IPAP 
agreement with NATO. 
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believe that there is a space and need for new political forces on the 
political scene.12 Last but not least, perhaps the most relevant phenom-
enon of Serbia’s political and social life at this moment is the permanent 
rise of Euroscepticism i.e., the fall of support for EU membership. The 
population still in favor of country’s EU negotiations is now 44%: the 
fall of support for the acceleration process is such that in last several 
months the support has been reduced for 10%. Moreover, this further 
means that Europhilia and Euroscepticism are now practically equalized, 
since 42% of the population is against Serbia’s EU membership. Keeping 
in mind that according to all relevant international reports and politi-
cal actors Serbia will not access the European Union in at least another 
decade, as well as remembering EU’s countless internal economic and 
structural problems - as well as a new and deep migration crisis - all the 
stakes are that the Eurosceptic trend in Serbia will continue to grow and 
expand even more. Moreover, it appears that the Eurosceptic turn has 
reached the stage of becoming an irreversible process. What is even more 
peculiar about this turn is that it has taken place precisely at the same 
time in which Serbia’s power politics is being directed not only towards 
the EU but towards NATO as well. 

This said, however, it also has to be emphasized that this growing 
horizontal trend among the people – that aspires for a return of sover-
eignty and subjectivity - carries with itself one immanent danger, name-
ly, that if real political radicalization occurs it can often be accompanied 
by a forgetfulness of true European values. In other words, precisely at 
this political and historical moment – in Serbia, but equally in majority 
of other European states across the continent – the difference between 
the concept of Europe and concept of the European Union has to be un-
derlined in theory and reborn in practice. Because, it is precisely coming 
from this distinction that values such as the rule of law, democracy, pa-
triotism, national dignity, the role of the state etc. can be reaffirmed and 
because through this position of advocating for Europe vs. the European 
Union the spreading of both „qualitative“ and „quantitative“ Euroscep-
ticism is enabled. This is to say the following: in order to secure that 
all relevant political, social, economic , scientific and cultural processes 
reach the desired outcomes and results representatives of Euroscepticism 
need themselves to be representative i.e., the creation of the alternative 
has to be performed by credible individuals and organizations which 
have substantial knowledge and sufficient public credit. In this way, the 

12 These are the results of representative poll of New Serbian Political Thought (NSPM) 
from January 2016. 
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Euro-realistic discourse can be strengthened both from the inside and 
the outside, if conceptualized and practiced by those who have the rel-
evant theoretical and practical experience and simultaneously the trust 
of the people.  This is also a question about the real elite i.e., about the 
elite which presents the intellectual, social and political ground for a live 
synthesis of deep transformation towards preservation of both national 
dignity and democracy.

In Serbia’s near future, the economic, i.e., the social, as well as the na-
tional issue will come to the forefront. This is because, on the one hand, 
austerity measures, scheduled privatizations – in a situation in which 
more than 65% of people are against these privatizations - poor life 
conditions which are progressively getting worse, the growth of unem-
ployment, the reduction of the public sector etc. appear as a line of key 
reasons for opposition to Serbia’s governmental structures. On the other 
hand – and at the same time - however, Serbia’s dance to the „West side 
story“ i.e., further  continuation of state and national humiliation re-
garding Kosovo, the Republic of Srpska and relations with Russia pres-
ents a highly relevant set of reasons in itself. To this we need to add the 
democratically problematic political, media and social situation i.e., the   
weakening of the polis or the public sphere as the third component on 
the basis of which the rise of the people is disclosed as most likely out-
come. This is to say there is both logic and justice in the fact that when 
any governmental structure accepts that politics of its own state should 
be decided by foreign powers, states and actors – externally and not 
by itself - then the dialectic turn presents precisely the opposite move-
ment, of the future being decided by the people in ways of their own 
self-determination. Or, in other words, the structural commitment of the 
people – in this case of the Serbs – is one of patriotism. But this patriotism 
still needs to be transformed into an active struggle for resistance, based on 
self-respect and freedom. 

In concrete political terms, this means that Serbia’s Euroscepticim 
or, rather – specific Eurorealism based on remembrance of true Europe 
– backed by potential growing influence of Russia and China in the 
Balkans reappears as the basis for strengthening of alternative politi-
cal and economic processes, founded on uncompromising opposition 
to NATO, to independent Kosovo, neoliberal economic politics and, fi-
nally, the opposition to the European Union in its present form. 

The issue of time and forms of realization of these alternative po-
litical movements i.e., the response to the question when and how will 
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existing but still silent majority, the ground beneath the surface, articu-
late itself in order to produce significant transformation of the political 
landscape depends on several different factors. The first one has to do 
with acknowledgment and acceptance that it is theoretically and practi-
cally impossible to preserve a position of rhetorical “neutrality” in a situ-
ation in which two sides – namely, US and Russia, have clearly opposed 
interests in the Balkans and in which the Russian side acknowledges Ser-
bia’s state sovereignty and key national issues of Serbs while the US led 
coalition practices neocolonialism. Moreover, perhaps the most striking 
example of this impossibility is precisely the gradual movement of Ser-
bia’s governmental structures from a seemingly and - at least officially – 
proclaimed “neutral” position to one of a radical pro-Western establish-
ment. Furthermore, there is no such a political concept as “neutrality” 
towards both friendship and hostility regarding vital state issues. The 
second factor, then, lies in comprehending that the split between Europe 
and Russia is a false one i.e., that a new Europe, different from the current 
European Union, is being created and that the Serbs have a relevant role to 
play in this. The disclosing of both of these factors, however, has a lot to 
with the third one – namely, the issue of Russia’s stance in the Balkans. 

The Republic of Srpska as the Example of New  
Political Beginnings 

Contrary to what it might seem at first, the Balkans are a relevant 
topos in the forming of the multipolar world of the 21 century. More-
over, in recent times, the Russian Federation has been a live witness to 
the fact that it is not sufficient to provide a clear economic perspective 
for the states of the Balkans, assuming these states will follow their own 
interests: the fate of the unrealized project South Stream is paradigmatic 
in this sense. One extraordinary example, however, needs to be analyzed 
by itself, because it is substantially different in comparison to other states 
in the region. Such is the example concerning the Serbs in the Republic of 
Srpska i.e., concerning the entity which presents a clear perspective for new 
and authentic political beginnings. 

Or, more precisely, in difference to Serbia’s political crypto-elite, the 
officials of the Republic of Srpska represent the true interest of their 
people and have, consequently, unconditionally expressed their political 
agreement with Russia and all partners in Europe which demonstrate 
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the practice of mutual respect in politics as opposed to political condi-
tioning. The case of the referendum in Srpska is a clear example of this. 
Therefore, the strategic possibility of realization of new Russian and origi-
nally European politics in the Balkans is now open in the issue of future 
of the Republic of Srpska. Moreover, this could be the first and turning 
point from which not only Russia’s ambitions in the Balkans but, more 
relevantly, the liberation of the Serbs from de facto Western colonization 
by crypto-elites begins. This is to say all the stakes are that Russia will in 
near future return to a more intensive presence in the Balkans – and that 
this movement is a constitutive one in the second phase of creation of new 
Europe. This is also to say neoliberalism in Serbia cannot last very long 
(there is, of course, great irony in the fact that contemporary Serbia is 
serving as a paradigmatic example of political and economic neoliberal-
ism). The reason for this is not only the fact that the state is already too 
close to economic collapse, but also lies in the issue that the national 
vitality of both Serbs in Republic of Srpska and Serbs in Serbia is coming to 
the forefront - and from a potentiality turning into a form of active politi-
cal participation and organization. 

The road to Belgrade leads from Banjaluka and, in this sense, the 
role of Serbs in the process of creation of new autonomous, self-conscious, 
self-determined Europe becomes more clear and plausible. Or, on the one 
hand, this could be one of relevant examples how it is possible at the 
same time to follow the interests of your own people and to make prog-
ress, how independent politics can be built with help of true friends and 
allies and how the path for overcoming political crisis and economic crisis 
is one and the same. On the other hand, if we keep in mind that it is 
precisely NATO aggression on Serbs i.e., NATO aggression on Republic 
of Srpska in 1994 and NATO war against Serbia in 1999 – followed by 
spreading of anti-Serb hysteria in the West - which has served as the first 
step in the establishment of so-called political “exceptionalism” i.e., of 
contemporary interventionism – then the extraordinariness of the position 
of the Serbs, together with an irreplaceable responsibility in the discourse 
of new Europe emerges in new light.  

Finally, in we recall practically any of the most relevant historical 
events - such as the role of the Serbs in First World War and their role 
in the Second World War - then the perspective of struggle for freedom, 
equality, justice and authentic European values becomes one in which 
past, present and future reaffirm themselves as political subjectivities. The 
Serb tradition is a constitutive part of best European traditions which 
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need to be re-created today. Or, more precisely, in the gap between EU 
forms and European realities, in the gap between a false and unsustain-
able constructs and original European principles, a whole new world is 
being born – one which remembers, knows and builds our century.   
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Abstract

This paper examines the political discourse of sociodrama by considering 
some basic postulates of sociodrama methods introduced by Moreno (Јаcob 
Levy Moreno).2 The aim of the paper is to explore sociodrama method by ana-
lysing its practical application within different contexts of contemporary soci-
ety. In this paper, we will define sociodrama as an experiential procedure used 
to research intergroup relations and relations among different parties in a dis-
pute or conflict of interest. After we describe the basic theoretical postulates of 
Moreno’s psychodrama, we will focus on crises and conflicts affecting contem-
porary society, particularly those occurring within large groups. The main ob-
jective of sociodrama in this context would be to gain a greater understanding 
between socials groups leading to the resolution of inter-group conflict and the 
achievement of balance between conflicting parties.
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Introduction

Current world events are rife with threats to the survival of human-
kind. Tension in the relations between great powers has reached a crit-
ical junction. In recent years, there has been a dramatic surge in forced 
migration due to frequent local armed conflicts in different regions and 
their spillover potential. Current media reports are saturated with issues 
such as oppression, war, calamities, terrorist attacks involving severe 
casualties and also with the consequences of all these issues on the in-
dividual, the recorded increased in suicide rates, street but also family 
violence, social and political unrest. The world`s political and economic 
crises are “mirrored” on society, social groups and on the individual. 
One of the most prominent figures in contemporary group psycho-
therapy, psychodramatist and sociodramatist Peter Felix Kellermann 
dedicated the bulk of his work to the use of sociodrama in addressing 
collective trauma in war-affected ethnic groups. He wrote: “The main 
traumatic events such as wars, terrorist attacks and natural disasters 
transcend the realm of individual suffering and enter individual and 
collective sphere… In the long run a collective trauma demands group 
context to be properly researched and resolved” (Kellermann 2007: 9). 
But the fact is that, when we talk about victims, we refer to the actual ca-
sualties, whether of wars, terrorist attacks or natural disasters, forgetting 
that in one way or another, we are all victims of such events that quietly 
permeate our lives, becoming part of ourselves and bearing upon our 
actions.

It is not only the present that confronts us with them, but the “ghosts” 
of the past are still very much alive, if we think of World War II and the 
victims of Holocaust, leaving a clear mark even on the third generation. 
Sorbonne University professor Shutzenberger, Moreno’s student and 
associate, wrote about the results of her longitudinal research on the 
transgenerational transmission of war trauma (Shutzenberger 1998). 
She conducted her research on more than ten thousand descendants of 
both Holocaust victims and Nazi criminals. Her findings indicate that 
clear signs of trauma transmission are registered even in third-genera-
tion descendants. Her theory of transgenerational transmission of trau-
ma is not only accepted in clinical psychology and psychotherapy, but 
also applied in sociodrama, especially in Kellermann`s peacebuilding 
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work. Kellermann wrote that “in old tribal communities in some Afri-
can countries adjacent to war zones, inter-tribe aggression rises dramat-
ically” (Kellermann 2006:10).

Group psychotherapy in small and large groups is a long process that 
sometimes takes years.

Every treatment is a process, which over time leads to some im-
provement but not to healing. The treatment consists in many changes, 
big and small. 

Already at the beginning of the second half of 20th century, Moreno 
wrote that: ”modern society is ill and needs treatment” (Moreno 1953: 
25), which he termed sociatry, by analogy with psychiatry. His proposed 
sociatry method of treating the mentally ill society was sociodrama. The 
group at risk of developing a collective mental illness which Moreno 
proposed to treat was the entire humankind. He believed that “talk and 
think, common methods used in most therapeutic approaches, were not 
sufficient to produce a change in people“ (Moreno 1943:26). 

When large groups are involved in political and social crisis, it is 
difficult to allocate human and financial resources needed to treat the 
effects of stress in these people. Moreno proposed the “training of spon-
taneity”, asking the protagonists to provide new, instead of their old and 
timeworn response to a new situation in order to overcome difficulties 
in adapting to a new situation. The aim was to educate them to stop 
repeating mistakes and bad habits that failed to produce good results in 
their lives. Spontaneity and creativity are also essential preconditions for 
the initiation of psychodrama and sociodrama. According to Sternberg 
and Garcia, “psychodrama and sociodrama are very convenient meth-
ods for alleviating and decoding posttraumatic stress syndrome. Since 
both methods are intertwined and concentrated on group, especially so-
ciodrama dealing with a large group, reparation is achievable with many 
people, so it is not necessary to apply individual therapy” (Sternberg 
et.al. 2000: 23).

In the following section, we will review the historical background 
of sociodrama through social and political circumstances in which it 
emerged and evolved. 
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Sociodrama – historical context

According to Garcia, “Sociodrama and psychodrama are branches of 
the same tree that appeared together with the launch of the Theatre of 
spontaneity – the theatre of improvised action created by Moreno in Vi-
enna in the period 1922-1925” (Garcia 2011: 33). Moreno spearheaded 
great initiatives for a variety of social actions targeting the disenfran-
chised and discriminated categories not only for the purpose of helping 
these groups but also of confronting them with the situation they had 
accepted. It is well known that as early as 1913, Moreno began to work 
with prostitutes in Vienna who, at the time, had no legal rights or access 
to social or healthcare insurance; later, he succeeded in providing them 
with legal aid that addressed their human rights from the legal perspec-
tive and he also empowered these women to advocate for health care. 
At the beginning of his group work with prostitutes, he motivated them 
to discuss the difficulties they encountered in the profession they had 
chosen. He noticed that prostitutes as a group, although of substantially 
different personal profiles, had much in common. This common feature 
gathered them around their common aim. This was the first time he re-
alised that “any role we play has a private but also collective component 
and any member of a group is potentially a therapeutic agent to other 
members” (Moreno 1943: 435). According to Rene Marineau (Marineau 
1989: 23), the Mittendorf refugee camp was created after the First World 
War for Italian refugees near Vienna, where Moreno was appointed 
chief physician. The people in the camp, more than 10.000 of them, not 
only suffered from the consequences of trauma of being away from their 
country, but also of being separated from their close ones who were not 
with them in the same camp. Moreno`s task was to address the issues 
of violence that was widespread among the refugees. He suggested reor-
ganising accommodation in the camp according to refugees’ choice, so 
people were accommodated in cottages based on their own preferences, 
compatibilities or incompatibilities. Simultaneously, this was the begin-
ning of Moreno`s ideas on sociometry which later became and remained 
a recognised scientific discipline focusing on people`s choices and the 
nature of these choices. Although heavily involved in various social ac-
tions emerging in the aftermath of the First Word War in Austria, More-
no started to develop socio-political theatre which he named „Theatre of 
Spontaneity“3. He organized a group of professional actors who had pre-

3 Moreno believed that spontaneity and creativity are the propelling forces in human 
progress, beyond and independent of libido and socioeconomic motives that are 
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viously completed training on spontaneity designed through research of 
political problems characteristic for the era. The audience in these per-
formances was not a passive viewer, but was invited to explore current 
social, cultural and political developments together with the actors on 
the stage. Moreno “conducted” these performances through interaction 
with the audience and actors and issues raised were explored through 
spontaneous action. This is in fact how sociodrama was born. Austria, 
or at that time the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, started the First World 
War and emerged from it as a loser with many visible consequences for 
its people. These consequences, especially those related to people`s life 
but also their coping skills, were examined by applying completely new 
sociodrama methods. Sociodrama actially implied playing out different 
social situations by applying various action techniques and accordingly 
helping a large group to explore the context they lived in.

The main difference between psychodrama and sociodrama is their 
focus: the focus of sociodrama is a group or society, while the focus of 
psychodrama is an individual and his/her personal story. Psychodrama 
also sprouted from the “Theatre of Spontaneity” but Moreno developed 
it later when he moved to the US. Under the threat of Nazism spreading 
through Europe, Moreno realised that he and his family, as members 
of the Jewish community were in danger and emigrated to the US in 
1925. There, in the Hudson suburb of New York, he established his Cen-
ter for Rehabilitation naming it “Beacon House”4 The main methods of 
treatment he used there were: psychodrama and sociodrama. After he 
settled in New York, he was intensively engaged in socio-psychological 
therapeutic treatments of delinquent girls. In these treatments, for the 
first time in his work he integrated sociometry, psychodrama and socio 
drama. According to Marineau, these girls were living in the space des-
ignated for this purpose within the Centre during the programme, but 
they were accommodated in the rooms by their own sociometric pref-
erences (Marineau 1989: 23). The responsibility for choices they made 
were only theirs. Also, they were asked to choose persons they would 
like the most to work with (working obligation), persons they would 
like to learn with (teaching) and persons they would like to associate 

frequently intertwined with spontaneity-creativity, but denied that spontaneity and 
creativity are merely a function and derivative of libido or socioeconomic motives.

4 In 1936 Moreno founded the Beacon Hill Sanitarium, later renamed the Moreno 
Sanitarium and then the Moreno Institute, in Beacon, about 60 miles (96 kilome-
ters) north of New York City, dedicated to the therapeutic use of psychodrama. He 
remained physician in charge of the Institute until his retirement in 1968.
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with (socialization). He tape-recorded psychodrama and sociodrama 
sessions with the young female delinquents and this became the first 
documentary material (film) about the direct implementation of these 
methods for the purpose of rehabilitation and re-socialization of bene-
ficiaries. 

Moreno believed that people generally had great potential for devel-
oping spontaneity and creativity as the “co-creators of our reality”, and 
that all our human relations from the beginning until the end of our 
lives were interdependent and hence had an influence on each other. 
As a result of this life philosophy, he conceptualised many theories of 
which his theory of spontaneity and creativity, along with his theory of 
roles are the most important ones for sociodrama and psychodrama.

Theory of spontaneity and creativity

Moreno believed that “people are genuinely spontaneous and cre-
ative beings, so, spontaneity and creativity are present in our everyday 
lives” (1966:36). In his view, spontaneity is: a new response to an old 
situation, or an adequate response to a new situation. In either case, the 
outcome of the situation or interaction must be positive and satisfactory 
for all those in the situation, that is, everyone must have his/her needs 
met in a manner that is not harmful or diminishing to anyone else.

He also understood spontaneity as a catalyst of new ideas and ac-
tions. He emphasized that many people had great ideas that were never 
transformed into actions due to lack of spontaneity as the driving force 
for action. In his theory of spontaneity, he emphasized the importance 
of the “warm-up process” for the action that follows. When people are 
dissatisfied with their present situation in any aspect of their lives, the 
logical step would be taking action that would even partially lead to 
changing their reality and reducing the feeling of discontent or even 
hopelessness. By observing people in extreme situations, Moreno real-
ized that they were much more successful in their responses “if such 
situations were preceded by even minimal warm-up” for action that fol-
lowed (1962:38). In emergencies, we often have no time to think and 
our thinking is often impaired or blocked, which often results in our 
inadequate response to the situation in question. Trauma and pressure 
block the spontaneity and creativity. People subjected to long-term iso-
lation such as imprisonment etc., when freed, experience difficulties in 
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returning to the world because they feel blocked and tend to develop in-
hibition of spontaneity and creativity. According to Marcia Carp, there 
is an anecdote about the way he described what spontaneity is to a group 
of Berkley University students. A student stood up and  asked him:”Dr 
Moreno, what is the difference between you and Freud? Moreno looked 
at the pictures of many bearded faces in front of him and said: Freud 
had a close-cut beard clipped by barber; my beard was free flowing and 
spontaneous” (1994:39). His response was adequate for that moment, it 
created laughter and allowed others to enter equally into a playful and 
spontaneous moment. Moreno was excellent at warming up an audi-
ence of any size, small or large. He spoke from the moment. His au-
thenticity captivated those listening to him. Learning where the original 
flow of freedom becomes blocked is an excellent start in building new 
responses to old situations.

 Moreno`s basic theoretical view is that spontaneity and creativity 
are crucial for human choice-making (sociometry) of where we wish 
to participate (role theory). On the basis of his theories, Moreno con-
structed methods for the healing of humanity: sociometry, training of 
spontaneity, sociodrama and psychodrama. 

Role theory

Basic Moreno’s postulate was that people were psychologically com-
posed of the roles they played. He saw roles as “specific behaviours rec-
ognised by society in a certain way” (1955: 295). We are delivered to the 
world with our biological roles and potential for psychological and social 
roles. The first social roles are constructed in communication between a 
child and parents; these are reciprocal and it is fortunate if the people we 
choose also choose us. Psychodrama roles are internal and psychologi-
cal roles. Within interaction we partially externalize our psychological 
roles depending on our social communication and persons we commu-
nicate with. How we will play a certain role strongly depends on the 
cultural and sub-cultural context we live in and on the expectations of 
that context from us. It is important to be familiar with the expectations 
of a certain group from our role in which we are in interaction with such 
group. It is critical to understand the conflicts of roles and behaviours 
of people when such role is suddenly taken away. This happens with 
roles of oppressed nations in wars when many roles suddenly disappear. 
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We underline the importance of reciprocity in roles because we need 
partners for every social action. If we are in a highly valuated role and 
loose the reciprocity of a partner, we are unable to play such given role, 
meaning that we are at a loss. Such situations are characteristic for trau-
matic events like wars, revolutions and natural catastrophes when we 
lose people without whom we cannot operate. People we lost we cannot 
compensate, territories we lost are also not possible to recover but what 
is possible is to find an appropriate way to cope with such problems and 
to create new roles and new satisfying relations. 

Sociodrama 

 According to Zoran Đurić et al., “Sociodrama is psychodrama ac-
tion directed at solving some problem of an entire group. Sociodrama 
characters are not personalized” (Djurić at al. 2006: 26). Moreno’s con-
cept of role is key to sociodrama (Blatner 2000: 52). A handy definition 
of role is any complex of attitudes and behaviors that could be portrayed 
dramatically. By thinking about socio-cultural situations in terms of the 
roles being played, their components, how well they are played, what 
different expectations might be for the different participants, many as-
pects of individual and social psychology can be illuminated.

For example: a group of social care workers can play out situations 
in which they should provide social assistance to certain group of peo-
ple in need. In sociodrama they practice different models of delivering 
such aid that can be substantially different than initially conceived. Such 
situations are played out in order to research different levels of feelings 
arising from anticipated events. “Sociodrama is a live social laboratory 
where it is possible to examine, as in a chemical laboratory by micro-
scope, people`s relations” (Veljković 2016: 129).

Kellerman thought that sociodrama could be used in a hypothetical 
situation when “a group of two confronted tribes who established basic 
peace after the war between them accept to explore what they need in 
order to create initial trust with each other (Kellerman 2000: 16).

  Groups can also explore different solutions for possible social 
problems, like how to express anger and rage toward the other group 
members in an acceptable and non-aggressive manner. Groups can 
also act out the projection of future relations with other groups. Some 
groups can conclude that the problem in their relations with another 
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group presently has no possible solution but in sociodrama, is possible 
for both groups to share their present feelings about it. In sociodrama, a 
smallest common denominator is searched, something that could con-
nect them and bring them to a basic level of understanding and mutual 
recognition. 

In early 1990s, the aim of one peace-making project was to achieve 
understanding between two nations in conflict who were living at the 
same territory. In order to achieve the set goal, a group of mental health 
professionals ran sociodrama groups in Pristina cooperating with Alba-
nian colleagues from Kosovo and Metohija. The leaders of these groups 
were Serbian and Albanian psychotherapists, and these groups were 
conducted by co-therapeutic pairs different by sex and ethnicity. In this 
context, the social, political and therapeutic meaning was clear: to send 
a message that communication between the two nations is possible. Our 
obvious good professional and human communication, interdepen-
dence in work, common decision making and benevolence were at the 
same time very important things. The leaders of a group are always a 
model of identification for participants. The objective of our work was 
to establish peaceful and non-violent communication and better under-
standing between Serbian and Albanian women. Those women were 
living in the same territory and they were neighbours. Some of them 
brought their small children to the sessions as they had no one other to 
look after them. The rationale was that women’s voices could influence 
the male family members and thus indirectly influence better gener-
al understanding in political negotiations between the two sides. Very 
quickly, women of different ethnicities discovered the common denom-
inator which was self-evident: the role of mother, the role of someone 
who cares for another being and its wellbeing, the role of guardian of the 
home gate. A very important point in bringing up children is to allow 
them to grow in peace and free from fear. Through sociodrama action 
work these women recognised very similar feelings connecting them: 
commitment to children, concern as an experience of uncertainty of 
the future. Our work, although it initially showed good results, was not 
pursued further due to the lack of good will of those who could finance 
this kind of projects.After each sociodrama, the group has the chance 
to discuss the exercise and to say what they learned through this form 
of group work. As in psychodrama, sociodrama is spontaneous, there 
is no pre-written script. It utilizes many actions in order to deepen the 
group’s learning through action. Therefore, sociodrama focuses on the 
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collective aspects of the roles we play out, because it challenges and cor-
rects our socio-cultural roles and our feelings related to those roles or 
to roles forcibly imposed by the other group and we do not experience 
it as such in the group that we belong to. One whole group, its part or 
its members can play out roles of political leaders and the other group 
can perform the reflection of experiences of the group’s role play. If so-
ciodrama groups are therapeutic and target groups which had experi-
enced trauma, then it is very important to secure the group members’ 
anonymity. Since sociodrama sessions are always conducted with a large 
group, the group becomes a safe place where people are voicing and 
sharing common emotions. Unlike individuals, groups are able to deal 
with challenging social and political topics because such themes affect 
their personal lives and do not require exposing the private domain, or 
at least not to a significantly revealing extent. 

An insight into sociodrama scenes

It is common knowledge that the end of twentieth and beginning 
of twenty-first century were challenging for the world in general, and 
for Serbia in particular. Aggressive conflicts between different ethnic 
groups and natural disasters made a mark on the lives of many at the 
turn of the millennium. After NATO bombing of Serbia, ex-Yugoslav 
Association for psychodrama and sociodrama staged a workshop on 
the issue of war in Serbia. The workshop was entitled: “The war in Yu-
goslavia-searching for answers?” (Đjurić, et. al. 2004). More than forty 
of our psychodrama trainers and their trainees participated. The main 
sociodramatic roles explored by the large group in this event were the 
roles of ex-Yugoslav and US leaders, the Serbian people, NATO officer, 
powerful media, money and power and a powerful woman. In the role 
of Yugoslavia’s ex-president, the group played unlimited power. In the 
role of the Serbian people, the group acted helpless. During the play, 
the role of the people become collective. People would enter the stage 
without restraint and take on the role of the People “Unlike those stereo-
type roles – Leader, NATO, Media, Money –the role of the People devel-
oped from the typical female submission to the power of an aggressive 
male-leader, authentic emotions, recognition of the emotions like mur-
derous rage, helplessness, feeling that they have been manipulated and 
that they are miserable” (Đurić et. al. 2004: 69).
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 Since 2000, sociodrama in the world started to be used extensively in 
order to help the survivors of such a tragedies. At numerous conferences 
of the International Association for Group Therapy, sociodrama ses-
sions were organised with titles and programme customized to the cur-
rent world events. In 2000, the World`s Congress of Group Psychother-
apy was held in Jerusalem and needless to say, the choice of venue was 
not accidental, given the city’s history as the battleground between two 
ethnicities and two different cultures living on the same territory. The 
main topic of the Congress was: “From conflict to generative dialogue”. 
Every evening at the end of the main programme, large group sessions 
were held. The objective of these groups was to reflect the group process 
that was happening among the Congress participants. Two parallel large 
groups were conducted simultaneously but in different venues. The first 
group was facilitated by a prominent sociodramatist from England, and 
the second by a group analyst from Australia. Only the final sessions 
will be presented here, when the two groups were put to work together 
in order to achieve integration at the end of the Congress. A sociodrama 
expert from Israel analysed the dynamics of relations in these two large 
groups. It appeared that a huge silent wall divided the Congress partic-
ipants. The wall was built up from strong emotions harboured by the 
participants and unresolved tensions that had existed between different 
sub-groups of psychotherapists. In the socio-drama group conducted 
by Carp a wall scene was discussed by having the participants stand in 
the middle of the room and create a wall with their bodies. As the group 
facilitator later commented, it was a relief for some, and frustration for 
others. Practice shows that a wall in a large group can be experienced 
either as a barrier or as protection. This wall could have been represen-
tative of our inner world and the walls within it. Initially, the wall was 
represented by the members of both sexes, but it is interesting that male 
members soon left it and stepped aside. The women stayed. The male 
participants were standing by and watching what was going on. And 
then suddenly, one by one, the male participant stood up and walked 
into the centre. The wall was transformed into a protective shield, with 
female guardians, while males were protected in the middle of circle. 
The question was: who protected whom? To make this group process 
clearer to the readers, it is important to say the group included nation-
als of thirty eight countries and members of several religious groups 
(Armenians, Christians, both Catholics and Orthodox, Muslims, Jews, 
non-believers, sceptics) and those categories divided this group. After 
the acknowledgement of different levels of religiousness, what appeared 
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was the socio-political layer as an aspect of conflict between some na-
tions.

 We must keep in mind the Congress venue - Jerusalem, the city 
that stands at the crossroads of two opposing religious, the city that is 
always balancing between war and peace, Eros and Thanatos. And the 
wall from our story appeared in the city where the Western Wall (the 
Wailing Wall) stands as a centuries-old cultural monument. One month 
later, armed conflict escalated in Israel and it resulted in many innocent 
victims on both sides. This is repeated in circles.

Those who participated at the last World Congress of Group Psycho-
therapy in Zagreb in 1986, before the disintegration of Yugoslavia, also 
described a very strong experience of unspoken tensions at the Con-
gress. Let’s keep in mind that large groups are always a reflection of the 
social microcosm we live in, or society we come from but also of the 
world or the planet we inhabit on the whole. If we learn to respect diver-
sity and set clear limits between us and others (not such limits that in-
hibit communication, but those that facilitate it and protect both sides, 
then we will progress in cooperating with the other side. This is actually 
the main goal of sociodrama. It is clear that harboured tensions contin-
ued to exist after the end of this congress for we all know subsequent 
developments.

In September 2015, the International Congress of Group Psycho-
therapy was organised in Rovinj, Croatia. The title of the Congress was: 
“Despair and desire in times of crisis”. It was interesting that over one 
thousand psychotherapists from all over the world enrolled and that 
three to four hundred colleagues participated in the congress. Seven 
hundred participants paid the enrollment fee, booked their flights and 
cancelled at the last moment. In the 62-year long tradition of IAGP 
Congress, this never happened. At the time, the world was faced with 
immense problems of the migrant crisis. We held the sociodrama work-
shop entitled: “Economic and political crisis-ultimatum for new roles” 
(Veljković 2015).

 The purpose of this sociodrama workshop was to explore the im-
pacts of the economic and political crisis on us and our inner world, as 
well as on our behaviour; are we forced to resign from ourselves and our 
value systems in order to adapt to new roles set before us; what happens 
with us and within us if we do so; what happens if we are not able to 
adopt new roles that are often crucial for our survival in the today’s new 
social order?
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Workshop was attended by colleagues of four nationalities: Spanish, 
Greek, Italian and Serb. The official language of the event was English. 
All these nations are said to be Southerners as they are closer to the 
southern hemisphere. One of the common features of the nations from 
these regions is a lively and sometimes wild temperament. At the so-
ciodrama workshop something unexpected occurred. Bion said that: 
“Daring to be aware of the facts of the universe we exist in is called 
courage” (1987: 19). It seems to us that his thesis was confirmed. 

At the beginning of the sociodrama group, the facilitator delivered 
a picture presentation as a kind of “warm up”5. The presentation was 
compiled from Internet news reports and current international newspa-
per reports and pictures from regions that the news was reported from. 
We started with the news like: “Washington Post” reports that the pres-
ent financial crisis is the greatest since the Great Depression of 1930s. 
The same paper reported deep concerns over the political, financial and 
security situation in Tunisia. Daily News carried statements of lead-
ing economists that dollar was heading for collapse … then the media 
linked economic collapse with the possibility of a large-scale world war. 
Greek media reported about the persistence of the crisis in Greece, long 
lines in front of banks and a daily withdrawal limit of 50 Euros; news 
from Bangkok was that the dead bodies of victims killed in the August 
17 blast in downtown Bangkok were finally identified. Further news 
was that Germany, France and Great Britain were under EU pressure 
due to a sudden influx of migrants; news from Serbia was that streams 
of migrants flowed every day from Macedonia into Serbia crossing the 
border at Gevgelia, including brutal scenes among them when board-
ing overcrowded trains to Belgrade; Belgrade parks were crowded with 
sleepy and weary migrants. Then migrants from the war-affected coun-
tries were shown again. The cities these people lived in did not exist 
anymore. Fleeing from destruction and violence in their homelands mi-
grants desperately sought a way to reach the promised lands of the EU 
but it turned out that these countries were not happy to have them. We 
showed a scanned letter of an intellectual from Damascus who describes 
his city before the war and revolution as a bustling place which puls-
ing with life round the clock. Now his city is destroyed and death lurks 
everywhere. Finally, we showed the pictures from Love Pride in Berlin 
held a few days before the congress. This was the only news with no 
5 The purpose of warming up is to enhance spontaneity and emotional awareness in 

the group. In choosing the warm-up approach it is important for the facilitator to 
consider what is known about the intra- or within the group issues.
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threat of violence and war. The images were accompanied by the music 
of the famous rock band Pink Floyd, and their song “Money”. 

After this audio-visual warm-up, group members were asked to 
choose the action manner in which they will present group experience 
of the presentation. At first, the group remained passive for a while. 
Then people started getting up and communicating, first non-verbal-
ly and then verbally. They were discussing how to start. One woman 
pulled the curtains on the windows (it was a sunny September morn-
ing, the room was full of light, and suddenly darkness happened); other 
members placed chairs on the both sides making a curved tunnel re-
sembling the labyrinth with no exit. The roof of the tunnel was made of 
large sheets of flip chart paper. At the facilitator’s request, the group gave 
a name to what they made: “Black hole”. It was a fantastic metaphor. The 
“Black hole” concept is known to astronomers and physicists. Galactic 
black holes are among the most fascinating objects that exist in our Uni-
verse; they have no beginning or end and are a kind of abyss. The group 
presentation produced a strong feeling of anxiety. The group worked 
on a regressive and nonverbal level. Everyone went into the tunnel and 
squatted next to each other. They were silent. They group did not leave 
the “Black hole” for a long time. They passively suffered the impossibil-
ity to move and the lack of fresh air (the people kneeled or squatted in 
the narrow isle between two lines of chairs). It was hot and humid. Some 
started to cough nervously. I had an idea that entire group was stuck in a 
“bad uterus” and that an obstetrician was needed to let them out. On the 
other hand if we aim for the reflection of reality than we should allow 
the group to be inside as long as it needs.

 In the treatment of psychotic and borderline personality disorders, 
Bion wished to metaphorically demonstrate the degree of their suffer-
ing. He described them as individuals with a “never ending conflict”, 
and compared such conflict with falling into the “Black hole” (2005: 15). 
In our physical reality, the fall of an object is not endless as it eventually 
touches the ground. If someone fell into the cosmic “Black hole” they 
would never land and would be falling endlessly. The group facilitator 
asked the members to verbalize the emotions that appeared. This in-
tervention brought them out of the tunnel. They stood up one by one, 
shaking off the dust as if they wanted to dispose of who knows what; 
probably not pleasant feelings. They clearly identified three overwhelm-
ing emotions: despair, sadness and rage. A chair was placed to represent 
each of these emotions. Each group member presented the emotions 
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on these chairs. Finally, the entire group made a sculpture of chairs by 
turning them upside down. Sadness and despair were below. Rage was 
at the top of these two chairs. When they placed the chairs the group let 
out a long blast that sounded like a sick howl in the beginning then as a 
long loud echoing moan.

At the very end of our sociodrama workshop, each participant dis-
cussed and shared feelings and impressions at the personal, local and 
global level; general feeling was that of immense concern for the future 
of mankind. Group cohesion at the workshop was high. After the work-
shop, a psychotherapist from Greece suggested to share the content with 
both large groups held as the wrap-up of the day: psycho-drama and 
group-analytic group. The exercise provoked very strong emotions in 
both large groups. 

Political sociodrama

According to Kellermann (2000:201), political sociodrama “en-
courages its participants to explore which social problems limit their 
functioning at their full potential.” Kellermann is the most prominent 
contemporary representative of political psychodrama and has been 
involved in sociodrama work with warring and opposed groups for de-
cades in order to bring them to an agreement. In his work we explore 
the different ways people internalize the roles of aggressor and victim. 
It includes encounter with the other side. The purpose is always to gain 
a better understanding and to recognize the moral, social and personal 
implications of a deep conflict between two opposing groups, who have 
aggressive feelings toward each other. This kind of approach is rooted 
in the assumption that people can be only partially responsible for their 
own failure to adapt to society which can be too stressful and demand-
ing for them. The concepts of trauma, stress and crisis always imply the 
nature of relations between an individual and the external environment 
where certain disorder exists between the demands of the environment 
and the individual’s ability to respond. This further means that “many 
reactions of people in the societies exposing their members to situations 
of prolonged stress and trauma are normal reactions to abnormal social 
and political circumstances. In such circumstances, the purpose of so-
ciodrama would be to establish what is disturbing in such social circum-
stances and what society could do to offer to people what they need” 
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(2007: 83). Political sociodrama can be organised during each political 
gathering: protests or even demonstrations during election campaigns, 
in schools working with adolescent populations, in university campus-
es, and everywhere else where big groups of people congregate. In his 
Theatre of spontaneity, in April 1921, when a group of citizens thought 
out loud who will be the next ruler of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy 
and what to expect, Moreno put a chair on the scene and said:” This is 
the throne. Don`t say it, do it, show it! Come up to the stage, assume the 
role of Emperor and show what you should do in this difficult social and 
political situation - as if you were the Emperor of Austria” (1965:35). He 
called people to explore components of the role of leader.

 People often think that they know what they would do if they were 
in a position of authority. But if they are asked to play out the roles of 
others, to think as the other, to feel or to make decisions, it is different. 
Sociodrama suggests a super ordinate goal of exploration and combines 
it with the metaphor of a socio-cultural laboratory, as a way to find out 
what works and what doesn’t.

Conclusion

We live in the world full of social and political conflicts between dif-
ferent large groups. This demands an analysis of group processes and 
work with groups. In moments of great instabilities and uncertain-
ties, we have difficulties to provide meaning, to design what happens 
around us. In most cases we are aware of own inability to understand 
the ongoing process. Today’s globalised world put different groups with 
substantially different structures in interaction without providing tools 
necessary for the understanding of differences between them. The con-
sequences are strong confrontations between groups (ethnic, social, po-
litical) leading too often to escalation of violence between them, which 
inevitably leads to wars. Socio drama is a tool that can be of great help to 
different groups in understanding each other and not underestimating 
each other. It is necessary for opposing groups to understand cultural 
and other differences and to move a step forward and perceive possible 
outcomes of mutual misunderstanding. Global society needs healing 
and to this end, is necessary to engage trained professionals who will 
work with groups. Sociodrama has different possible applications with 
a clear political discourse within it. It surely has different modalities of 
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application depending on the historical-cultural context, cultural forms 
and kinds of social groups of the country where it is performed. The 
topic of sociodrama is always defined: social, historical or cultural trau-
ma, meaning, for example: actual or possible war, terrorism, social and 
political unrest or conflict between warring ethnic groups, as well as 
hidden conflicts producing violence for no apparent reason. 

There is no aggression between social groups without reason. It is 
usually preceded by long periods of heavy silence. The preventive func-
tion of sociodrama in preventing conflict escalation and violence is cru-
cial. One of the things the two conflicting groups frequently have in 
common is silence, even if the motives are different for each respective 
sides. Socio-educative function of sociodrama, from the work of Moreno 
until the present times, when applied in work with specific groups and 
in education of different social groups, is very clear because in sociodra-
ma we learn how groups must communicate and recognize the needs of 
others. Sociodrama breaks the dangerous silence between the groups of 
people and explores different values, ideology, confidence, homophobia, 
problems in communication within the institutions of society. Finally, 
sociodrama contributes to the development and improvement of links 
between social groups. Today’s modern society is in need of reconstruc-
tion; this process must start transparently with the reparation of damag-
es and fractures inside and between social groups and the institutions of 
society. Therefore, political discourse on use of sociodrama is important 
for the “work through” process in such reconstruction.
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Abstract

Author analyses the (political) role of technology in Marcuse’s works. Con-
trary to critics’ claims author demonstrates that Marcuse already in his early 
works perceived technology as a new protagonist of historical process. Author 
then follows in detail how Marcuse developed and elaborated this idea. In the 
end author proposes term “technoaesthetics” as a notion which describes new 
aesthetic society that Marcuse envisions.
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Introduction

Marcuse’s works characterizes lifelong searching for liberation and 
emancipation of the individuals. Following this quest Marcuse sought 
for the revolutionary potential first in the proletariat and then in the 
character of labor, instinctual drives, art and aesthetics. But technolo-
gy also occupies significant place in his critical theory. It is precisely in 
technology which transformed not only the character of labor but so-
cieties in general that Marcuse sought the strongest revolutionary po-
tential for the “qualitative change”. Thus, it could be said that Marcuse 
perceived the technology as a new ontology.

In this paper I will attempt to demonstrate Marcuse’s understanding 
of technology and its’ political potential for liberation and emancipa-

1 Zagreb,  
maroje.visic@gmail.com

2 I wish to express my gratitude to professor Stojanović for encouraging me to submit 
this article.
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tion. Although Marcuse explicitly discussed technology in his perhaps 
best known works Eros and Civilization and One Dimensional Man I 
will consider the question of technology by analyzing complete works 
of Herbert Marcuse. This analysis is necessary in order to avoid mis-
understandings about alleged inconsistence in Marcuse’s thoughts on 
technology. For example, reflecting on the 50 years after publishing 
One Dimensional Man Whitfield argues: “Nor are Eros and Civilization 
and One-Dimensional Man entirely consistent. For example, Eros and 
Civilization envisions technology as a catalyst of emancipation, freeing 
humanity from drudgery and permitting a polymorphous sexuality to 
pervade utopia. The latter book repudiates technocratic bureaucracy, 
however, and condemns the exploitation of nature that scientific prog-
ress is supposed to achieve” (Whitfield 2014: 106). Whitfield has mis-
conception about Marcuse’s understanding of technology due to his un-
familiarity with Marcuse’s complete opus and especially Marcuse’s early 
works which are actually the keys for understanding his latter writings.3 
Marcuse was consistent in thinking that technology could bring liber-
ation. The only difference was that at first he thought that liberation is 
inherent in technological development and later he argued that it is po-
litical decision to use technology in a liberating way. This article will at-
tempt to clarify fallacy regarding role of technology in Marcuse’s works.

Before examining in detail the political role of technology it is im-
portant to note that the signs of the technology as a new ontology are 
already present in the essays from the 1920s to 1930s which can be 
located to Marcuse’s “heideggerian-marxism” or “phenomenological 
marxism” period. In On the Concrete Philosophy Marcuse writes: “An 
example: in the intoxication of power that has accompanied advance-
ments in technology and rationalization in contemporary society, it has 
been overlooked that the personal power of humans over nature and 

3 Habermas (1968) argues that it is impossible to understand Marcuse especially Eros 
and the Civilization without studying his early works. Marcuse’s critics also empha-
sized the importance and continuity of his early works. Farr argues: “Marcuse’s work 
on Freud must be taken as only a moment within a larger more complex project” 
(Farr 2009: 63). Schoolman is also aware of this fact: “Criticism is focused large-
ly upon Marcuse’s thought as it took shape after 1933. But before the nightmarish 
shock of that year produced a dramatic turn in Marcuse’s thinking, his early work 
had constituted a significant project that ought to be pursued by contemporary social 
theory…“ (Schoolman 1984: xiii). Perhaps the best statement on this offers critic 
MacIntyre: “The importance of this early papers does not lie only in the fact that they 
constitute a first statement of the thesis which informs the whole of his later work. 
For on certain points they are more explicit than anything in the later work” (Mac-
Intyre 1970: 16). 
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‘things’ has not increased, but decreased! Just as humans as ‘economic 
subjects and objects’ find themselves in thrall to a commodity economy 
that has become a self-sufficient ‘entity’, rather than in a situation where 
their industry is an appropriate mode of their existing, so it is that their 
tools-machines, means of transportation, electricity, light, power-have 
become for them so large and burdensome that, seen from the perspec-
tive of the individual, those people who use these tools must increas-
ingly adapt their existences to suit them, must enter into their service. 
Indeed, it becomes clear that ever more lives are being consumed in 
order to keep them ‘functioning’!” (Marcuse 1929: 43-44).

Technological Rationality

Essay Some Implications of Modern Technology marks a turning point 
in Marcuse’s search for a subject of revolution. It is evident that Marcuse 
perceived proletariat’s impotence to bring about revolution due to its in-
tegration into society which was largely based upon rapid technological 
advancement which rendered physically exhausting labor obsolete. This 
fact offered Marcuse an argument that technology in itself holds cata-
lytic potential for advancement of freedom and even more reduction of 
time spent at work.

But in order to fully understand Marcuse’s argument in this essay 
and in later works it is absolutely necessary to mention Marcuse’s phil-
osophical debt to Martin Heidegger. Heidegger’s influence on Marcuse’s 
thought is unquestioned and it is also present in Marcuse’s dealings with 
technology. So in order to facilitate better understanding a brief outline 
of Heidegger’s essay Question Concerning Technology must be demon-
strated.4

4 Heidegger’s influence on Marcuse should be noted here in order to dismiss School-
man’s (1984) misinterpretation of Marcuse. Schoolman (1984) argues that Marcuse’s 
understanding of technology is largely influenced by Weber’s notion of rationality 
while Heidegger’s influence is menial. Schoolman’s (1984) argument is that Marcuse 
closely follows Weber according to whom domination is immanent to technological 
rationality. In the essay Industrialization and Capitalism in the Work of Max Weber 
Marcuse is critical of Weber and he clearly demonstrates contrary to the Schoolman’s 
(1984) claim that: “But it is precisely here, at this most decisive point, where Weber’s 
analysis becomes self-criticism, that one can see how much this analysis has fallen 
prey to the identification of technical reason with bourgeois capitalist reason. This 
identification prevents him from seeing that not ‘pure’, formal, technical reason but 
the reason of domination erects the ‘shell of bondage’, and that the consummation of 
technical reason can well become the instrument for the liberation of man” (Marcuse 
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Heidegger differentiates between technics in Greek understanding 
and modern technic. In the former technics is part of the poiesis. It re-
lates to a mode of production as well as art – technics which artist use 
in creating art. In the modern sense, Heidegger (1977) argues, technics 
is not part of poiesis. Modern technics is used for bringing-forth which 
means revealing something that is hidden. To put it in Heidegger’s words: 
“What has the essence of technology to do with revealing? The answer: 
everything. For every bringing-forth is grounded in revealing (…) In-
strumentality is considered to be fundamental characteristic of technol-
ogy (…) Technology is therefore no more means. Technology is a way 
of revealing” (Heidegger 1977: 5). What Heidegger tries to demonstrate 
is that revealing (unconcealment) is not part of poiesis and that this way 
of revealing profoundly affects human perception of world and nature. 
So according to Heidegger the unconcealing in modern technic has a 
form, an essence of setting-in-order in the sense of challenging forth.5 

1937: 167). As I tried to show it is precisely Heidegger’s notion of “standing-reserve” 
that is central to Marcuse’s understanding of technology. Like Heidegger Marcuse 
also sought liberating possibilities that technology could offer and this is so much 
unlike Weber’s understanding: “On the basis of its own achievements, that is, of pro-
ductive and calculable mechanization, this separation contains the potentiality of a 
qualitatively different rationality, in which separation from the means of production 
becomes the separation of man from the socially necessary labor that de-purposive-
ness would be no longer ‘antinomical’; nor would administer automated production, 
formal and substantive purposiveness would be no longer ‘antinomical’; nor would 
formal reason prevail indifferently among and over men. For, as ‘congealed spirit’, the 
machine is not neutral; technical reason is the social reason ruling a given society 
and can be changed in its very structure. As technical reason, it can become the 
technique of liberation. For Max Weber this possibility was utopian. Today it looks 
as if he was right. But if contemporary industrial society defeats and triumphs over 
its own potentialities, then this triumph is no longer that of Max Weber’s bourgeois 
reason” (Marcuse 1937: 169).

 Regarding Heidegger’s “menial” influence on Marcuse it suffices to cite acknowledg-
ments from Marcuse’s habilitation: “Any contribution this work may make to the 
development and clarification of problems is indebted to the philosophical work of 
Martin Heidegger” (Marcuse 1987[1932]: 5).

5 To demonstrate how technology affects human understanding of world and nature 
Heidegger offers an example of Rhine river: “The hydroelectric plant is set into the 
current of the Rhine. It sets the Rhine to supplying its hydraulic pressure, which then 
sets the turbines turning. This turning sets those machines in motion whose thrust 
sets going the electric current for which the long-distance power station and its net-
work of cables are set up to dispatch electricity. In the context of the interlocking pro-
cesses pertaining to the orderly disposition of electrical energy, even the Rhine itself 
appears as something at our command. The hydroelectric plant is not built into the 
Rhine River as was the old wooden bridge that joined bank with bank for hundreds 
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According to Heidegger (1977) modern technic characterizes scientific 
relation to nature which is evident in the accumulation of energy re-
sources ever ready to be distributed. This is what Heidegger (1977) calls 
“standing-reserve” (Bestand) and argues that this should be understood 
in terms of enframing and ordering. It is in the “standing-reserve” and 
not in the instrumental use of technic that Heidegger saw the greatest 
peril for men. That peril lies in the possibility that “standing-reserve” 
becomes the single mode of revealing. If this is to happen than man 
would be absorbed by technics by becoming himself part of “stand-
ing-reserve”. To put it in Heidegger’s words: “The essence of technolo-
gy lies in Enframing. Its holding sway belongs within destining. Since 
destining at any given time starts man on a way of revealing, man, thus 
under way, is continually approaching the brink of the possibility of 
pursuing and pushing forward nothing but what is revealed in ordering, 
and of deriving all his standards on this basis. Through this the other 
possibility is blocked, that man might be admitted more and sooner and 
ever more primary to the essence of that which is unconcealed and to 
its unconcealment, in order that he might experience as his essence his 
needed belonging to revealing. Placed between these possibilities, man 
is endangered from out of destining. The destining of revealing is as 
such, in every one of its modes, and therefore necessarily, danger (…) 
yet when destining reigns in the mode of Enframing, it is the supreme 
danger. This danger attests itself to us in two ways. As soon as what is 
unconcealed no longer concerns man even as object, but does so, rather, 
exclusively as standing-reserve, and man in the midst of objectlessness 
is nothing but the orderer of the standing-reserve, then he comes to 
the very brink of a precipitous fall; that is, he comes to the point where 
he himself will have to be taken as standing-reserve” (Heidegger 1977: 
13-14).

Even though Heidegger’s treatment of modern technology is some-
how pessimistic for the men’s destiny he still offers a glimpse of hope. 
As a dialectical thinker Heidegger believed that everything in itself 

of years. Rather the river is dammed up into the power plant. What the river is now, 
namely, a water power supplier, derives from out of the essence of the power station. 
In order that we may even remotely consider the monstrousness that reigns here, let 
us ponder for a moment the contrast that speaks out of the two titles, “The Rhine” 
as dammed up into the power works, and ‘The Rhine’ as uttered out of the art work, 
in Hölderlin’s hymn by that name. But, it will be replied, the Rhine is still a river in 
the landscape, is it not? Perhaps. But how? In no other way than as an object on call 
for inspection by a tour group ordered there by the vacation industry. The revealing 
that rules throughout modern technology has the character of a setting-upon, in the 
sense of a challenging-forth” (Heidegger 1977: 7).
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holds a negation which means that something is not what it is or that 
by negating itself could become something else. The same principle 
of negation applies to the essence “standing-reserve” of modern tech-
nology and offers a hope in deliverance. Heidegger demonstrates this 
saving possibility: “But what helps is it to us to look into the constel-
lation of truth? We look into the danger and see the growth of the sav-
ing power. Through this we are not yet saved. But we are thereupon 
summoned to hope in the growing light of the saving power. How can 
this happen? Here and now and in little things, that we may foster the 
saving power in its increase. This includes holding always before our 
eyes the extreme danger. The coming to presence of technology threat-
ens revealing, threatens it with the possibility that all revealing will be 
consumed in ordering and that everything will present itself only in the 
unconcealedness of standing-reserve. Human activity can never direct-
ly counter this danger. Human achievement alone can never banish it. 
But human reflection can ponder the fact that all saving power must 
be of a higher essence than what is endangered, though at the same 
time kindred to it” (Heidegger 1977: 18). Heidegger emphasized the 
power of reason in this liberation from “standing-reserve”. The reason 
alone needs to be guided and this guidance is found in art. The art by 
her poetic revealing counters technological mode of revealing. So the 
reasoning on technology must happen from the realm of aesthetics. On 
this question Heidegger concludes: “Because the essence of technology 
is nothing technological, essential reflection upon technology and de-
cisive confrontation with it must happen in a realm that is, on the one 
hand, akin to the essence of technology and, on the other, fundamental-
ly different from it. Such a realm is art. But certainly only if reflection 
on art, for its part, does not shut its eyes to the constellation of truth 
 Comparing with Marcuse’s example it could be noted that he almost paraphrases 

Heidegger: “Let us take a simple example. A man who travels by automobile to a 
distant place chooses his route from the highway maps. Towns, lakes and mountains 
appear as obstacles to be bypassed. The countryside is shaped and organized by the 
highway: what one finds en route is a byproduct or annex of the highway. Numer-
ous signs and posters tell the traveler what to do and think; they even request his 
attention to the beauties of nature or the hallmarks of history. Others have done the 
thinking for him, and perhaps for the better. Convenient parking spaces have been 
constructed where the broadest and most surprising view is open. Giant advertise-
ments tell him when to stop and find the pause that refreshes. And all of this is indeed 
for his benefit, safety and comfort; he receives what he wants. Business, technics, 
human needs and nature are welded together into one rational and expedient mech-
anism. He will fare best who follows its directions, subordinating his spontaneity to 
the anonymous wisdom which ordered everything for him” (Marcuse 1941: 46).
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after which we are questioning. Thus questioning, we bear witness to 
the crisis that in our sheer preoccupation with technology we do not 
yet experience the coming to presence of technology, that in our sheer 
aesthetic-mindedness we no longer guard and preserve the coming to 
presence of art. Yet the more questioningly we ponder the essence of 
technology, the more mysterious the essence of art becomes” (Heideg-
ger 1977: 19).

Marcuse’s thoughts on technology are profoundly influenced by 
above mentioned Heidegger’s arguments. Especially Marcuse’s term 
“technological rationality” is deeply rooted in Heidegger’s understand-
ing of “standing-reserve”. Where Heidegger thought of potential danger 
for men to be absorbed by technology Marcuse sought it already hap-
pened and termed it “technological rationality”. Following Heidegger 
Marcuse emphasized emancipatory potential in the essence of technol-
ogy and in his latter works Marcuse developed Heidegger’s argument on 
art and technology furthermore by envisioning cooperation of technol-
ogy and art in creating a new society. A detailed examination of Mar-
cuse’s thoughts on technology follows.

Like Heidegger Marcuse also sees dualistic potential of technology: 
a danger and a liberation force: “Technics by itself can promote author-
itarianism as well as liberty, scarcity as well as abundance, the extension 
as well as abolition of toil” (Marcuse 1941: 41). But while Heidegger 
thought that deliverance can be approached by thinking as a distinctive 
human category, Marcuse observed that the technological advancement 
created a new form of rationality – “technological rationality” which 
subdued humankind to technological apparatus. Marcuse describes 
this argument: “Technology, as a mode of production, as the totality of 
instruments, devices and contrivances which characterize the machine 
age is thus at the same time a mode of organizing and perpetuating (or 
changing) social relationships, a manifestation of prevalent thought and 
behavior patterns, an instrument for control and domination (…) In the 
course of the technological process a new rationality and new standards 
of individuality have spread over society, different from and even op-
posed to those which initiated the march of technology” (Marcuse 1941: 
41-42). What Marcuse observed was that the development of technolo-
gy directly affected on the creation of new rationality and individuality. 
But Marcuse immediately emphasized that this is not due to the instru-
mentalist usage of technology (same as Heidegger (1977) argued) but 
that it is sole factor in its essence and development. In order to demon-
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strate this argument Marcuse (1941) contrasts the idea of individuality 
in the 16th and 17th century with the new technological individuality. 
Marcuse argues that in the former the interest of the individual wasn’t 
necessary overlapping with the interests of society and thus individual 
was free in criticizing dominant norms of society and in seeking and 
realizing true norms. The realization of these norms was possible in the 
liberal society as this mode of social organization offered possibilities 
for development of individual rationality. Marcuse (1941) argues that 
the individuality demonstrated itself in the sphere of free competition, 
goods and services which became integral part of society’s necessity. In 
Marcuse’s opinion development of mechanization and rationality based 
upon competitive effectiveness and in favoring companies with highly 
mechanized industrial equipment instead of individual entrepreneur 
abolished this 16th and 17th century idea of individualism. For Marcuse 
(1941) this kind of efficiency means profit and profit means profitable 
employment of the apparatus to the extent that it dictates quantitative 
production and distribution of goods and through this power technol-
ogy affects entire rationality thus creating a new kind of rationality – 
technological rationality. Marcuse describes technological rationality as: 
“Under the impact of this apparatus, individualistic rationality has been 
transformed into technological rationality. It is by no means confined to 
the subjects and objects of large scale enterprises but characterizes the 
pervasive mode of thought and even the manifold forms of protest and 
rebellion. This rationality establishes standards of judgment and fosters 
attitudes which make men ready to accept and even to introcept the 
dictates of the apparatus” (Marcuse 1941: 44).

Marcuse (1941) argues that the individuality under the technologi-
cal rationality is transformed into standardized efficiency in which the 
individual is considered efficient if his freedom and actions are in ac-
cordance with the objective demands of the apparatus. Under the tech-
nological rationality man internalizes the rationality of the machine.6 
The categories in which man now thinks are: efficiency, productivity, 
feasibility, profitability, expediency and convenience. Marcuse explains 
this in detail: “The facts directing man’s thought and action are not those 
of nature which must be accepted in order to be mastered, or those of 

6  By using term “technological rationality” Marcuse attempts to describe the 
effect that advanced industrial civilization has on men. This term elaborates 
Marx observation which early industrial society had on man: “Machine ac-
commodates itself to the weakness of man in order to make a machine out 
of the weak man” (Marx 1985: 290).
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society which must be changed because they no longer correspond to 
human needs and potentialities. Rather are they those of the machine 
process, which itself appears as the embodiment of rationality and expe-
diency” (Marcuse 1941: 46).

The key insight is that the individual is not deprived of his individ-
uality by some external force as it was for example the organization 
of capital which moments would be abolished by revolution as Marx 
argued. Instead, the individual is deprived of his autonomy and indi-
viduality by the same rationality under which he is living. This is one 
factor in explaining the diminishment of revolutionary consciousness: 
“Today, the prevailing type of individual is no longer capable of seizing 
the fateful moment which constitutes his freedom. He has changed his 
function; from a unit of resistance and autonomy, he has passed to one 
of ductility and adjustment. It is this function which associates individ-
uals in masses” (Marcuse 1941: 55).

Marcuse concludes his early thoughts on technology in the same 
optimistic tone as Heidegger (1977) did. In technology Marcuse sees 
an opportunity for individual development. This opportunity presents 
itself namely in the technological capability of reducing necessary time 
spent at work.7 To put it in Marcuse’s words: “Technological progress 
would make it possible to decrease the time and energy spent in the 
production of the necessities of life, and a gradual reduction of scarcity 
and abolition of competitive pursuits could permit the self to develop 
from its natural roots. The less time and energy man has to expend in 
maintaining his life and that of society, the greater the possibility that 
he can “individualize” the sphere of his human realization. Beyond the 
realm of necessity, the essential differences between men could unfold 
themselves: everyone could think and act by himself, speak his own lan-
guage, have his own emotions and follow his own passions” (Marcuse 
1941: 64).

In the following lines I will examine how Marcuse perceived eman-
cipatory but also oppressive role of technology.

7  It should be noted that in Marcuse’s theory liberation means liberation from 
the burden and duration of work. In On the Philosophical Foundations of 
the concept of Labor in Economics Marcuse (1933) demonstrated that indi-
vidual passions and development comes on the other side of the labor med-
al – the play which is strictly reserved for leisure time. Thus freedom for 
Marcuse means minimizing labor time and increasing leisure time. Marcuse 
saw in technology an opportunity for this.
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Technology as a Liberator and/or Oppressor

In Eros and Civilization Marcuse offered his vision of the possibility 
of non-repressive civilization. This possibility is partly possible due to 
the technological advancement which helped in abolishment of toil. In 
order to understand possibility of civilization without repression and 
the role of technology in it a brief overview of Freud’s thoughts on civi-
lization is necessary.

Freud (1962) understands development of individual as a permanent 
conflict between eros and thanatos. The conflict of this two human’s ba-
sics instincts is similar to the development of civilization through con-
flict also. Conflict of the civilization takes form as the conflict between 
pleasure principle and reality principle. While pleasure principle seeks 
to maximize gratification, reality principle imposes restrictions upon 
pleasure principle demanding negation of instincts and postponing of 
gratification. Renunciation of instincts is then a pre-requirement for 
the development of civilization. Freud (1962) enumerates two basic re-
nunciations which are demanded by civilization: renunciation of sexual 
gratification and renunciation of aggression. According to Freud (1962) 
civilization became increasingly the men’s business. Since the men don’t 
have unlimited quantities of sexual energy (libido) they have to make 
a distribution of theirs libido. In doing so civilization exploits sexual 
energy for its’ further advancement. In order to eliminate aggression 
among members of the same group civilization tends to bind members 
of the community by libidinal ties. Civilization uses its utmost effort to 
advance strong identification of the members. Thus, once again sexual 
energy had to be restricted in order to establish friendship relations. Re-
garding further development of civilization Freud offers somehow pes-
simistic conclusion arguing that the with its development civilization 
would require even more restrictions: “… to represent the sense of guilt 
as the most important problem in the development of civilization and to 
show that the price we pay for our advance in civilization is a loss of hap-
piness through the heightening of the sense of guilt” (Freud 1962: 81).

The main problem of Freud’s theory of civilization’s development is 
that he considered repression to be universal principle. In other words 
Freud theory is lacking a differentiation of historical epochs. In one 
word Freud’s theory is ahistorical. Marcuse (1974[1956]) immediate-
ly detects this deficiency and argues that the necessity for repression 
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is always historical and that it is caused by the societal production and 
reproduction conditioned by the scarcity of material goods. In order 
to differentiate more clearly between basic biological and socially con-
ditioned repression Marcuse introduces the terms “surplus repression” 
and “performance principle”: “the restrictions necessitated by social 
domination. This is distinguished from (basic) repression: the ‘modi-
fications’ of the instincts necessary for the perpetuation of the human 
race in civilization. Performance principle [is] the prevailing historical 
form of the reality principle” (Marcuse 1974: 33). As it was mentioned 
earlier labor is the central category of Marcuse’s critical theory. Marcuse 
understands freedom in terms of transformation of character of labor. 
And it is precisely notion of labor that is behind the “surplus repression” 
and “performance principle”. Repression and restriction of instincts was 
needed in the historical era of material scarcity which demanded toil in 
order to provide for basic needs. But advancement of modern industrial 
civilization owns much to the rapid development of technology which 
in turn changes the amount of energy and time spent at labor. In other 
words technology holds negating potential for overcoming the “king-
dom of necessity”. To put it in Marcuse’s words: “The available resources 
make for a qualitative change in the human needs. Rationalization and 
mechanization of labor tend to reduce the quantum of instinctual en-
ergy channeled into toil (alienated labor), thus freeing energy for the 
attainment of objectives set by the free play of individual faculties. Tech-
nology operates against the repressive utilization of energy in so far as 
it minimizes the time necessary for the production of the necessities of 
life, thus saving time for the development of needs beyond the realm of 
necessity and of necessary waste” (Marcuse 1974: 63). The main argu-
ment is that the technology can liberate eros or in other words that the 
comprehensive satisfaction of needs can be achieved without toil. This 
in turn is possible only with the changed characteristic of labor. Mar-
cuse emphasizes this possibility: “This quality would reflect the preva-
lent satisfaction of the basic human needs (most primitive at the first, 
vastly extended and refined at the second stage), sexual as well as social: 
food, housing, clothing, leisure. This satisfaction would be (and this is 
the important point) without toil - that is, without the rule of alienated 
labor over the human existence” (Marcuse 1974: 94). In Eros and Civ-
ilization Marcuse envisages a welfare society where productivity is not 
conditioned by instinctual repression and alienated labor. Owing to the 
technology and growing mechanization of work a returning of libidinal 
energy to eros is possible. Technology thus has potential of eliminating 
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alienated labor. The technology’s liberating potential clearly contradicts 
Freud’s conclusion about further development of civilization and on the 
other side it complements Freud’s theory of individual development by 
offering a possibility to liberate eros.Question of technology is also an 
important part of Marcuse’s analysis of soviet marxism.8 Marcuse (1958) 
argued that technological development of western societies enables par-
allel sustention of military industry and raising living standard. Mar-
cuse (1958) argues that this means that soviet society actually supports 
stability and unity of capitalistic society. Soviet society placed enormous 
efforts in technological and industrial development. Marcuse (1958) 
considers an attempt to win economic and technological race with west-
ern society crucial factor of soviet marxism. According to Marcuse sovi-
et’s society should be partly criticized on technological basis: “In its most 
visible form, the link is in the technical economic basis common to both 
systems, i.e., mechanized (and increasingly mechanized) industry as the 
mainspring of societal organization in all spheres of life. As against this 
common technical-economic denominator stands the very different 
institutional structure-private enterprise here, nationalized enterprise 
there” (Marcuse 1958: 5-6). Marcuse perceived in the soviet society the 
same factors which hindered the development of individuality and au-
tonomy in the western society. In other words in his analysis Marcuse 
applies previously mentioned concept of “technological rationality” in 
order to demonstrate devastating effect of technology on individual: 
“… the same mechanization and rationalization generated attitudes of 
standardized conformity and precise submission to the machine which 
required adjustment and reaction rather than autonomy and sponta-
neity. If nationalization and centralization of the industrial apparatus 
goes hand in hand with (…) the subjugation and enforcement of labor 
as a fulltime occupation, progress in industrialization is tantamount to 
progress in domination: attendance to the machine, the scientific work 
process, becomes totalitarian, affecting all spheres of life” (Marcuse 1958: 
84). From this citation it could be noted that the soviet’s technological 
8 Soviet Marxism: A Critical Analysis is usually omitted from the bibliography of those 

who are critical as well as of those who are sympathetic to Marcuse’s theory. The rea-
son for omitting is that the Soviet Marxism was written during Marcuse’s work in the 
Russian Institute and it was written by the order from CIA. Marcuse himself didn’t 
consider it part of his main thought current. Nevertheless Soviet Marxism is import-
ant in Marcuse’s theory since in it he develops further notion of “technological ratio-
nality”, demonstrates distortion of Marx theory which in turn testifies to Marcuse’s 
commitment to Marx. In conclusion Soviet Marxism is an eastern counterpart of One 
Dimensional Man.
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development not only hadn’t liberated individuals but subjected them 
even more to the production apparatus. Marcuse introduces the term 
“new rationality” for which he considers to be an adequate description 
of soviets’ reality.9 Term “new rationality” is actually augmented notion 
of previously mentioned and demonstrated “technological rationality”. 
It is Marcuse’s contention that the soviet’s “new rationality” largely uses 
“technological rationality”. What Marcuse attempted to demonstrate is 
that in its essence soviet society just like capitalist society is repressive 
and that it uses technology in the same repressive way as its capitalistic 
counterpart. This draws a conclusion that soviet and capitalist society 
share the same technical base. 

It was previously mentioned that in Eros and Civilization Marcuse 
considered that technological development per se can initiate social 
transformation. But now Marcuse learned that technology can produce 
even more repression regardless of the better standard of living. It is now 
important to note that Marcuse perceives social transformation solely as 
a political decision to use technology for different (liberating) purposes: 
“Modern machinery is susceptible to capitalist as well as socialist uti-
lization. This amounts to saying that mature capitalism and socialism 
have the same technical base, and that the historical decision as to how 
this base is to be used is a political decision (…) No matter how high 
the level of technical progress and material culture, of labor productivity 
and efficiency, the change from socialist necessity to socialist freedom 
can only be the result of conscious effort and decision. The maintenance 
of repressive production relations enables the Soviet state, with the in-
strumentalities of universal control, to regiment the consciousness of 
the underlying population” (Marcuse 1958: 185-190).

In One Dimensional Man Marcuse offers his final critical statement 
on technology. Thus One Dimensional Man should be read as Marcuse’s 
attempt to create critical theory of technologically advanced societies. 
While before he emphasized neutral or even liberating character of 
technology Marcuse (1964) is now certain that the domination is im-
manent to technology: “In the face of the totalitarian features of this 
society, the traditional notion of the “neutrality” of technology can no 
9 In its usage in soviet’s analysis term “new rationality” has a wider and more compre-

hensive meaning than the term “new rationality”. Detail examination of the “new 
rationality” would be out of the paper’s scope but it should be noted that according 
to Marcuse “new rationality” incorporates a set for creating social reality: “techno-
logical rationality”, pragmatic production of desired attitudes, ideological character 
of language and ritualization and magic usage of Marx’s theory.
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longer be maintained. Technology as such cannot be isolated from the 
use to which it is put; the technological society is a system of domina-
tion which operates already in the concept and construction of tech-
niques” (Marcuse 1964: xlvi). Marcuse’s main (Hegelian) thesis is that 
technologically advanced societies produced and enabled technologi-
zation of lordship. In other words Marcuse noticed proletariat’s integra-
tion and with it the disappearance of revolutionary consciousness. This 
integration was possible on the technological basis. Marcuse observes 
the changes in structure and function of the two antagonistic classes 
and argues: “And to the degree to which technical progress assures the 
growth and cohesion of communist society, the very idea of qualitative 
change recedes before the realistic notions of a non-explosive evolution” 
(Marcuse 1964: xliii). Technological basis resemble to mitigate the gap 
between two antagonistic classes. It is precisely in this resemblance that 
Marcuse finds ideological function of technology in suppressing the 
revolution: “Here, the so-called equalization of class distinctions reveals 
its ideological function. If the worker and his boss enjoy the same tele-
vision program and visit the same resort places, if the typist is as attrac-
tively made up as the daughter of her employer (…) then this assimila-
tion indicates not the disappearance of classes, but the extent to which 
the needs and satisfactions that serve the preservation of the Establish-
ment are shared by the underlying population” (Marcuse 1964: 10).

Technological advancement also altered the definition of a laborer. 
In Marx’s theory laborer was understood as a manual laborer who by 
toil consumes his power. Satisfaction of needs was largely basic and it 
consisted in nourishment and sleep. Both of them helped laborer to 
regain his strength in order to perform same toil tomorrow. Marcuse 
(1964) noticed that technology overcame this physiological and biologi-
cal fact of Marx’s era: “The technological change which tends to do away 
with the machine as individual instrument of production, as ‘absolute 
unit’, seems to cancel the Marxian notion of the ‘organic composition 
of capital’ and with it the theory of the creation of surplus value” (Mar-
cuse 1964: 31). According to Marcuse (1964) the crucial change is that 
instead of laborer it is a machine that creates surplus value. Transition 
from classical to advanced capitalism abolished Hegelian and Marxian 
relation of lordship, serfdom and overcoming. Marcuse describes this 
change: “The capitalist bosses and owners are losing their identity as 
responsible agents; they are assuming the function of bureaucrats in a 
corporate machine. Within the vast hierarchy of executive and mana-
gerial boards extending far beyond the individual establishment into 
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the scientific laboratory and research institute, the national government 
and national purpose, the tangible source of exploitation disappears be-
hind the facade of objective rationality (…) And this mutual depen-
dence is no longer the dialectical relationship between Master and Ser-
vant, which has been broken in the struggle for mutual recognition, but 
rather a vicious circle which encloses both the Master and the Servant” 
(Marcuse 1964: 35-36). Marcuse believes that the containment of social 
change is dependable on the level in which the politics of “technological 
rationality” is able to elevate standard of living by efficient subjection of 
science and technological inventions. Marcuse sums up: “… the highest 
stage of capitalist development corresponds, in the advanced capitalist 
countries, to a low of revolutionary potential” (Marcuse 1972: 5).

Marx argued that the movement of history is influenced by specif-
ic social organization of production and in that sense it is evident that 
Marx considered character of technology to be neutral: “In acquiring 
new productive forces men change their mode of production; and in 
changing their mode of production, in changing the way of earning 
their living, they change all their social relations. The hand-mill gives 
you society with the feudal lord; the steam-mill society with the indus-
trial capitalist” (Marx 2010[1847]: 73). But Marcuse differs here from 
Marx in perceiving the totalitarian character of technology. According 
to Marcuse (1964) this totalitarian character of technology is evident 
in the subjugation of men and nature to the logos of technics. The im-
plications of this are impossibility of human autonomy and freedom in 
serving the technical apparatus which raises conformity and productiv-
ity of labor. For Marcuse this implies that human relations will obtain 
character of technological functioning.10 Or in other words technolog-
ical reification will become dominant mode of social reality: “Only in 

10 In effect Marcuse is influenced by Lukács’ (1971) understanding of mutual relation 
between reification and consciousness. Lukács (1971) understood reification as a his-
torical form of thingness in which relations among people obtain character of com-
modity – human relations become as relations among things. According to Lukács 
social reality could be penetrated only by piercing through commodity relations. To 
put it in Lukács’ words: It stamps its imprint upon the whole consciousness of men; 
his qualities and abilities are no longer an organic part of his personality, they are 
things which he can ‘own’ or ‘dispose of ’ like the various objects of external world. 
And there is no natural form in which human relations could be cast, no way in 
which man can bring his physical and psychic ‘qualities’ into play without their being 
subjected increasingly to this reifying process” (Lukács 1971: 100). As it may be no-
ticed Marcuse shares Lukács’ concept of reification but instead of commodities Mar-
cuse argues that insight into reified social relations is possible through technology.
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the medium of technology, man and nature become fungible objects of 
organization. The universal effectiveness and productivity of the appa-
ratus under which they are subsumed veil the particular interests that 
organize the apparatus. In other words, technology has become the 
great vehicle of reification - reification in its most mature and effective 
form” (Marcuse 1964: 172).

Technoaesthetics11 and Liberation

The crucial insight that Marcuse draws from thematization of tech-
nology is the conclusion on further development of “historical project” 
towards “greater historical truth” and the inherent possibility of unison 
between men and nature. This relationship of harmony with nature is 
possible on the technological grounds and Marcuse describes it with 
term “pacification of existence”: “Pacification of existence means the 
development of man’s struggle with man and with nature, under condi-
tions where the competing needs, desires, and aspirations are no longer 
organized by vested interests in domination and scarcity - an organiza-
tion which perpetuates the destructive forms of this struggle” (Marcuse 
1964: 18). Pacification of existence towards which Marcuse points is not 
only concentrated to the abolishment of alienated labor but also to the 
reorganization of technological basis of society. Both abolishment of 
alienated labor and reorganization of technological basis are require-
ments for qualitative change. Marcuse describes this qualitative change: 
“The technological transformation is at the same time political trans-
formation, but the political change would turn into qualitative social 
change only to the degree to which it would alter the direction of tech-
nical progress - that is, develop a new technology. For the established 
technology has become an instrument of destructive politics. Such 
qualitative change would be transition to a higher stage of civilization if 
technics were designed and utilized for the pacification of the struggle 
11  I propose to introduce term “technoaesthetics” since I consider it to be coincidental 

within framework of Marcuse’s theory. In the last instance Marcuse sought possible 
the synergy of technology and art in a creation of beautiful humane society. For this 
synergy to happen technology ought to be imbued with the main aesthetical prin-
ciple – the beauty. Thus, “tecnoaestehtics” relates first to invention and creation of 
aestheticized technology imbued with beauty. And second aesthetics would attain 
technological instrumentality it would become techne. The next lines will attempt 
to elaborate in detail that the term “technoaesthetics” comprehends well Marcuse’s 
main argument on art and technology.
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for existence” (Marcuse 1964: 232). Marcuse understands this qualita-
tive change as a methodical political action in which technology is liber-
ated from its instrumental use and deployed towards creation of a more 
humane society. The pacification of existence is thus possible by com-
pletion of technological project: “If the completion of the technological 
project involves a break with the prevailing technological rationality, the 
break in turn depends on the continued existence of the technical base 
itself. For it is this base which has rendered possible the satisfaction of 
needs and the reduction of toil - it remains the very base of all forms of 
human freedom. The qualitative change rather lies in the reconstruction 
of this base - that is, in its development with a view of different ends” 
(Marcuse 1964: 236). The technological achievement renders possible 
to calculate what it means to live a better life: “For example, what is 
calculable is the minimum of labor with which, and the extent to which, 
the vital needs of all members of a society could be satisfied (…) calcu-
lable is the degree to which, under the same conditions, care could be 
provided for the ill, the infirm, and the aged” (Marcuse 1964: 236-237). 
The pacification of existence thus presupposes the qualitative change 
in usage of technology. It negates both the destructive efficiency and 
performance principle. As a regulating idea in using technology paci-
fication of existence tend to exploit liberating potential of technology. 
This qualitative turn it its usage Marcuse describes: “To the degree to 
which the goal of pacification determines the Logos of technics, it alters 
the relation between technology and its primary object, Nature. Pacifi-
cation presupposes mastery of Nature, which is and remains the object 
opposed to the developing subject. But there are two kinds of mastery: a 
repressive and a liberating one (…) In the process of civilization, Nature 
ceases to be mere Nature to the degree to which the struggle of blind 
forces is comprehended and mastered in the light of freedom” (Marcuse 
1964: 240-241).

The reality of reason on which Marcuse insists throughout his works 
is possible by transcending technological rationality to a post-techno-
logical rationality where a principle of beauty fuses with a principle of 
social organization. What Marcuse proposes is the cooperation of art 
and technics towards creation of aestheticized society. This cooperation 
is possible on the fact that both technology and art hold vision of bet-
ter and more beautiful world with the difference in arts’ incapability to 
translate these ideas into creation of society. Marcuse describes this co-
operation of art and technology: “Technique, assuming the features of 
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art, would translate subjective sensibility into objective form, into reali-
ty” (Marcuse 1969: 24).

The cooperation of art and technology and pacification of existence 
are two determinants of the new society, namely the aesthetic ethos. The 
aesthetic ethos places a principle of beauty as a new organizing principle 
of society. The aesthetic as a new form of society is possible on the basis 
of scientific and technological development. According to this the idea 
of beauty wouldn’t pertained exclusively to the art as Marcuse (1937b) 
argued in The Affirmative Character of Culture. On the basis of a given 
civilizational development aesthetic can change its historical topos. So-
ciety can become a subject of aesthetics and that in turn would affect 
the affirmative character of culture. The cooperation of art and technic 
would change them both. Art would define the construction and the 
form of machines while at the same time art would receive some tech-
nical denotations. Their product would be society as a work of art and 
beauty an important characteristic of human’s freedom. This is impli-
cated in the term “technoaesthetics”. Here is Marcuse’s final statement 
and his vision of artistic society: “In the reconstruction of society for 
the attainment of this goal, reality altogether would assume a Form ex-
pressive of the new goal. The essentially aesthetic quality of this Form 
would make it a work of art, but inasmuch as the Form is to emerge in 
the social process of production, art would have changed its traditional 
locus and function in society: it would have become a productive force 
in the material as well as cultural transformation. And as such force, art 
would be an integral factor in shaping the quality and the ‘appearance’ 
of things, in shaping the reality, the way of life. This would mean the 
Aufhebung of art: end of the segregation of the aesthetic from the real, 
but also end of the commercial unification of business and beauty, ex-
ploitation and pleasure. Art would recapture some of its more primitive 
‘technical’ connotations: as the art of preparing (cooking!), cultivating, 
growing things, giving them a form which neither violates neither their 
matter nor the sensitivity…” (Marcuse 1969: 31-32).

Conclusion

I have attempted to demonstrate the significance and role of technol-
ogy in Marcuse’s thought. In this attempt I considered the question of 
technology on a complete Marcuse’s opus. Marcuse was perhaps one of 
the first political and social theorists to perceive the technology as a new 
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protagonist of historical process while other theorists still attempted to 
find theoretical basis to explain absence of proletariat’s revolution and 
still considered proletariat to be the subject of revolution. Essay Some 
Implications of Modern Technology is a landmark but I have demon-
strated that Marcuse already during his “phenomenological marxism” 
perhaps unconsciously questions the role of proletariat and hints on 
technology as a possible subject of social change. I have also attempted 
to demonstrate critic’s serious misconception of Marcuse’s understand-
ing of technology due to critic’s unawareness of Heidegger’s influence. 
To avoid this misconception and to answer critics I have demonstrated 
Heidegger’s treatment of technology and the extent to which it had influ-
ence on Marcuse. Even in the Eros and Civilization where the emphasis 
is on synthesis of Freud’s and Marx’s theory technology has significant 
theoretical place. It is precisely due to the technological advancement 
that opened Marcuse’s imagination to envisage liberated eros and civ-
ilization without repression. In his last statement Marcuse argued that 
technology and art can change their functions. Art would not be any 
more beautiful appearance and technology would be delivered from its 
destructive use. In cooperation technology and art, as Marcuse thought 
it, could bring qualitative change – society as a work of art. But this de-
cision is strictly a political one.

I consider that these thoughts still resonate within contemporary so-
ciety if only to remember us that contemporary civilization has enough 
resources, enough scientific knowledge and advanced technology to 
end misery, hunger, deprivation etc. The decision is, as Marcuse argued, 
political one.
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